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efore You

Change Can Be Rapid
This is Lisa Brown's sixth year of teaching 3rd

grade. She is skillful with children and knows the
curriculum well. However, parents often com-
plain that her classroom environment is lackluster
and uninviting. The principal notes that Lisa no
longer spends time before and after school on
planning. In the classroom, she seems to repeat
lessons from previous years -;,ithout giving much
thought to what she is teaching. Although she
started out being involved in school act;vities, she
has stopped volunteering, and her colleagues are
beginning to resent her absence. The principal de-
cided to intervene. In a very short time, Lisa was
noticed discussing, in excited tones, a new class-
room activity. She volunteered to help a new
teacher and she was looking for some courses on
cooperative learning tk., take during the summer.

Steve Ullrey teaches high school biology. Last
fall he descnbed many of his students as disre-
spectful an,' undisciplined. He wanted the A/la-
pnncipal to come down hard on students he sent
frequently to the office. During pn..-liminary di:,-
cuss.ons, the vice-priacipal realized that Steve
needed better classroom management prmedures.
Steve believed the problem to be the "low qual-
ity" of students, and he became defensive when
the vice-principal made suggestions. The Ai ke-
principal initiated a series of observations and a
different way of talking with Steve about his
teaching. Almost immediately, Steve began solic-
iting classroom management ideas and inviting
the vice-principal to observe and coach him as he
experimented with new strategies.

These two supervisors used a set of strategies
that are efficient and circumvent the trap of the
"resistant teacher." The efficient supervisor
needs tools and techniques for guiding teachers to
make rapid teacher-directed changes. When a

egin

teacher believes in a plan of action because he or
she helped dei,elop it, the plan is more likely to
be put into action immediately and meet with suc
Less. And the teacher is empowered as a profes-
sional.

Brief Overview

This program focuses on supervisors' commu-
nication skills and strategies that enhance teach-
ers' abilities to reflect, learn, and apply insights
to their own actions when teaching. Behaviors
and language skills that allow supervisors to be
worthy of trust* are central to the program.

With a trusting .elationship, a supervisor can
become a mediator and enhance teacher thinking.
The supervisor's questions and responses are de-
signed to elicit specific cognitive functions that
produce data, relationships, and generalizations
about the lesson. Teachers consistently report that
such questions help clarify their own thinking be
fore, during, and after teaching. A successful
conference encourages teachers to spontaneously
make commitments to change behaiors and strat
egies based on self-analysis. The assertion is that
supervision should emphasize not only the oNert
behaviors of teaching but the teacher's inner-
thinking processes as well. Such a focus on en-
hancing teachers cognithe abilities empowers
teachers and, in turn, increases student learning.

*A glossary at the end of this section con-
tains a collection of terms and their definitions.
The first time a glossary w ord appears in these
directions, you will find it underlined. This is
your clue to refer to the glossary for more in-
formation if necessary.
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Fildng the Lesson Is Not the
Objective

The basis for some supervisory programs as-
sumes the supervisor is an expert about teaching
and can impart that wisdom to the teacher. Oper-
ating under this premise, a supervisor can view
his or her role as a "fixer." We propose, how-
ever, that the supervisor view his or her role as a
mediator of teacher thinking. In this role, the su-
pervisor is not interested in creating a perfect les-
son but in exercising and enhancing the thinking
that goes on behind the teacher's actions. This
source ultimately installs the skills and habits of
self-coaching and a Lontinuing career-long focus

4

on creating excellence in lessons. The supervi-
soi's q.-estions and responses are designed to en-
courage, clarify, and probe so as to discover the
thinking behind teacher decisions. On the practice
programs, yotl will notice that the supervisors are
satisfied with responses that demonstrate pre:ise
teacher cognition, and the- do not spend time de-
scribing ways a lesson could be even better. As a
matter of fact, the supervisors do not do this be-
cause they know that "fixing" a teacher is coun-
terproductive to the goal of helping the teacher
become self-supervising. By the way they ask
questions and respond, the supervisors help the
teachers to prescribe for themselves their own
ways to improve what they do.
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The

Introduction
This training program is designed with the ex-

pectation that those viev.ing it are already knowl-
edgeable in a clinical supervision model of
conferencing. The intent of this program is to
provide training in conferencing skills appropriate
for peer coaching anuor clinical ,upervision
when teacher self-evaluation is clearly the goal. It
is not meant '-) be an introduction to the clinical
supervision model of pie- and postconferencing.
It could, however, be used to illustrate the clini-
cal supervision model if the facilitator chooses to
design a training program to meet the needs of
the group before beginning. In either case, this
program can be used as a review to increase oth-
ers' awareness of supervisory practices. The first
article in The Readings will provide participants
with background information they need to better
understand the program.

Program Goals

This training program has three major goals for
the viewer:

To understand the importance of trust and
rapport in the teacher/supervisor relationship
and be able to put into practice actions that
develop it.
To understand how a supervisor's language
tools can contribute to teacher empower-
ment, and be able to ust anguage tools of
questioning, responding, and empowering to
guide teachers to '1w in their ability to ana-
lyze, evaluate, am, modify their own teach-
ing.

To promote the practice and refinement of
these conferencing skills. 7rust Building,
Questioning, Responding, and Empowering.

rogram

Intended Audience

This skills program is intended for principals,
supervisors, mentors, department chairs, master
teachers, teacher educators, peer coaches, and
other personnel involved in classroom supervi-
sion. Another Set of Eyes. Conferencing Skills
might also be shown to teachers, student teachers,
parents, board mbers, and others to increase
awareness of supervisory practices and skills.
Practice Programs I and II are valuable to teach-
ers because they provide examples of real teach-
ers' responses to a supervisor using the
techniques outlined in the program.

Organization of Video
Programs

This program includes three parts: the skills
program and two practice programs. It includes
presentation and explanation of the conferencing
skills of Trust Building, Questioning, Respond-
ing, and Empowering. Practice Program I in-
cludes an edited 6di grade math, art lesson and the
accompanying teacher/principal pre- and postcon-
ferences. Practice Program II is an edited high
school chemistry class with the accompanying
teacher/supervisor re- and postconferences. Tran-
scripts of the p:e- and postconferences for Prac-
tice Programs I and II have been provided to help
you locate specific examples. The transcripts are
annotated with comments from the trainers and
supervisors.

How to Use This Manual

This manual provides an overview of the con-
tent of the program. It also contains outlines and
trainer notes for an extensive sequence of work-

r...)
c...i
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shops and the handouts and activities necessary
for conducting successful training sessions. Tran-
scripts for the tapes Practice I and Practice II are
provided along with comments about the interac-
tion to facilitate their use in the workshop.

6

By carefully following the video program and
doing the activities at the stop points, participants
have an opportunity to learn and practice the
techniques and strategies. Discussion among par-
ticipants will also increase transfer of skills into
action.

C,



Preparation for the Workshops

Introduction
These materials are provided to help the trainer

prepare and lead a works'iop built around Another
Set of Eyes. Conferencing Skills. It is preferable
to schedule this workshop in four 11/2-hour ses-
sions plus a microteaching session of 23/4 hours.
The practice programs should be scheduled for
viewing in two 11/2-hour sessions.

Objectives
By the end of the workshop, the participants

will be able to:

Describe three rappoa-building skills, dem-
onstrate these skills in a simulation, and
identify presuppositions in language.
Develop questions that direct teacher think-
ing as it relates to the )..,ur phases of the
teaching cycle, plan, teach, reflect/analyze.
and apply.
Describe two supervisor responding behav-
lois and demonstrate these behaviors in a
simulation.
Describe three ways supervisors can structure
their responses to teacher statements to em-
power the teacher.
Increase their repertoire of responses %then
teachers make statements that lack clarity.
misplace responsibility for learning, or are
limiting.
Refine their ability to self-evaluate their use
of the skills of Trust Building, Questioning.
Responding, and Empowering.

Role of the Trahier
A trainer could be a staff developer. principal.

central office administrator, or teacher. It i: s

sential that the trainer have some backuound in
strategies and techniques of effective supervision
and be able to model the behaviors described in
the video program. The trainer should be re-
spected by staff members, well organized, and
able to communicate in a manner that supports
others' growth needs. The major responsibilities
of the trainer are to:

View the video programs and become thor-
oughly familiar with their contents. Your un-
derstanding will be greatly increased if you
take time to study all three videos before
leading this workshop and practice styervi-
sion conferences using skills identified in
these videos.
Read the Trainer's Manual and related arti-
cles carefully.
Decide on the type of workshop best suited
to the time available.
Arrange for a training site large enough tc
allow for participant interaction and small-
group sessions.
Arrange for the duplication of handouts and
readings.

Distribute notices about each session.
Guide participants through the session activ
ties: start and stop the video at specified in-
tervals, direct and monitor discussion, and
lead participants in practice activities.
Arrange optional follow-up meetings so par-
ticipants have opportunities to talk about
their experiences applying techniques from
the video programs to actual supervision
yeles.

Before the Workshop
In advance of session one, distribute copies of

the first article in the Readings section (The Clin-

li)
7
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ical Supervision Model. Supervision in Histori,
Perspective) and ask that participants read it be-
fore coming to the first session.

Distribute a notice descnbing the workshop. In
elude topics, dates, times, and location. You
should n.,te that as part of the microteaching ses-
sion, which is included in the workshop, partici-
pants will plan and observe brief lessons with
partners and teach or observe these lessons with
other participants. They will therefore need to se-
lect a lesson objective and bring teaching materi-
als with them. The objective they select can be
on an elementary, secondary, or adult level. Of-
ten parripants have a special skill or hobby such
as sailing, hiking, camping, speaking a foreign
language, or photograpny that is an excellent sub-
ject for a lesson.

I

8

Reserve a room for the seasion. It will need to
be large enough to allow for small-group activi-
ties at the stop points on the video. Arrange ta-
bles and chairs to facilitate video viewing and
small-group discussion. You also need to.

Obtain a VCR, chalkboard or easel, pads,
and pens.

Duplicate all handouts.

Write the objectives and agenda on a chart
or chalkboard.

Arrange for refreshments.

Create the agenda and determine the times
for breaks or lunch.

i



Time Guide for Video and
Activities

The Conferencing Skills program (40 total min-
utes of video) is organized into four main catego-
ries of skills: Trust Building, Questioning,
Responding, and Emp3wering.

We recommend that you plan five workshop
sessions to allow ample time for participants to
learn and integrate these skills into practice. Al-
low I 1/2 hours each for the workshops featuring
Trust-Building, Questioning, Responding, and
Empowering Skills, and 2N4 hours for the micro-
teaching session.

The times listed here are the actual times re-
quired for viewing each section of the video and
suggested times for completing the activities in
each workshop. You will need to add an appro-
priate amount time for additional discussion.

Exercises are found in the Handout section in
sequence. They are labe:ed with the initials of the
workshop session for which their usc is intended.
(For example, TB-I is the handout you would use
for the first exercise in the Trust-Building ses-
sion.)

Skills Workshop Time

Another Set of Eyes: Conferencing Skills

Workshop Session One: Trust Building (11/2 hours)
Warm up TB-1. TB-2
Video Segment
Exercise TB-3
Video Segment
Exercise TB-4
Exercise TB-5
Summary

40 minutes

Workshop Session Two: Questioning (11/2 hours)
Warm up Q-I
Video Segment
Exercise Q-2
Exercise Q-3,Q-4,Q-5,Q-6
Summary

Workshop Session Three: Responding (11/2 hours)
Warm up R-1
Video Segment
Exercise R-2
Exercise R-3
Summary

12 minutes
10 minutes
30 minuses
4 minutes
5 minutes

15 minutes
10 minutes

10 minutes
7 minutes

15 minutes
25 minutes
15 minutes

12 minutes
6 minutes

15 minutes
30 minutes
15 minutes

9
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Skills Workshop (continued) Time
Workshop Session Four: Empowering (1112 hours)

Warm up
Video Segment
Application Exercise E-2. E-3. E-4
Summary

15 minutes
12 minutes
50 minutes
10 minutes

Workshop Session Five: Microteaching (23/4 hours)
Warm up
Microteaching Activity M-1
Summary M-2

15 minutes
2 hours

15 minutes

Sessions Using Practice
Programs

Additional sessions can be scheduled for - Lontains a teacher,supervisor preconference. the
ing the Practice I and Practice II tapes. Each actual lesson, and a teacher/supervisor postconfer-
program runs approximately 50 minutes, and each ence.

Practice I: Elementan (50 minutes total) practice II: Secondary (50 minutes total)
Preconference (10 minutes) Preconferencc (13 minutes)
Lesson (25 minutes) Lesson (20 minutes)
Postconference (13 minutes) Postconference (16 minutes)

10



Workshop Outline

This workshop outline details the five training
sessions that accompany v iewing of Another Set
of Eyes: Conferencing Skills. Of these five ses-
sions, four are 1V2 hours long, and the fifth lasts
21,2 hours. Additional sessions to allow for v iew
ing the practice programs can be scheduled as
time permits.

Workshop Sessions

Trust-Building Skills
Questioning Skills
Responding Skills
Empowering Skills
Microteaching
Practice I (Elementar
Practice II (Secondar

ii/2 hours
11/, hours
11/2 hours
P/2 hours
21/4 hours
50 minutes
50 minutes

Workshop Session One:
Trust-Building (11/2 hours)

Note: Trainers w ill want to spend some time at
the beginning of the first session orienting partici-
pants to the purposes and organization of the
training sessions.

1. Warm-Up Activity (TB-1 and TB-2.
12 minutes)
Present the objective and agenda to the par-
ticipants.
Then distribute TB-2 from the Handouts,
Exercise on Trust, and ask participants to
use it to think and make a few notes about
someone they trust. After two or three min-
utes, ask them to compare their notes with a
ric.ighbor.

\fter three or four minutes, ask the eutire
group to help you compile a list of charac-
teristics of "the trusted supervisor."

Ask participants to summariLe some of the
more important qualities of a supervisor
who inspires trust.
Point out to the group that building trust in-
s olves a lot more than good conferencing
skills. Still, the use of these skills can en-
hance the trust that teachers already have in
a supervisor
Distribute the Note-Taking guide (TB-1)
and explain that its use is optional.

2. Alternate Warm-Up Activity (12 minutes)
Design or obtain an activity that allows par-
ticipants to get to know one another or al-
lows them to share their experiences with
conferencing and supervision. For example,
have each participant list and share with a
partner three supervisory skills they have
learned in other workshops, two supervisory
skills with which they need more practice,
and one way that supervision is like an au-
tomobile. The latter can provide humor and
a variety of perspectives on supervision.

3. View the Trust-Building section of the
video program to the first "stop" at the
end of the Rapport-Building segment. (10
minutes)

4. Application Exercise (TB-3, 30 minutes)
Distribute the handout TB-3, Exercise in
Rapport Building. Ask participants to form
groups of three and choose roles of teacher,
supervisor, and observer. Ask the "supervi-
sors" to conduct a preconference with the
"teachers" using Rapport-Building skills.
Ask the "observers to record evidence of
Rapport-Building Skills (4 minutes). Com-
plete this exercise as directed on TB-3. This
exercise is intended to help participants ex-
perience first-hand the value of these skills.

11
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S. Continue to view the Trust-Building sec-
tion of the program with the segments on
Presuppositions. (4 minutes)

6. Application Exercise (TB-4 and TB-5.
15-20 minutes)

Distribute the handouts TB-4, Review of
Presuppositions, and TB-5. Exercise in
Analy:ing Presuppositions. Ask participants
to take a few minutes to read TB-4 (5 min-
utes) before going on to exercise TB-5.
Ask participants to form different groups of
thrt, to complete exercise TB-5. (15 min-
utes)

7. Summarizing Activity (10 minutes)
Lead a discussion about the content cf the
program, the readings. and the actiities.
One format for discussion might be to have
the participants: (1) review what they have
learned. (2) describe how they will apply
these skills on the job. and (3) evaluate
their ability to use these skills. (This data
w ill help the facilitator identify a -eas that
will require more in-depth study.)

Note: Involvement of participants is in-
creased if they are directed to talk in small
groups before discussing the topic as an en-
tire group.

8. Independent Practice
Ask paricipants to practice these skills and
be prepared to comment on them in the next
session.

Distribute copies of articles 2 and 3 from
the Readings section (TrustIntentions Are
the Message and The Goals of Instructional
supervision). Ask participants to read them
before the next session.

Workshop Session Two:
Questioning (11/2 hours)

1. Wlrm-Up Activity (Q-1. 10 minutes)
Ask participants to form groups of three. re-
view notes from the Trust-Building sectior
of the program, and di,-uss their experi-
ences using mose Trust-Building Skills.
Then ask them to share items of special in-
terest with the entire group.

12

Distribute the note-taking guide Q-1, Ques-
tims Skills Note-Taking Guide, found in the
handouts, and explain that its use is op-
tional.

2. View the Questioning section of the video
program. (7 minutes)

3. Application Exercise (Q-2. 15 minutes)
Distribute handout Q-2, Exercise in Asking
Mediational Questions. Ask participants to
form pairs and analyze the language in the
questions listed. Consider how the language
helps to probe thinking.

4. Application Exercise (Q-3. Q-4. Q-5, and
Q-6. 20-25 minutes)
Distribute the handouts Q-3, Q-4, Q-5, and
Q-6. Ask participants to refer to the circle
graphic (Q-3) and consider the relationship
between teacher and supervisor at each
stage of tke teaching cycie.
Let them know that the upcoming exercise
using Q-4, Q-5. and Q-6 will give them
ways to start to create this helping relation-
ship.

Then ask the participants to form new
groups of three to develop questions using
forms Q-4. Q-5. and Q-6, and complete the
exercise.

Atter about 10 to 15 minutes, ask groups to
report interesting questions and briefly dis-
cuss any thoughts or concerns.

5. Summary Activity (15 inn, .tes)
Lead a discussion about the content of the
program, the readings. and the activities.
One format for discussion might be to have
the participants: (1) review what they have
learned, (2) describe how they will apply
these skills on the job. and (3) evaluate
their ability to use these skills. (This data
will help the facilitator identify areas that
will require more in-depth study.)

6. Independent Practice
A.,k participants to practice using the Ques-
tioning Skills in their interactions with
teachers and others with whom they come
in contact. Remind them to be especially
aware of the use of presuppositions.
Distribute copies of article 4 (Supervision
for Intelligeht Teaching), found in the
Readings section, and ask participants to
read it before the next session.
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Workshop Session Three:
Responding (11/2 hours)

1. Warm-Up Activity (R-1. 12 minutes)
Ask participants to form groups of three and
discuss how their use of the Questioning
Skills since the last session may have been
helpful to a colleague or to themselves. Ask
them to share interesting experiences with
the entire group.
Distribute the handout R-I. Responding
Skills Note-Taking Guide. Explain that its
use is optional but may be useful as a re-
view in future sessions.

2. v.ew the Responding section of the video
program. (6 minutes)

3. Application Exercise (R-2, 15 minutes)
Distribute the handout R-2. Clariffing
Teachers Statements of Goals and Objec-
twes. and ask participants to complete it On
their own. Further instructions are located
on the worksheet.

4. Application Exercise (R-3. 30 minutes)
Distribute the handout R-3. Small Group
Practice on Clarifying Criteria Into Observ-
able Behaviors.
Ask participants to form new groups of
three. and choose roles of "teacher, "su-
pervisor." and "observer.' Complete the
exercise as outlined in R-3. Then trade roles
and repeat the exercise until each member
of the group has had an opportunity to as-
sume each identity.

5. Summary Activity ( 15 minutes)
In the same groups of three. ask prticipants
to discuss the value of Responding Skills in
helping teachers to sharpen plans and clarify
intent.

Lead a discussion about the content of the
program, the readings, and the activities.
One format for discussion might be to have
the.. participants: (1) review what they have
learned. (2) describe how they will apply
these skill:, on the job, and (3) evaluate
their ability to use these skills. (This data
w ill help the facilitator identify areas that
will require more in-depth study.)

6. Independent-Practice
Ask participants to practice using the Re-
sponding Skills in preparation for the next
session.
Distribute copies of article 5 (Coaching
Teacher Cognition). found in the Readings
section, and as;: participants to read it be-
fore the next session.

Workshop Session Four:
Empowering (11/2 hours)

1. Warm-up Activity (E-1, 15 minutes)
Ask participants to form groups of three and

iew notes from the Responding section
of the program and discuss their experiences
using those skills. Then ask them to share
items of special interest with the entire
group.
Distribute the handout E-1. &powering
Skills Note-Taking Guide. Explain that its
use is optional, but it may be useful for re-
view.

2. View the Empowering section of the video
program. (12 minutes)
Note to Trainer: Some participants may
point out that the example given on the
video for Vague Verbsthe word
"lazy--is indeed not a verb. We are using
the term Vague Verbs broadly to explain
descriptions of student behavior that could
be better described specifically. Other vague
descriptions would include phrases like:

I want the students to . . .

understand
appreciate
grasp the notion
prepare

3. Application Exercise (E-2. E-3. and E-4,
50 minutes)
Distribute the handouts E-2. Exercises in
Generating Alternatives, E-3. Exercises in
Accepting Responsibility. and E-4. Exercise.s
in Becoming More Precise.
Ask participants to form new groups of
three and complete the exercises Instruc-
tions for the exercises are located on the
worksheets.

13
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4. Summary Exercise (10 minutes)
Ask participants in groups of three how and
when they would use the Empowering Skills
and how those skills relate to Trust Build-
ing, Questioning, and Responding. Ask in-
dividuals to share interesting insights with
the entire group.

Lead a discussion about the content of the
program, the readings, and the activities.
One format for discussion mi be to have
the participants: (1) review w. 'hey have
learned, (2) describe how the. II apply
these skills on the job, and ( ivate
their ability to use these skills. (This data
will help the facilitator identify areas that
will require more in-depth study.)
Note: At this point the trainer has several
options:

If your purpose is to inform or provide
awareness. you could stop the work-
shop here.

It your purpose is to provide partici-
pants the opportunity to apply these
skills, proceed to the section on Micro-
teaching.

If your purpose is to prov ide viewers
with an opportunity to observe confer-
encing skills applied in actual schoo'
settings, refer to the programs Practice
I and Practice II. (Practice program
transcripts and c,mments are provided
in the Handout section of this man-
ual.)

5. Independent Practice
Note: The Skills Presentation Workshop can
conclude with the Empowering section. but
if the trainer wants to give participants an
opportunity to integrate these skills into
practice. the Microteaching section is essen-
tial. If you will conduct a Microteaching
session. ask each participant to prepare a
five-minute "micro" lesson and be prepared
to teach it to another participant in the next
session.

Distribute copies of article 6 (Landscapes,
Mindscapes, and Reflective Practice in Su-
pervision) found in the Readings s..ction,
and ask participants to read it before the
next session.
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Workshop Session Five:
Microteaching (2 to 23/4 hours)

Note: Microteaching is a condensed form of
teaching under simulated classroom coali-
tions (e.g., you teach a shorter lesson ihan
normal to a very small group, sometimes
just one or two other people) for the pur-
pose of analyzing techniques or learning
new behaviors.

1. Warm-up Activity (15 minutes)
Ask the participants if they have any iman-
swered questions about the conferencing
skills presented. Ask them to form groups
of three and i;st two concerns they may
have and one goal they would like to pur-
sue. Then ask them to describe a supervi-
sory success story. Ask one or two
participants to volunteer their stories to the
entire group.

2. Microteaching Activity (M-1, 2 hours)
Distribute the handout M-1, Microteaching,
to the participants. Ask them to read the ex-
planation of the activity and prepare to work
in groups of three, Explain that one cycle of
the activity is designed to last 40 minutes.
The participants should finish three com-
plete iycles to give each group member a
chance to assume each role: teacher, super-
visor, and observer. See M-1 for further in-
structions.

Note: For this activity, it would be helpful
to have several areas for the groups to work
in. The Microteaching activity works best in
a semiprivate, quiet place.

3. Summary Activity (M-2, IS minutes)
Ask participants to discuss the value of
practice in learning and using new skills.
Explain that this is the end of the s.:ssions
intended to introduce and teach the confer-
encing skills of Trust Building, Question-
ing, Responding, and Empowering.

Note: The programs Practice I and Practice
ll each contain one edited classroom lesson
with the teacher/supervisor preconference
and postconference. For more in-depth



Another Set of Eyes: Conferencing Skills

study of conferencing skills applied in ac-
tual classroom settings, please view these
progrms and study their accompanying
transcripts and comments sound in the
Handouts sectiu
Note: On Practice II, the teacher's intensity
may appear some participants to be ten-
sion or defen,iveness. If viewers comment
on this, you may want to explain that Mari-
lyn Tabor is not his regular supervisor. In
fact, the two met just hours before the tap-

ing. They were Lhosen for their experience
with using conference skills, and were
paired for dernonAration purposes only. In
the postconference, occasional use of para-
phrasing was edited out to conserve time.
This may mal.e the postconference appear
abrupt. This in fact was not the case. It
does, however, clearly illustrate the impor-
tance of paraphrasing in maintaining
warmth, trust, and rapport.

15



Glossaty

autonomyFor the purposes of this workshop,
the goal of autonomy is defined as self-superv i-
sion or self-coaching. An autonomous teadter is
one who habitually engages in critical self-reflet..-
tion of his or her k ork, ealudting the deLisions
made during planning and teadling and self-pre-
s.ribing Lhanges as appropriate. It does not mean
working alone, but instead emphasizes being self-
actualized as a teacher.

clinical supervisionFirst developed by Cogan
and Robert Goldhammer in the 1950s, clinical su-
penision was a nu :evaluative supervisory pro-
Less. It VN as used 10 describe a supervisory
proLess in which the superb isors zmphasized
teadtcr growth and engaged in discussions and
observations related to planning, teaching, and
analyzing the lesson. The strategies outlined in
this program are refinements of this original
model.

cognitive coaching Deeloped by Arthur Costa
and Robert Garmston in the 1950s, cognitive
coaching is a set of strategies designed to enhance
the teacher's perceptions, decisions, and intellec-
tual functions during the teaching cycle. This
model is based on the belief that these inner
thought processes are prerequisite to improving
overt instructional behaviors inextricably related
to instruct mal behavior and that improving
teacher thought will rcsult in improved teacher
teaching decisions and instructional behaviors.

presuppositionA term used to describe the
tacit knowledge that a native speaker of a lan-
guage has about the meaning of a message. For
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example, if someone said, "Even you could pass
that class," native speakers of English would
know that you are not a very good student and
that the class is not difficult. Neither of these
pieces of information is in the surface structure of
the message. Rattler, they are embedded in thc
intonation and the underlying meaning of the sen-
tence. Often, presuppositions can be negative.
These messages speak directly to the emotions
and create resistance and hence a lack of trust.

preconferenceA conference in which the su-
penisor withholds personal judgments and elicits
from the teacher the purposes of the lesson, how
the teacher measure, success, and what the super-
visor should observe.

postconferenceA conference in which the su-
pervisor withholds personal judgments and facili-
tates the teacher's recall, analysis, and evaluatiLn
of the teaching phases.

rapportRapport is present when people are re-
sponsive to one another. Peop!_ are said to have
rapport when they see eye to eye, are in har-
mony, or feel comfortable with each other. The
term rapport is used to describe a subjective expe-
rience that is behaviorally observable.

trustThis is vital of a relationship. It is mani-
fested by confidence in the eharactet, intention,
or ability of the other person.

1





Trust-Building Skills

TB-1

Trust-Building Skills
Note-Taking Guide

Trust
Rapport Building

Paraphrase Content

Match Voice Tone & Rate of Speech

Match Posture & Gesture

* Presupposition

Negative Examples

Positive Examples

Observation of Supervisor Questions



Trust-Building Skills

Exercise on Trust

TB-2

The video program makes the point th..' to be accepted by teachers, and effective with them, a super-
visor has to be trusted. Think of a person with whom you'e enjoyed a trusting relationship. What was it
about him or her that earned your trust? Please make a few notes about what the person did and said that
made you trust him or her.

Now, please talk with the person sitting next to y ou. Check to see if the characteristics you listed are
similar to or different from the characteristics he or she listed.

Based on what you recall about the qualities of people who inspired your trust, make a compositt, list
of characteristics of "the trusted supervisor." What would you put on such a list?

Sstu,mmarize what you believe are some of the more important qualities of a supen isor who inspnes
tru

Building trust involves a lot more than just good conferencing skills. Still. the use of these skills can
enhance the trust that teachers already havc in you.

18



Trust-Building Skills

TB-3

Exere;ge in Rapport Building

Preconference (4 minutes)
1. Trios assign roles of teacher. supervisor (or peer coach), and observer

2. Supervisor conducts preconference with the teacher using rapport-building skills. paraphiase con-

tent, match voice toneirate, and match posture/gesture.

3. Observer records evidence of rapport-building skills,

1,..brief (2 minutes)
1. Observer shares data.
2. Supervisor report% which behavior% w ere conscious and Nk hich vkc,e unconscious,

3. Teacher :J,ives reaction to behaviors.

Begin the conference again with the same participant% in the same roles. This time the supervisor

purposely breaks eye contact w ith the teacher and avoids listening lOr about 30 seconds. (2 minutes)

Debrief (2 minutes)
1, Observer compale% teacher reaction% to the attentive supers isor and the unattentive super\ isor

1. Teacher and super% isor give their reactions to their oAn behasior.

Rotate role% an ' repeat the above c,)cle until each trio member ha% had a chance to pla each role (10

minutes for each additional cycle)

19



Trust-Building Skills

TB-4

Review of Presuppositons
Review before completing the Exercise in Analyzing Presuppositions.

A presupposition is a term used to describe the tacit knowledge that a native speaker of a language has
about the meaning of a message. For example. if someone said. Even you could pass that class,
native speakers of English would know that you arc not a vet.) good student and that the class is not
difficuh Neither of these pieces of information is in the surface structure of the ruessage. rather. each is
embedded in the intonation and the underl)ing meaning of the sentence. Often, presuppositions are nega-
tive These messages speak directly to the enlotiOn' And create resistance and hence a lack of trust. Con-
sider the following examples of questions with negative presuppositions:

'Where did you go wrong in planning your lesson?"

Presuppositions:

You had a problem planning your lesson
You know what you did ....Tong.

You ought to feel bad al.,,ut going wrong because wrong means failing.

If you were to teach this lesson again. wouldn't :you w ant to assess students' readiness for learning r.

Presuppositions:

You should have assessed students' readiness this time, but you didn't.
You should agree w ith me. One should assess students' readiness for learning before teaching.
I cannot believe you did not realize this fact. (The strength of this message would depend up ,. the
intonation.)

Identifying presuppositions makes it eas) to understand w h) some questions are ineffecti e means of
building teacher trust Contrast the above questions with the examples below that contain positive presup-
positions:

If you teach this lesson again, will you do anything differently?"

Presuppositions:

You have a choice about teaching the lesson again.
You have a choice about what you will do.
You are the judge about changes that might be made.

So when you review the students' questions, w hat do the;s, tell :you about their readiness for learning?"

Presuppositions:

Data containing student questions is available.
IS You review data on student's questions.

Reviewing data will cause you to make conclusions about readiness for learning.
You are capable of establishing a causal relationship between student hi:ha% ior Ind readine..s.

As you planned the lesson, what did you hope for in terms of student behavior?"

Presuppositions.

You planned your lesson today.
As you plan you envision student behavior.

You can compare intended and actual behaviors

Notice the contrast between the negative, limiting intentions of the first two examples and the positive,
empowering intentions of the last three example,. Know ing how to evaluate y,..or own wcferencing skills
for presuppositions is a valuable tool and should be used when deciding how to ask questions in pre- or
postconferences.
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Trust-Building Skills

TB-5

Exercise in
Analyzing Presuppositions
Trios: Identify the presupposition in each question. Describe its possible impact on the teacher's

(a) feelings and (b) cognition. In each case, write an improved question.

I. You redirected Sarah by pointing out the next steps she should take. How effecthe do you think
that strategy was?
a. (feelings)
b. (cognition)

2. Tell me how you plan to assess student learning.

3 What might you earn forth trom this lesson as sonic personal insights useful to you?

a.

b.

4. These kids are hard for you to handle. How do you plan to keep them involved (luring this les
son?

a.

5. How many minutes do you think kids ai tuallv paid attention?

a.

b.

Why do you think so many students were lost during your explanation?

a.

7. A teacher who really is a professioaal wouldn't put up v ith that kind of behavior. What do you

plan to do?

a.

b.

8, What could you have done to lime the lesson more interesting?

a.

b.

9. You seem Al to make a deusion to alter your approaLh. I'm Lurious about what triggered that

decision.

a.

b.

10. What is your thinking about useful follow-up to this lesson?

a.
b.

21
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Questioning Skills

Questioning Skills
Note-Taking Guide
Questioning

Why Questioning?

Teaching Cycle

I. Plan

IL Teach

1.1. Reflect Y.: Ana IyA

IV. Apply
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Questioning Skills

Q-2

Exercise in Asking Mediational Questions
Occasionally, we tind that some people make the mistake of equating mediation Nith asking a lot of
questions. It is possible for a superisor or coach to ask numelous questions of a teacher and be doing
very little mediation. While good mediators typically do ask a lot of questions, it is not the nuf. '-ler of
questions that is significant but their quality. A good mediator asks questions that are directed t, ard

engaging thinking processes. Below is a sampIe of 12 n.-diational :hrases that illustrate how _rnpha-

size thinking processes. Coaches may want to study this list from time to time and ask themsehes if they
are using mediational language.

kork in pairs and analyze the language. What kinds I thinking proo_sses do these questions promote?

I. Tell me how you did that.
2. When have you done something like this before!

3 Yes. that's right, but how did you know it v. as right!

4. How is different (like)

5. When is another time you need to

6. What do you think the problem is?

7. How can you find out?

8. What do you need to do next?

9 Can you think of another way we could do this!

10. Why is this one better than that one?

II What do you think would happen if

12. How would you feel if

23



Questioning Skills

Exercise in Developing Questions
Circle Graphic

Postconference Preconference
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Questioning Skills

Q-4

Exercise in
Developing Questions

I. Trios develop supervisor's or coach's questions for the Plan, Reflect & Analyze, and Apply stages
of the teaching cycle in the instructional supervision process. Place Q-5 and Q-6 side by side to

begin this activity.
Q-5 contains the teacher's objectives, what the teacher should be thinking about in the Plan,
Reflect & Analyze, and Apply stages of the teaching cycle. In the preconference, the supervisor
can help the teacher plan the lesson by asking questions that address the main points that need to

be considered when preparing a lesson.
Likewise, in the postconference, a supervisor's questions can help the teacher Reflect & Analyze

and Apply.

2. Using form Q-6, develop at least one question to elicit teacher thinking about each factor that needs
to be considered in the Plan, Reflect & Analyze, and Apply stages of the teaching cycle.

3. Be prepared to report questions of which you are particularly proud or with which you have con-

cerns.
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Questioning Skills

Q-5

Exercise in Developing Questions

Objectives of the Teacher

I. Preobservation (plan). The teacher will:
1. State the purpose of the lesson.
2. Translate the purposes into descriptions of observable student behaviors desired.
3 Describe the teaching strategies/behaviors to be used to facilitate students' performance of desired

objectives.

4. Describe the sequence in which the lesson occurs.
5. Describe procedures for assessing results.
6. Anticipate any concerns
7. Describe the -ole of th, observer.

II. The Lesson (teach). During the observation of teaching, no questions are asked.

III. Postobservation (reflect & analyze). The teacher will:
1. Express feelings about the lesson.

2. Recall student behaviors observed during the teaching to support feelings.
3. Recall his or her own behavior during the lesson.

4. Compare student behavior performed with student behavior desired.
5. Compare teacher behavior performed with teacher behavior planned.
6. Make inferences as to the achievement of the purposes of the lesson.
7. Analyze why the student behaviors were/v, ere not performed.

IV. Postobservation (apply). The teacher will:
8. Prescribe alternative teaching strategies/behaviors/conditions.
9. Evaluate the interview process and supervisor's conferencing skills.

r'S ,

0 t)
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Questioning Skills

Exercise in Developing Questions

Coaching Questions to Elicit
Desired Teacher Thinking

I. Preobservation (plan).

1

Q-6

3

4

5,

6

7

II. The Lesson (teach).

III. Poiobservation (reflect & analyze).

1

3

4

5.

6

7.

IV. Postobservation (apply).

2.
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Responding Skills

Responding Skills
Note-Taking Guide
Responding

Probe & Clarify

Become More Specific

0 Clarify Criteria

Paraphrase
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Responding Skills

R-2

Clarifying Teachers Statements
of Goals and Objectives

You are preparing to observe student behaN iors in a teacher's class Dom. In the preobservation inter-

view, the teacher states his or her expet..ted behavioral outcomes. You wish to have the teacher state the
outcomes as specifically as possible so you can collect data. If you think you could observe the follow-
ing objectives, circle "Accept." If you think the objectives need to be stated more behaviorally, circle

"Clarify."
When you circle "Clarify," please word a statement that would lead the teacher to become more

specific.

IF THE TEACHER SAYS: I WOULD:

I *6T Aant the children to understand ACCEPT CLARIFY

about 'he life cycle of insects

2 "As a result of our expeoments, I ACCEPT CLARIFli

want the students to make inferences
about the effects of soft dnnks on
teeth and make suggestions for proper
care of the teeth

I "They w ill be studying the influences ACCEPT CLARIFY

of missionaries in California h.

4 "Ill be looking for students state- ACCEPT CLARII Y

ments of comparison between demo-
cratic and authontanan styles of
decision making in our classroom

29



Responding Skills

Clarifying Teachers' Statements
of Goals and Objectives
(Continued)
5 "They will be recalling information ACCEPT

that we has., already covered about
what living things need tor growth

CLARIFY

6 "I hope my students will simply en- ACCEPT CLARIFY
joy the musicit's a lesson in music
appreciation

7 "We're going to see a film about the ACCEPT CLARIFY
Netsilik Eskimos Today, I want them
to list their observations. and I'm
going to ,,nte whatever they say on
the board. At a later time we will try
to draw some relationship b.tween
what they have observed

8 "You'll be seeing a reading lesson on ACCEPT CLARIFY
prefixes and suffilkes I want the chil-
dren to learn how to attack new
words by looking at prefixes and suf-
fixes as clues to word meaning

30



Small Group
Practice on Clarifying Criteria
Into Observable Behaviors

In groups of three:

1. Teacher
2. Supervisor (or peer coach)

3. Observer

Your tasks:

1. The Teacher.

2. The Supervisor.

3, Observer.

Responding Skills

R-3

Make a broad goal statement about what you want the supervisor to look
for. For example: "I want you to observe how I interact with students."

Clarify the teacher's statement. For example. "What specific inter...Live be-
haviors do you want me to observe?" or "What spejfically do you want
me to observe?"
Continue to Jarify, seeking statements of what the teacher pays attention to
while interacting with students and by what criteria the teacher would judge
success in this lesson. For example: "Give me some examples of responses
you are planning to give. What would you anticipate I would be record-
ing." or, "Tell me what behaviors I should look for in students if your
responses to them are successful."

After the receiver has clarified, make a judament as to whether the behavior
can be observed in the clas mom.
Offer, if appropriate, some ways of seeking translation of broad purposes
into specific, observable behaviors.

P

,
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Empowering Skills

Empowering Skills
Note-Taking Guide
Generate Alternatives

Previous Experiences

Student's Point of View

Consequences of Actions

Accept Responsibility
Prescribe for Themselves

Choose Among Actions

Recognize Result of Action

Correct Inadequacies
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Empowering Skills

e Empowering Skills
Note-taking Guide
(continued)
Become More Precise

Vague Verbs

_

Self-Imposed Rules

Overgeneralizations

Vague Comparisons
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Empoweying Skills

E-2

Exercises in Generating Alternatives

Trios: For each statement, write a response that models the sample response. If your trio has difficulty
agreeing on a response, disLuss w hat your Lognithe goals for this teadier would be. Examine the
presuppositions. Based on the goals and the presuppositions, decide w hia response would most
effectively empower the teacher.

To Generate Alternathes, a teadter must Lonsider preN ious experieme. student's point of iew, and con-
sequences of actions.

Prettou.s Everzence means Lausing the indiidual to reLall a similar situation that was successful
and apply resourLe!. from that setting to the current situation. For example, ask, "Was there ever a time
in which you were able to work with that student suLLessfully ?" or, "When you taught the lesson in the
past, what did you find that worked for you?"

Teacher Statement Sample Response

1 . "I want him out of here! He consistently 1 "Was there ever a time when you were suc-
rupts the class. He leaves without permis- cessful with him'?" (If so) "Do you recall
sion." wnat you were doing at the time?"

Your Responses

"Students can't seem to understand the con-
cept of a topic sentence."

3. "I seem to be experiencing almost no success 3.
with these students. Some of them can't ever
read."

4. "Students haven't always been this way. I re- 4.
member one class, in particular, that loved
and analyzed Shakespeare. If only I could re-
create some of that enthusiasm."

Student's point qf lien means that the teacher iews the dass or the situation through the ey es of a
student. For example, ask, "What consequence would the student find most fair'?"

Teacher Statement Sample Response

1. "That kid is a monster. He's absolutely im- 1. ''What could he possibly be feeling when he
possible!" behaves like that?"

l'our Responses

2. "I don't want them working ahead so I'm
only giving them one page at a time."

3. "That group always wastes time at the begin- 3.
ning of the lesson."
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Empowering Skills

E-1

Exercises in Generating Alternatives
(continued)
Consequences of actions means to cause the person to think through the probable consequences of his or

her decisions. For example, ask, "What would happen if you tried that?" or, "What could result from

that procedure'

Teacher Statement Sample Response

I. "I'm going to keep him in from recess until I. "What long-range effects might that have on

he completes his math." his feelings about math?"

Your Reponse,

2. "III sit her in the corner until she learns how
to behave.''

3. "I plan to send failing notices."
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Empowering Skills

E-3

Exercises in Accepting Responsibility

Trios: For each statement, write a response that models the sample response. If your trio has difficulty
agreeing on a response. discuss what your cognitive goals for this teacher wodd be. Examine the
presuppositions BaseJ on the goals and the presuppositions. lecide which response is most ele-
gant.

In order to Accept Pesponsibilit for their action,. teachers must be able to. prescribe for themselves,
choose among actions. recognize result of actions, and correct inadequacies.

Prewribe for themselri s means causing the teachers to generate techniques or strategies to use to resolve
a peoblem. For example. ask, "How would you solve that problem?"

Teacher Statement Sample Response
I "If the parents can't motivate them to learn,

how do you expect me to teach them?"
I. "What might you do within youi own class-

room to motivate them?"

Your Responses

2. "These kids can't speak English. How do you
expect them to write compositions?"

3. "I can't teach if you don't give me the materi- 3.
als."

Choose among actions means enumerating a %ariety of approaches or strategies that teachers might use
and then asking the teacher to choose the one that be.,t meets classroom needs. (This approach is most
useful if the teacher has a narrow view with only one possible solution or has no idea what to do.) For
example. ask. "Yoa plan to check student's understanding through homework tomorrow. Would you like
to hear about some ways t:_achers check for understanding during the lesson?" At least age,: ideas are
listed and the teacher chooses.

Teacher Statement Sample Response

"I have just run out of ideas! I can't get the
studenta to get down to work!"

2 "No matter what I do, 50 percent are still
failing."

I . "Would you like to hear about a few ways
I've seen other teachers structure the first five
minutes of class time?" Provide 4 least
different alternatives and have the teacher
choose what might work best

3. "There are no ways to handle a grouj that has 3.
such diverse reading e',,iities!

36
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Empowering Skills

Exercises in Accepting Responsibility
(Continued)

Recogntze result of actions means causing teachers to build connections beoNeen their own actions and
student learning, rather than attributing learning to fate or luck. For example, ask, "What did you do
that contributed to the success?"

Teacher Statement

Wasn't this a wonderful day? Berything just
seemed to fall into place!"

2. "Bery thing just fell apart today! 1 guess it
was just one of those days!"

3. "When I checked for understanding toda:, 0.-
eryone was getting it! My lucky day!"

E-3

Sample Response

1 "What did you do to cause it to go No well?"

Your Response..

Correct inadequacies means irnesting in others the capacity for correcting situations that can be with'n
the teacher's control. An example would be, "He made me so angry." Redirect statements that misp ace

responsibility by: t 1) validating the strong emotion ("I know you are angry."). (2) identifying the de-
sired state t"You would like to ne in control of the situation."). and (3) asking what other choices you
could haw made ("What other things could you have (10e at that time?").

Teacher Statement Sample Response

11.% do you expect me to teach math to "It is frustrating. What specific gaps need to
these kids? Last year's teacher did not prepare be filled in? What do you need to do to fill in

them. those gaps?"

Your Reponves

2 "No wonder they don't learn. Mis text
doe.sn't have enough drill pages."

3. "Every time he comes in late he makes rne
mad.

4. "What do you expect? Look at the homes
they come from."
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Empowering Skills

E-4

Exercises in Becoming More Precise

Trios: For each statement, write a response that models the sample response. If your trio has difficulty
agreeing on a response, discuss what your cognitive goals for this teacher would be. Examine the
presuppositions. Based on the goals and presuppositions, decide which response is most ele-
gant.

To become more precise, a teacher must learn to avoid. vague verbs, self-imposed rules, overgeneraliza-
Lions, and vague comparisons.

Vague Verb.s involves guiding teachers to be more specific in their understanding of a verb. For example,
ask. "How specific- "y will the students demonstrate understanding?"

Teacher Statement

1. The students enjoyed the lesson."

Sample Response

I. "How, specifically, were the students enjoy-
ing?"

Your Responses

2. "Today the students will learn long division." 2.

3. "I want the students to behave." 3.

Selflimposed rules means helping individuals to realize that the "have tos," "shoulds," "can'ts" in
their language limit their v iew of d solution. The supervisor's goal is to gently challenge by causing
teachers to examine *Mr views to see if they are unnecesssarily limiting. For example, when a teacher
says. "I can't ignore him," ask, "What would happen if you ignored him?" Or soften it with, "I won-
der what would happen if . .

Teacher Statement

I. "The students just won't allon me to teach!"

Sample Response

I. "How would it be if the students did allow
you to teach?"

Your Responses

"' "I have to have five reading groups." 2.

3. "I can't let Mary get away with not finishing 3.
her homework."

Chergen( alizations mean leading the tcacher to realize that making a broad generalization is not always
accurate and can limit the view of alternaiv es. For example, when a teacher says, "Every student will
get 100 percent," ask, "Every student?"

Teacher Statelnent

1 "All the students were awful!"

Sample Response

I. "Ah the students? Were there any who
weren't?"

2. "1 irevcr allow students to print." 2.

3. "Everyone lied about the .ubstitute."
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Empowering Skills

E-4

Exercises in Becoming More Precise
(Continued)
Vague comparisons means helping the teacher to complete a comparison, and leading the teacher to de-

lineate criteria for comparing. For example, when a teacher says, "This was a better day," the supervi-

sor might clarify with, "Better than what?"

Teacher Statement

1. "Sam was worse today."

Sample Response

1 "Worse than what?"

Your Responses

2. "This is faster paced." 2.

3. "This was slower." 3.
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Microteaching

M-1

Microteactung
(55-minute cycles)

Introduction
In this activity the three group members will take turns in 55-minute cycles playing the roles of

teacher, supervisor, and observei. The tasks for each role are outlined below. At the beginning of each
cycle, the teacher and supervisor conduct a preconference about the lesson while the observer collects
indicators of conferencing skills used. The teacher then teaches the lesson to the observer (who also acts
as a student). At the end of the lesson, the "teacher" and supervisor conduct a postconference while the
observer collects data for feedback at the end of the conference.

In groups of three:

1. Supervisor (or peer coach)
2. Teacher
3. Observer

Your tasks:

1 The Observer and Supervisor hay e a brief preconference about what conferencing skills the su-
pervisor will use (i.e., presuppositions, general questioning skills, body language, or rapport build-
ing) and what he or she wants feedback on. (10 minutes)

- The Supervisor conducts a preconference (10 minutes), observati in (5 minutes), and a postconfer-
ence (20 minutes).

3 The Teacher participates in the preconference, teaches a 5-minute le. son to the observer, and par-
ticipates in the postconference.

4 The Observer collects data about observable indicators of rapport, questioning, and responding and
indicators of empowerment. The observ er serves as a student during the teaching cycle. At the end
of the postconference, the observer gives feedback to the teacher and supervisor about the confer-
ences (5 to 10 mirfutes). The observer reports and discusses observations about the areas the super-
visor was interested in.

Switch roles and repeat sequence until each member of the group of three has assumed each role.
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Transcript for Practice I
(Elementary)
Preconference
Elementary Math/Art Class
with Teacher Ellie Bonner
and Supervisor Diane Zimmerman

Note: Information in the left column is conversa-
tion taken directly from the video. The right col-
umn contains Art Costa's comments on the
teacher-supervisor interaction.

Diane: Well, rm glad that I'm here today. It's
been quite a while since I've been in to
observe you, and I'm really looking
forward to this chance. Can you tell
me a little bit about what you had
planned today?

Ellie: Well, it's going to be a combination
math and art lesson, we hope. It's
going to be pop art, where I'm going
to give each child a candy bar and then
take the wrapper and open that up and
then enlarge it either four or eight
times, um, toon larger graph paper,
then they'll draw what they have, paint
it, and we'll fold it back together and
stuff it to make a sculpture out of it.

Diane: Oh, so, basically what they're going to
be doing isthey're going to be taking
a candy wrapper, and with the candy
wrapper they're going to . . . Urn,
what would be the first step that they
would need to do?

Ellie: They'll eat the candy. I guarantee you.

Diane: (LAUGHS) Okay, so the kids will eat
the candy and then the first step with
the candy wrapper will be . . .

Ellie: They're going to paste the candy
wrapper onto quarter-inch graph paper.

Diane: Oh, okay. So they'll be pasting the
candy wrapper onto the graph paper.

Ellie: And thenthen they're going to take a
ruler and take the graph paper lines
and make them go, uh, like they're
going right over the paperjust make
lines from the graph paper go through,
so that they can f,ee squares on candy
wrapper.

Diane: So they'll actually be making the graph
paper right on the candy bar.

This teacher is somewhat vague in stating her
goals and objectives. She has a lot of information
in this complex lesson and delivers it to her su-
pervisor in a disjointed way. The supervisor helps
the teacher break down the lesson through a step-
by-step analysis. After listening to the teacher's
goals and objectives, the supervisor probes for
more specific information, trying to prompt the
teacher to spell out in greater detail the goals and
objectives buried in her broad opening statement.
The ability to probe, clarify, and search for spe-
cific information is an important supervisory skill
here.
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Ellie: Uh huh.

Diane: Okay.

Ellie: Uh huh. The reason I'm having them
use graph paper is so they have those
lines for guidelines.

Diane: Uh huh.

Ellie: Then I'm going to have them label the
areasthe sidelines-1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
and A, B, C, D, E, et cetera, so that
they can call the square IA or 6B.
We've done a lot of graphing and
lettering before, so I think that part
willwill go easily, I hope. Urn, then
they'llI'm going to have them try
and get the basic outline of the candy
wrapper onto the large graph paper and
go from that to start working on the
lettering. And what I want them to get
out of it is looking at the proportion
and the scale, how much space each
letter takes

Diane: So what you're looking for is to have
them, um, have some understanding of
the scale and proportion.

Ellie: Uh huh. They'll be doing their actual
drawing onto one-inch graph paper
large piecesand so a quarter inch
from the small graph paper will he one
inch on the large graph paper. And
they'll have to adjust the size of the
letters to fit that.

Diane: So, urn, the main outcome you have
for the lesson then is that they have
some understanding of proportion.
What other kinds of goals do you have
in your mind?

Ellie: I'd like them to see this as art in real
life; I have another lesson that I plan to
[teach] after this that will address
advertising and the kinds of colors,
logos, uh, that sort of thing, and that
much of what advertising is, is art in
our lives. So . . .

Diane: So it pulls a lot of other activities that
you've had earlier in the year together
into one.

Ellie: Uh huh.

Diane: Any other skills or goals you have as
far as the math part of the lesson?

42

Notice how Ellie spontaneously volunteers that
this lesson relates to a larger plan.
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Ellie: Um. mostlywell, we've been
working on fractions a lot, and so to
take that quarter inch into the inch. I
hope, will give them more concrete.
urn. realization of the fraction.
Fractions are so nebulous to kids. They
have so little use for them in their
lives.

Diane: So really your outcomes for the lesson
today then are. first. that they'll have
some idea of proportion and spacing.
Urn, that they. um, havebegin to
have appreciation for art in real life.
Urn, that they'll be able to translate or.
urn. figure out the fractional changes
that occur when you take omethngh
[from) smaller graphic to larger
graphic. Is there anything else I didn't
getget down? Or .

Ellie: I think that's basically it. When it gets
to the part of it that it's painting, um.
which will beI figure this is going to
take three lessons. three periods of art
to do this. The first one will be just
transferring it, and that may not even
finish in a period. I think that's going
to take the most time. Then they'll
paint it. And then the next lesson we'll
stuff them and fold them, put them
together, and . .

Diane: So actually today what I'll be seeing
then is your teaching them how to do
the activity, and then I'll be seeing
them begin to .

Ellie: Right.

Diane: And you don't anticipate that they'll
even finish that work today.

Ellie: I would really doubt it. I'd be most
surprised because it'stakes a lot of
small motor coordination to do this.
I'm going to offer the option of doing
it eight timesto the kids that are
good at that sort of thing and would
like to do it, but for some of them who
can hardly make a pencil stay in a line.
just getting the one square is going to
[be) really tough.

Diane: So that some .

Ellie: And I will preent that that way. That
this can be a reel difficult lesson,

After eliciting a clear. step-by -step lesson plan
from the teacher. the supervisor paraphrases the
information. Paraphrasing demonstrates the super-
% isor's understanding of the lesson and confirms
the supervisor's and teacher's mutual understand-
ing of the lesson. The supervisor also wants the
teacher to mentally rehearse the lesson. However.
the teacher may need some help in putting this
lesson together. envisioning it. and making sure
that all the pieces are in place before the lesson
begins. By asking questions that prompt the
teacher to describe what will happen in the les-
son. the supervisor can reinforce mental rehearsal
prior to instruction.
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Diane: So some students will be allowed to
enlarge it even larger.

Ellie: Uh huh. Some kids four and some
eight, but I suspect most will go with
four. Just because it's easier. I'd be
surprised if theyI don't know, it's
hard to tell. I have some real creative
kids that might be willing to take that
much of a risk. We'll just have to see
how it goes.

Diane: What kinds of measures of success will
you be looking for in the students as
you're working with them?

Ellie: Uh, for today's lesson it will be first,
that they can actually transfer the shape
onto the large graph paper of thejust
the outline of the whole shape of the
candy wrapper, and then being able to
transfer squares with the letters on, and
get enough success that they feel like
they can do it. It's going to be
nervousmaking tor some kids, uh,
using that penti. That's one of the
things I'm doing today is passing out
new erasers. ni know that will be part
of it.

Diane: Se y ou're giv ing out new erasers just
to kind of alleviate some of the
frustrations somewhat.

Ellie:

Diane:

Ell:e:

Diane:

Ellie:
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I know they're going to have to erase.

. erase. So, what you'll be looking
for then. i. um, whether they can
actually do the steps that you will have
demonstrated.

Uh huh. Uh huh.

Okay, can you tell me a little bit about
what you'd like me to look for today
while I'm in your room?

I'd like you to look for clarity in my
directions. Are they logical? Is the
sequence good? Do the kids seem to
understand?

"What kinds of measures of success
This question is intended to cause the teacher to
become specific about the indicators she will look
for to let her know whether this lesson is pro-
gressing properly. Knowing before the lesson
what constitutes desirable behaviors helps the
teacher know what to look for and what to ig-
nore, what to capitalize on and what to forget in
terms of student behaviors during the lesson. So
many behaviors emerge that it can be difficult for
the teacher to know what to address as priority
behavior. ihis ouestion causes the teacher to fo-
cus on specific student behaviors that signal
whether or not the lesson is progressing as it
should.

Notice as well the supervisor's body language
and rapport skillsposture, gestures, tilt of the
head, paraphrasing, even to the degree that she
uses the predicate language the teacher uses. You
can also see that the supervisor matches the
teacher's language style, tonality, and rate and
volume of speaking. This correspondence is an
important step in building trust between the su-
pervisor and the teacher.

Notice that the supervisor kteps the conference
moving. She realizes that this is a complex lesson
for which every step cannot be explained during
the brief conference period. Probing for additional
lesson specifics is unnecessary. She can now find
out exactly what the teacher wants her to look
for.

The superv isor asks what she should look for
in the lesson that will be helpful to the teacher.
Notice that the supervisor does not arrive with a
set of preconceived objectives, but is guided by
the teacher's desire for help in determining what
to look for. The supervisor actually asks the
teacher tor direction anzl the teacher structures the
supervisor's role in the classroom,
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Diane: Soso what you want me to pay
attention to is the clarity of your
directions. Urn, you're interested in the
sequencing.

Ellie: Uh uh. Do they seem to be in a logical
order? Are the children able to figure
out what I want them to do? Is the
pacing correct?

Diane: So when you give your directions
you're going to be paying attention
then to whether they're sequenced and
in a logical order, um, whether the
children are understanding, urn, the
directions. Is there anything else you
pay attention to as you monitor the
directions you give?

Ellie: No, this is a lesson that I've never
taught. and that always means that I'm
not sure of how it's going to go. It's
one that I wanted to do because it has
a lot of things for both math and art
and puts it together. So the risk is
going to be that I don't know how fast
to move. I try to watch them signal
me, and of course, the thirty bodies
they're all at different places at
different times. I want the pacing to be
hitting the middle and not leaving
behind the people who are frustrated.
This could be a frustrating lesson for
some, especially with those with small
motor coordination problems.

Diane: Uh huh. So it sounds like what you
look for when you make a decision
about pacing is that the critical mass of
students areare with you.

Ellie: Uh huh.

Notice how Ellie pays attention to more than
just student response to her directions. She is
aware of sequencing and timing too.

"Is there anything else you pay attention to as
you monitor the directions you give?" Notice the
presupposition the supervisor uses: that the
teacher does indeed pay attention to what the stu-
dents are doing. In other words, the supervisor
makes her conscious of the cues that she naturally
uses to monitor students' understanding of the
lesson, and the overall success of the lesson. The
supervisor wants to make the teacher self-moni-
toring and self-supervising; instead of asking the
teacher what she, as a supervisor, should look
for, she asks the teacher what indicators she nor-
mally looks for in her class.

The teacher has never taught this lesson before,
but she feels secure enough to be vulnerable in
the presence of a supervisor. This willingness to
perform an untried lesson indicates a trusting rela-
tionship between the supervisor and the teacher.
It also shows this teacher's autonomy. When
asked if she would participate in this video. Ellie
replied, "Only if I can learn something. That
means it has to be a real lesson!" Her desire to
grow is also demonstrated in the numerous points
she asks the supervisor to monitor. Ellie pays at-
tention to her lessons on many different levels,
and she wants the supervisor to monitor those be-
haviors she is aware of. but cannot routinely ob-
serve herself. Less autonomous teachers are
aware of only one or two things. Some teachers,
especially if they have never participated in such
conferences, will have no idea what they want the
supervisor to look for.
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Diane: And that you're not leaving anybudy
behind, urn, when you're actually
presenting the lesson. Whathow
would you want me to pay attention to
that? Would you want me to monitor
student behavior? Or . . .

Ellie: i'd like you to watch them more than
me at that point, in fact, to see if they
look like they're following me, to see
if they're on task, are they able to do
what I'm asking them to do, or is it,
you knowdid I make a bad decision
even choosing this lesson? Is it too
hard?

Diane: Uh huh.

Ellie: I think it's okay. I think that they've
had enough with lettering and graphiag
that they'll be able to do it, but this is
a new step--looking for the
proportion, looking for the part of the
square to draw in. I in not sure how
that part will go.

Diane: Okay, so what I'm going to be doing
then is paying attention to the actual
directions you give, but more to how
the students respond to those
directions.

Ellie: Uh huh. Uh huh.

Diane: As a check cor you, urn, about whethel
they were clear and in a logical order,
and then I'll also be n.onitoring stu,24...nt
behavior to determine if your pacing
seems to be appropriate. Is there
anything else that you want me ti pay
attention to?

Ellie: I'd like you to watch my body
:anguage, especially while I'm
responding to people that seem to be
frustrated, or people that aren't
interested. Am I alleviating their
frustrations, or adding to them?

Diane: Okay, so the body language in
response toto the students that are
having trouble.
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Notice that the supervisor asks the teacher to
become very specific about what she wants the
supervisor to look for. The supervisor, knowing
that she will go into the classroom soon to rnoni-
tor this teacher's performance, must have a very
clear picture of the behavior the teacher expects
from the students and the areas in which the
teacher would like to receive feedback. Question-
ing and probing also cause the teacher to be spe-
cific in her own mind about the behavior desired
and what she will do to achieve that behavior.
And it causes the teacher to become metacogni-
tivein other words, to become self monitoring.

Identifying specific behaviors forces the teacher
to think about her intentions and to clarify what
the students, as well as the supervisor, will attend
to in the lesson.
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Ellie: Right.

Diane: That would be your body language.

Ellie: Uh huh.

Diane: And you had described it hs are )ou
helping them. or adding to the
frustration?

Ellie: Uh huh.

Diane: So again. I would he looking at the
students' response to your inteivention.

Ellie: For the most part. But, at that time I
would also like you to watch me. At
this time of the year I'm sure I have
set responses to people based on
previous behavior. So . . .

Diane: Okay. so I would be observing your
body language also.

Ellie: Uh huh.

Diane: Okay. okay, I thini, that gives me a
good idea about what you want me to
look for today. I'll be in around 10:25
today. That's the time we agreed on.

Ellie: Okay.

Diane; Great. I'm looking fomard to it.
Should be fun.

Ellie: We hope so. See how it roes

Diane: Okay. I'll see you then.

El Thanks.

Each tirn the teacher gives the supervisor a
point to observe, the supervisor probes for spe .
cific, observable behaviors.
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Transcript for Practice I
(Elementary)
Postconference
Elementary Math/Art Class
with Teacher Ellie Boater
and Supervisor Diane Zimmerman

Note: Information in the left column is conversa-
tion taken directly from the video. The right col-
umn contains Art Costa's comments on the
teacher-supervisor interaction.

Di 2ne: That was fun watching you in action
today.

Ellie: It was a lot more fun for me than I
thou, ht it would be. I thought I was
gonna be real aware of what I was
doing, what the kids were doing. And
actually it was just like teaching a
regular lesson. The kids acted like they
always do.

Diane: So you didn't feel that having me there
really got in the way.

Ellie: I guess I'm getting used to you.

Diane: That's good. How you feel about
the lesson in general?
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Notice how the supervisor gives the task of as-
sessing the lesson to the teacher. The first ques-
tion, "How did you feel about this lesson
today?" is broad enough to perform many func-
tions. It forces the teacher to make a statement
about the success of the lesson. It also allows the
teacher to express feelings, which can help in di-
agnosing the amount of trust in the supervisor-
teacher relationship. For example, if the teacher
does not express feelings, but instead answers
with a cognitive response (e.g., "I feel that 80
percent of the students achieved 90 percent of the
objectives"), you might infer that the level of
trust is not high. If, on the other hand, the
teacher says, "Wow, that lesson was a bomb!"
or "Gee, that was one of the best lessons I've
ever had!" and shows disappointment or enthusi-
asm, a high level of trust probably exists between
the supervisor and the teacher. A broad question
also allows the supervisor to then probe further to
ask exactly what student behaviors the teacher ob-
served that indicated to her the success or failure
of the lesson.
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Ellie: Well if I had it to do over. I would
leave out the part about multiplying
and having it he eight times bigger
'cause that iust scemed like one extra
thurg for kids to think about. And
when I planned it. I thought that the
on's that are leally into art and into
math would choose that. But there
were all kinds of people making. I
thought. had decisions about doing
that,

Diane: So if y ou were going to do it again
you would definitely probably h it want
to offer that as an option. is that what
you're thinking? Or . .

Ellie: it stthat's my instant reaction. I

don't know. when I think it through
later whethermaybe I was trying to
do too much in one day. I still haven't
quite come to terms with that.

Diane: When you planned the lesson in your
head. how did you anticipate? Did you
lust anticipate maybe a couple of kids
wanting to do it that way?

Ellie: Mmm-hmm. absolutely.

Diane: And there're about ten. I guess
that

Ellie: Probably ten. Somewhere between six
and ten and I never dreamed that they
would o with that: they--they got
into the size of it. they thought that
would he eeiting. And if I had
thought that through. I would have
probably taught it in two steps or at
two different times because I have a
feeling that they're going to get into
frustrations as they try to transfer end
enlarge and find a proportion of the
size of the letteis. And I have a feeling
it's going to be real tough for some of
those that made that choice.

Diane: I remember there was one boy in
particular. th one with the yellow tee
shirt on and heyou know. I could
tell with the way you were interacting
with him, he was one who you felt had

made a bad decision. Can you think
back to that instance when you were
talking to him')

Notice how the teacher here is self-prescriptive
The supervisor does not have to look for solutions
to problems because the teacher immediately de-
scribes what she would do differently in future
lessons. This is a sign of an autonomous teacher.
Autonomous teachers learn from eAperience.

Notice the supervisor's positive presupposition
in the question. When you plamied this lesson
in your head. The question focuses on the
cognitive behavior of teaching and as±ume:. that
the teacher did plan the lesson in her mind before
teaching it.
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Ellie: Well, that was on.2 of the things that I
rmembered from the lesson that I
wanted to talk to you about afterwards
is. what is your opinion of how I
handled that? I thought I tried to be
real clear with him at the beginning
that I thought that was a bad choice.
But then when I went back to him I
wq's really firm wit!, him that it seemed
that he was getting in over his head
trying to make that, um, you know. I
wondered if I was really pushing him
too mrch or was Iwas I helping or
frustrating him?

Diane: And that was at the point when you
were telling him for the second time
that he should perhaps do it a different
way. What did you think? Did you feel
like you were frustrating him': Or . .

Ellie: Perhaps. And I think I based what I
said on . . the many other times that
we've had the same kind of situation.
And he doesn't bail himself out of
those and heand he becomes very
argumentative and it can just go on and
on and on. And I felt like he would
never finish this project if I didn't say.
"I strongly recommend that you go
here.

Diane: I was just thinking back. Time wet':
some specific words that you used with
him that I think maybe helped him
focus a little bit. Do you remember
any of the words you used?

Ellie: Not at all.

Diane: The one that I underlined was
visualize. You made a comment to him
that he needed to visualize the whole
product and that because he was
haying trouble visualizing, that's why
you recommended that he nut do it.
And it's at the point that I saw his
behavior go, "Oh, okay, maybe I
don't know how to do this." And
and that's what, you know, I at first
was paying attention to your body
language because that's whatone of
the things you'd asked me to look for.
Andbut I didn't see anything that
would construe as being negative. How
did you feel about that?

Notice that the supervisor asks the teacher to
make an inference about the effects of her teach-
ing behavior on a student. The supervisor does
not make that inference, but facilitates the teich-
er's own evaluation of her behavior.

Before sharing the data with the teacher, the
supervisor asks her what she remembers about
specific points in the lesson. Teachers often tecall
exactly what they have done, and supenisors can
reinforce th's behavior by questioning teach-. rs
before presenting data.



Ellie: I try really hard not to show anything
negative toward him because he can
become, you know, a wall then. He
just makes such ait becomes a
matter of principle to him, so I've
worked on trying not to show negative
[body language] toward him. But I'm
never sure. You know, when you're
only there with yourself you don't see
yourself. And that was one of the
reasons I wanted you to look for that,

Diane: [Were] there any other times that y ou
were aware with the body language
thatthat you were conscious of y our
own body language with certain
students?

Ellie: Uh, I'm consciousconscious of it
when I am monitoring the behavior by
raising my eyebrows or giving
somebody a look. And there were a
couple of times I did that. So I was
consc'ous of doing that a couple of
time which is a real normal behaior
for me.

Diane: It seems to be effective with the
students, too. They seem to know
that . . .

Ellie: When they get that look . .

Diane: Were there any other times when yoa
were aware of your body Inguage?

Ellie: Not particularly. unh-unh, no. I think
that's one of the things I'm not that
aware of and that's one of the reasons
I asked you to look for it.

Diane: What I notice was that you seemed to
be relaxed andand interact withI
felt you interacted with the kirls on a
pretty equal basis. Another thing you
had asked me to look at was your
directions. When you, um, think back
to the directions you gave to the
students, did they seem appropriate?
And did you recall that the students
were able to follow the directions?

Ellie: I thought the directions were logical.
that the kids were able to follow what I
was doing for the most part, and that
their frustration at doing it on the
colored side of the cindy wrapper

Another Set of Eyes: Conferencing SkilL

-Were there any other times when you were
conscious of your body languageT' With this
question the supervisor facilitates the teacher's re-
call of her own behavior. Of course, the supervi-
sor couid provide the data herself, but one of her
goals is to get the teacher to regularly monitor her
own behavior. ithout supenision.

Notice that the supervisor asks the teacher to
recall her directions and make inferences about
their effectiveness. Thi prompts the teacher to be
more self-analytical and self-evaluative, to see the
relationship between what she wanted to happen
in the lesson and what actually happened,
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instead of the white side was
something I hadn't anticipated at all.
Never dawned on me. I thought I was
really being clever thinking about
marking those folds. But the, uh, the
rest of the directions I felt were fine.

Diane: And so when you think back to the
direction giving that you gave, you
would probably make a modification
for the direction you'd give about how
to draw the lines on a candy wrapper. I
had kind of checked because you asked
me to look at the students' response to
your directions and so each time you
gave a direction I was checking to see
what the studentsyou know, if they
were following the direction. And I
noticed thatthe same thing yoa did.
which was for the candy wrapper they
didn'tsome of them wanted to put
the directions on the back. I also
checked, um, after you had them label
the boxes, you know, they had to go
through and label the letters and the
numbers. and that, um, the kids
seemed to understand that.

Ellie: They didn't have much problem with
that at all. There was only one that had
put the labels on the lines.

Diane: And then, um. when the next one was
when they had to draw the lines
actually on the

Ellie: On the paper.

Diane: Uh huh. And again the students
seemed to understand w at was
expected there. And of course you
were going around doing quite a bit of
monitoring in between each direction.
And then the last one was where they
had to transpose thestart to transpose
thethedesign onto the paper.

Ellie: From what I could see, that was going
better than I had anticipated. It looked
like once tiny got to that point, they
knew just wnat they were going to do
next. I know thatI can pick out
which kids are going to have a hard
time when it actuallywhen push
comes to shove and they're putting that
pencil there and trying to get those
letters in straight. I think they've got
enough direction and they know where
they are enough that it'll work.
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Diane: Yeah, it was hard for me to actually
see what the kids were doing at that
time because the pencil lines were
light. But they seemed to be engaged,
..nd they seemed intrigued by it. You
could see a lot of them doing some
mental things in their head . . .

F le Trying to rush, trying to go ahead of
where I was. They knew what was
coming next.

L ane: Yeah, and, so it was kind of fun
because they did seem toto look
forward to doing it and intrigued by
the task. You also had wanted loto
have me look at your pacing. How did

you feel about the pacing of the
lesson? You know, when you
transitioned between giving one
direction and then going on to the next
one, what kinds of things were going
on in your head at the time when you
were making the decision about
whether to move on or to stay for a
few minutes and have a few more kids

finish?

Ellie: Well what always does; you're always
looking to see, or I'm always looking
to see, if most kids are ready to go on
and if the others seem like they're
somewhat with me, and if most are,
you have to go on otherwise you'll
lose them and it'll start just being
chaos instead of a productive lesson.
So generally, that's how I do it is look
to see if most of them are ready to go
on, and figure out what I'm going to
do with those that need to catch up.

Diane: And for the most part, at each
transition it seemed like there was a
critical mass of students who were
ready to move on. There always were
a Zew that weren't quite up with you.
What were you thinking about those
students at that time?

Ellie: Well in this lesson, none of them were
ever more than one step behind. And
even with the one step, they weren't
that far behind that. So I wasn't too
concerned because there were enough
people sitting around everybody that I
knew they could catch up. I knew they
had enough support around them to be

The question, "What was going on inside your
head?" again focuses the discussion on the teach-
er's decision-making process. By asking the
teacher to recall the thoughts that influenced her
behavior during the lesson, the supervisor makes
the teacher think about how she determines what
to do next in a l, eon.

Diane's comment focuses on the teacher's me-
tacognition. It also is a positive presupposition
that the teacher is thinking and making rational
decisions during instruction.

r r"-+, ) i
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able to catch up. Sometimes lessons go
where theysome just get lost. But
one or two will get lost and the rest are
ready to move on. And then I still
move on because you can't lose 90
percent for 5 percent.

Diane: So what's important for you then as
you watch the kids is to kind of see
how many steps behind they are in this
kind of lesson and then also that
sometimes you do make a decision just
to go on and pick up those kids later in
the lesson. So when you think back to
the pacing then, for your lesson, it
seemed and felt appropriate.

Ellie: Mrnm-hmm, basically. Yeah. It's
never perfect but it wasn't bad. I was
comfortable.

Diane: Again, you hadyou had asked me to
look at student behavior in relation to
the pacing and it pretty much
corroborates with what we noticed in
the direction givingthat the kids
were on task. They did seem to know
what they were supposed to be
doingwere able to move along with
you. So I think you met your
expectations, which were that the
students would be able to keep up with
the pacing. How about expectations
that you had for the students, as far as
their behavior?

El lie: I thought they behaved very, very well
and were far less distracted by having
you in the room than they've been
previous times.

Diane: You seem[ed] to not have any trouble
refocusing them when you needed.
They, you know, quieted down with
your signals, so it seemed that the
expectations were dear.

Ellie: Generally, I think that's one of my
strengths is classroom management.
Umm, bet I never have anybody else
to look at it and see what do they
think. That was my reason for asking
that.
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Notice here that it is the supervisor who calls
on the teacher to make the value judgments. The
teacher is becoming self-evaluating. The supervi-
sor does not make value judgments about the
teacher.

Here's a teacher who can identify her own
strengths. Sometimes teachers put themselves
down or attribute their effectiveness to some other
condition (e.g., "It was my lucky day." or "The
gods were with me."). But this teacher says,
"N-), I know how to be a good teacher. Here's
one of my strengths." She knows that she is an
effective teacher and she knows why. This inter-
nal locus of control is another attribute of autono-
mous teachers.
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Diane: When you think back to this prot.ess.
how did it feel to you? Is there
anything that helped or got in the way
of our working together?

Ellie: You didn't get in my way at all. I love
this process because I like being able
to ask you to look for things. I'm in
that room by myself all the time with
nobody noticing things that I do and
always wondering, what's going on in
other rooms or is there a better way to
do this? I loved having the opportunity
to havesay. "Diane. will you look
at this, will you look at that?"

Diane: So you likeso you liked to be able
to kind of direct what I'm going to
focus on a little bit?

Ellie: Very definitely. I don't think I'd like it
as much if you came in and told me
what you were gonna iook at. Or if
you came in and told me what you
wanted me to teach. Now I like having
the chance to do different kinds of
things when you're there, seeing what
I'm most effective at and what ways I
can change it.

Diane: And is there anything that I did that
maybe got in the way of the smooth
lesson or the pre- or postconferencing?

Ellie: Not at all. Youlike I saidat first
when the children would focus on you
instead of the lesson, that was
distracting, but now that they're used
to the sight of you. thatI love the
process. To me it's a treat. I look
forward to it.

Diane: Okay. Well I enjoyed being in there
today and I al, ays cherish the chances
to share a little bit about teaching.
And, urn, so I'll be giving you some
written feedback just kind of reviewing
our postconference in a couple of days
when I get it written up and to refresh
your memory about what we've talked
about.

Ellie: Thank you. It's been a pleasure for
me.

Diane: Okay.

Notice that the supervisor asks the teacher to
go back over the supervision process, raise it to a
conscious level, evaluate it, and provide feedback
about the supervisor's effectiveness. By asking
the teacher to consciously think about this pro-
cess, the supervisor hopes to encourage the
teacher to use it autonomously, without the invi-
tation or the intervention of the supervisor. The
feedback from the teacher is important in building
trust between the teacher and the supervisor. The
two of them are working hard in a collegial rela-

tionship to use their skills in promoting learn-
ingthe teacher wants the students to learn and
the supervisor wants the teacher to learn. The su-
pervisor herself also wants to learn.

I have discovered that the conferencing process
causes the teacher to rethink the lesson, or parts
of it. as many as three times. The teacher reflects
on the lesson immediately after teaching it, dur-
ing the postconference, and while reviewing the
written summary of the postconference, if one is
provided.
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Transcript for Practice II
(Secondary)
Preconference
Chemistry Class
with Teacher Lloyd Wells
and Supervisor Marilyn Tabor

Note: Information in the left column is conversa-
tion taken directly from the video. The right col-
umn contains Art Costa's comments on the
teacher-supervisor interaction.

Marilyn:

Lloyd: How are you, Marilyn'?

Marilyn: I'm looking forward to coming into
your classroom today. What is it that
you're going to be doing when I come
in to visit?

Lloyd: I'll be introducing the last unit that
they'll be involved in this year. It's an
acid-base unit, so, uh, I . . . . The
main objective that I have, the
chemistry objective that I have for
them today, initially, is when we get
done, hopefully they'll have developed
two rules, one for being able to
identify the formula of acids, and the
other, to be able to identify the
formula for bases.

Right, now when you say develop
these formulas, what do you mean by
that?

Well, what I'm hoping to have them
do is actually on their own, through a
technique, I'm going toI'm going to
use concept attainment, uh, with this
group.

Hi, Lloyd.

Marilyn:

Lloyd:

Marilyn: Can I stop for just a second? When
you say concept attainment, can you
help me vaderstand what you mean by
concept attainment?

Lloyd: Um, I'm going to use a sera series
of examples, um, uh, show them
positive examples ofI'll start of with
theHow I'll do it is I'll start off with
the acids. Uh, I'm going to give them
a formula for an acid and a formula for
something that isn't an acid; hopefully
through doing a series of these, I'll
have them find a pattern, and through
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At this point, the supervisor, Marilyn, probes
for specificity. Her responsibility will be to ob-
serve specific behaviors in the classroom during
Lloyd's lesson. Unless she knows what to look
for in observable terms, she won't really under-
stand her job or her role as an observer. Probing
for specificity also causes Lloyd to be very pre-
cise about his objectives and raise them to a con-
scious level in his mind; this helps him to define
operationally what his broad outcomes will be.

Here again, Marilyn probes for specificity.
Lloyd uses a term, concept attainment, that may
be open to interpretation, there are a lot of differ-
ent definitions of concept attainment. Marilyn
needs to understand what Lloyd means by this
term since she wants the pictures in her mind to
be clear and to accurately reflect Lloyd's idea of
the lesson.
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the pattern be able to verbalize and put
together the rules that would allow
them to recognize the formula for an
acid if they saw it mixed in with a list
of other formulas.

Marilyn: I want to be sure that I capture the key
points of y( n- lesson, so I hope you
don't mind if I take notes.

Lloyd: No. Not at all.

Marilyn: Okay, um, then, uh, what will you do
after that?

Lloyd: What I do after that will depend on,
uh, while I'm doing that, the
interaction that I have with them. I
hope hopefully I'm going to draw
some information out, out of them,
that will allow them toto build those
rules. When they'rewhen they get to
a point where they have developed the
rules, I am going to have them take a
look at the appendix of their book to
see if they can refine one part of it.

Marilyn: So, you'll be genyou'll have them
generate that, or you'll put the list on
the board of the acids and the non-
acids, and you'll have them, uh, try to
see a pattern in that.

Lloyd: Correct.

Marilyn: And then you want them hopefully to
generate a rule from that, from that
pattern. You'll also be using the book
at that time.

Lloyd: We will go to the book at the end of
that activity.

Marilyn: Okay.

Lloyd: And it will be two, two sequences that
I'll run I'll go to the hook at the end
of the, uh, activity for acids. I'll do it
again after bases.

Marilyn: Okay.

Lloyd: In between both of those I am going to
have them interact for about a minute
or two with each other. I want to make
sure that, um, they get a chance to
verbalize to one another what they
think the rules are. So I'llI'll have
them pair up at that, and this is an

Notice how the supervisor asks the teacher's
permission to take notes. The intent here is to
build trust. The supervisor has no hidden agen-
das, so she lets the teacher know precisely what
she will be doing.

Notice how the supervisor paraphrases. Para-
phrasing helps build trust by showing that the su-
pervisor is listening and has a great interest in the
lesson. It also helps the teacher make sure that
the supervisor understands what he has said.

-1
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activity they'll be familiar with; they
do it all the time. At that point I'll get
a chance to go out and listen to one or
two of them interact.

Marilyn: How Nk ill you know if the students are
getting this as you go along?

Lloyd: During the interaction, uh, nonverbal
cucs that I may get from them. Uh,
nodding, uh, eye contact with myself
and the board, uh, watching them go
fromthey'll have to refer to the
periodic charts. I hme one in the front
of the room, one in the back of the
room; they also have them in their
texts. So if I see .iome students, as
they're developing their hypotheses,
referring to those, I'll know they're
still engaged. Uh, I also use signaling
techniques, and when I start, and
periodically throughout the lessoi.. "
ask them to give me indications ii they
understand or give me indications
when they have developed a
hypothesis.

What signaling techniques do you use?

Uh, I use the thumbs-up, thumbs-down
technique.

Okay.

That's probably what I'll do after I put
the first exemplars on the board. I'll
ask them to develop a hypothesis based
on what they see, even though
they'veI've only revealed one
exemplar to them. And example of
each. I'll still ask them to develop a
hypothesis, and simply give me an
indication when they have developed
that hypothesis. And II wait, at that
point, until I see a thumbs-up from
every student.

Marilyn: Uh huh.

Lloyd: That means if all at least thought about
something that deals with what I put
on the board.

Marilyn: Uh huh.

Lloyd: Then I'll go from there and give them
two or three more, and ask them just
to continue to indicate as long as their
hypotheses hold up. After maybe three
or four examples, I'll ask some of

Marilyn:

Lloyd:

Marilyn:

Lloyd:
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This question"How will you knov. if the
students are getting this?"is crucial. It asks the
teacher to define or describe the student behaviors
that will la him know whether the students are
achieving his objectives. The teacher must de-
scribe in behavioral and operational terms the
basic indicators of a successful lesson. Lloyd
does this by imagining how that lesson will prog-
ress. He has thus created a predetermined vision
of the significant student behaviors he will look
for and those he will disregard as irrelevant.
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Marilyn:

Lloyd:

Marilyn:

Lloyd:

Marilyn:

Lloyd:

them to verbalize their hypotheses.
And then, how I work from there will
depend on how they respond.

Will they be able to change that initial
hypothesis as you put up more
examples 9n the board?

I'll expect them to do that; uh, they'll
know that the hypothesishypotheses
should be changed if they don't tit.

So you are. uh. expecting that after
you put one exemplar on the board.
they'll form an initial hypothesis and
as you continue to put those on, that
they may change the original
hypothesis. or in fact. they may change
it several times.

They might.

Okay. And

They might end up with the first
hypothesis beingholding up all the
way through.

Marilyn: Right. and uh, you haveit sounds
like you've anticipated what some of
these hypotheses might be on the part
of the students.

Lloyd: I've tried to anticipate some of those.

Marilyn: Uh huh.

Lloyd: That's right

Marilyn: Okay.

Lloyd: Like I say. I won't know until we
actually go through. They may come
up with some others.

Marilyn: So your exemplars have taken that
anticipation into account.

Lloyd: Yes, they have.

Marilyn: Okay. Okay, and uh, at the end of the
period then, uh. you will know
whether they have attained these rules
by doing what?

Lloyd: When we'rewhen we've completed
with geing through both the acid and
the base exemplars, they have

Marilyn again paraphrases what she hears. This
shows a desire to communicate and to understand
the lesson. Paraphrasing not only creates meaning
in the mind of the supervisor, it gives the teacher
a precise mental rehearsal to assure that all com-
pone.its of the lesson are accounted for, including
student behavior, teacher behavior, and move-
ment in the classroom. The supervisor's questions
prompt the teacher to think about all aspects of
the lesson he plans to teach.

Notice how Marilyn and Lloyd's bodies are in
alignment. The weight is shifted in a mirroring
fashion. The lees are crossed, the hand gestures
are similar, the head is tilted sightly. This mirror-
ing combines with the paraphrasing of language
to form a total congruence betwetil the supervisor
and the teacher.

The supervisor paraphrases the intent of the
teacher.

The supervisor probes for specific intentions.
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verbalized that we've talked about the
rules. There are times that I'll write
some information on the board. They'll
refine it, they'll change it around,
they'll come up with one good
statement.

Marilyn: Uh huh.

Lloyd: Then as you'll noteyou can lot K at
the board when you go out there
you'll see I have three objectivez, liszo...ci
up there.

Marilyn: Uh huh.

Lloyd: One of them is to be able to develop
the tules that they can use for the acid
and the base. A second one is to be
able to, from a list of formulas, pick
out those that are acids (formulas for
acids) and those that are formulas for
bases. So one of the checks I will use
is I will give them a list of about ten
formulas.

Marilyn: Uh huh.

Lloyd: I'm going to ask them to look at the
list and decide, first of all, which
formulas on the list indicate bases, and
hold up a number of fingers that
indicates how many formulas on that
list of ten are bases.

Marilyn: Okay, so you're going to use this as a
checking point.

Lloyd: Another signal technique, but mainly I
just, uh, uh, check right now for me.

Marilyn: Okay.

Lloyd: If I see everybody ur there with two
and there were two 'oases, I can say
they havethey know there were two
up there. I will assume, at that point.
that they picked the correct two. I'm
not positive, but I'll assume that.

Marilyn: Okay.

Lloyd: I'll do the same thing for the acids.

Marilyn: So you'll do that both with the acids
and the bases.

Lloyd: Yes.

Marilyn: They won't be talking to each other at
that time.
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Lloyd: No. And then, uh, whether I do the
next step or not will depend on how I
feel they have developed the rules to
that point. I might ask them to use
their appendix in the back of the book
and techniques that they've already
learned to write two or three formulas
that theythat could possibly be for
acids and possibly for bases. So I'd
ask them to use the rules to see if they
could actually write formulas. I'm nct
sure whether I'll do that or not.

Marilyn: Okay, so you're saying ti.at depends
on how what you've already described
takes place.

Lloyd: But my feelingright, my feeling
about where I think they are at that
particular point.

Marilyn: Uh huh. So there are several cues that
you're looking for then from yota
class. The signals ths't you've talked
about. What they say during the
intera.:tion. You've talked about eye
contact, and several kinds of things
that will help you determine your pace
and what you need to do then in the
lesson as you go.

Lloyd: Right, correct.

Marilyn: Okay. Okay. Now you mentioned a
little bit earlier that there was
something that you'd l:ke me to look
for. What is it that you'd like me to do
today when I'm in your classroom?

Lloyd: One of the things I'd like you to do e,
watch what happens with the
examples, with the exemplars, as I say,
concept attainment--I don't use the
technique that much. It'sit's not an
easy one for me to develop .

Marilyn: Uh huh.

The supervisor again paraphrases what she
hears the teacher saying.

The supervisor continues to summarize what
she hears, gradually adding to the picture of the
lesson in her mind, which corresponds to the pic-
ture in Lloyd's mind.

The supervisor asks Lloyd what she can look
for in his lesson that will help him later. This is a
critical question in the preconference. It signals to
the teacher that the supervisor is there to assist
him. It also confirms that the teacher detelmines
what data will be collected by the supervisor. The
supervisor does not make arbitrary evaluations,
but acts as another set of eyes in the classroom to
observe what the teacher requests. The teacher
here knows the information he needs and asks the
supervisor to observe and collect this information
for him.

Lloyd uses a teaching strategy that he admits
he does not use very often. He displays vulnera-
bility by seeking to increase his skill in a some-
what unfa. iiliar teaching strategy. In most
teacher-supervisor conferences, teachers may be
reluctant to be observed teaching lessons that are
new to them. Lloyd, however, is willing to risk
showing error or lack of knowledge ir a teaching
strategy to get feedback from Marilyn. This indi-
cates that the t .vo of them have a very trusting re-
lationship.
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Lloyd: Because I have to go through all the
possibilities of how I'm going to reveal
and what examples I'm going to give.
So I'm not sure how it's going to
work. If you could watch the
interaction of the students and
involvement, uh, engagement with me,
and listen to the questions that I use as
I'm trying to involvt. or getelicit
more information from the students on
the possible hypotheses or their
hypotheses.

Marilyn: Okay. I hear a couple of things. I hear
you saying to listen for your questions,
and I also hear you saying to listen
oror to look at the students and their
engagements. Uh, let's talk about the
engagement for a moment. If students
are engaged, from your point of view.
what would I see them doing?

Lloyd: You should see them leaning forward,
the body movement, positioned
facing, uh, where the activity is going
on, which would be that side board. So
they're not turned halfway around.
Mainly their eye contact is over there;
they are, uh, have body movements
that indicate if they hear a hypothesis
from the other end of the room: "Uh
huh. Yeah. I had that one."

Marilyn: Head nodding too.

Lloyd: Head nodding would be an activity
(that] would be there. Actual verbal
interaction, being involved verbally in
what's happening.

Marilyn: Now when you sayuh, let me tell
you what I have there from what
you've listed so tar. You said leaning
forward, eh, facing the activity,
whether it would be you speaking or.
or whether the boardlooking at the
board at that point in time.

Lloyd: Or turning to another student if another
student is responding; they might
completely turn around and you're
going toyou can tell they're engaged
with what's being said by theby a
classmate.

Marilyn: So turning to students who are
responding would also signal
engagement to you, too.
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Notice that the supervisor once again para-
phrases to check for accuracy about her percep-
tion of the teacher's lesson. She then goes on to
probe for even greater specificity, asking for ex-
amples of what to look for as indicators of de-
sired student behavior.
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Lloyd:

Marilyn:

Yes. it would.

Okay. eye contact, head nodding, and
then you mentioned verbal interaction.

when you say verbal interaction,
are you talking about thethe
discussions that people will be having
with each other as youas you set
that up?

Lloyd: Yes

Marilyn: And, uh, II'm wondering what it is
that you're interested in about your
questions. What did you want to know
about those?

Lloyd: Specifically , the ty pc of questions that
I use to try to draw information out of
the students. I may not have to use
many questioning strategies. depending
on how their hypotheses deelop.

Marilyn: So you would like toyou would like
to have a record ,f the questions that
you ask.

Lloyd: Yes Yes

Marilyn: So I can simply write do n the
question that you ask . .

Lloyd. Write down the questions and
responses. I guessthe questions I ask
and any responses to those questions
that I receive. I &finitely would like to
see those.

Marilyn: Okay. Uh, record questions and
responses. Now, uh, let's see, you'd
like both of those things; maybe we
could do it this way. I could record the
key questions, or the key words out of
the questions that you ask, and, uh,
record, um, the responses that I hear

The supervisor is alert to any vague terms,
such as "verbal interaction," that the teacher
might use. When hearing terms that could be mis-
interpreted or that are vague in the supervisor's
mind, this supervisor always paraphrases, checks
for accuracy, or probes to make sure that she un-
derstands what to look for in the classroom that
will be an indicator of student interaction or stu-
dent involvement or whatever it is that the teacher
is looking for.

Once the superNisor has prompted the teacher
to define with precision the desired behaviors of
the students, she turns to the behaviors of the
teacher. The superisor is responsible for eliciting
from the teacher questions she should be paying
particular attention to. If the supervisor doesn't
know what to look for, she won't record useful
information for the teacher. Probing for specific-
ity clarifies the lesson in the teacher's mind, and
thus gives direction to the supervisor's efforts in
collecting data during the lesson.

Asking clarifying questions also raises the me-
tacognitive level of the teacher; that is, the
teacher becomes more aware of and more con-
scious of his own behavior because he has be-
come very explicit about it. Observers have found
that during the lesson, the teacher pays more at-
tention to those behaviors that he has described to
the supervisor.
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from students at that time. Once again.
key words. because I wou'!. he able to
write down .

Lloyd: That'll be tine.

Marilyn: Bery word that's said, an(' in addition
to that, um, I could note at certain
times, like every three to five minutes.
um, I could note the time on the clot'
and I could record :he student
tzhaviors that I see at that time,
--cifkally looking for what you've

s.d: leaning forward, facing the
activity, eye contact, head nodding.
and so on. Uh, does that sound like
that would give you a record of what
you're looking for?

Lloyd: Yc.

Marilyn: Are there times during the period
where engagement is very critical to
you?

Lloyd: There will be a couple of times, uh,
when the engagement will be critical
7,1h, one will be during the first
example sequence, the acidthe acid
sequence right there.

Marilyn: Uh huh.

Lloyd: Their engagement at that point. That is
a more difficult rule to develop than
the base one. The second one will be
the final thing that we do. I'm going to
ask them to write a twenty-five word
precis that combines these two rules
and allows them to distinguish the two

Marilyn:

Lloyd:

Marilyn:

Lloyd:
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Uh huh.

The involvement at that time. If
students are able to just start writing,
and not nave tothey're going to have
to think a little bit, but those students
that within the first mina, are starting
to put something down on their paper,
that's going to tell me a lot.

Okay.

About whether they'rethey are
comfortable enough with what they
have developed during the class. If 1
have a number of them that are sitting
there just doing pencil chewing and not

Notice that the superr or and the teacher to-
gether build the data collection device. The infor-
mation collected by the supervisor is generally
useless unless the teacher has discussed with the
supervisor the form in which he would like to re-
ceive it. A standard checklist or observation pro-
cedure is rarely sufficient, the supervisor and the
teacher must agree on a method of recording t17e
information to meet the teach n's specifications
not the supervisor's or the principal's or the dis-
trict's specifications.
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sure what to write down, I've missed
something, and I'm going to have to
go back and do some reinput later on.

Marilyn: So you want me to notice if they start
writing immediately. It sound likes
that's an important point to you.

Lloyd: At that ?articular time, yes. That's
right

Marilyn: Okay, all right. I think I can do that,

Lloyd: All right.

Marilyn: Okay. I'm looking forward to the
lesson. Lloyd. I'll see you at 10:00.

Lloyd: All right, tine.
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Transcript for Practice II
(Secondary)
Postconference
Chemistry Class
with Teacher Lloyd Wells
and Supervisor Marilyn Tabor

Note: Information in the left column is con% ersa-,
tion taken directly from the ideo. The right col-
umn contains Art Costa's comments on the
teacher-supervisor interaction.

Marilyn: Well how do you think it it ent, Lloyd!

Lloyd: I'm not sure yet. I think I have to talk
it through a little bit. I think it went
%tell. I got back from the students
during the focus: during that first three
minutes of interaction. I got back what
I expected to get back from this
groupthat they ttouldn't hat e any
specific eross misconceptions about
acids and bases. When we started to do
the exemplars though. and I went titer
and %as attempting to draw out or get
them to detelop the rules. I felt as
though. at least at one point, that. uh.
that I was losing them. II had the
feelingI don't know what you were
Neei ng I had the feeling I was talking

ith or working ith only about lite
or six students

Marilyn: What did the> do that male >ou feel
that w a>

Lloyd: Uh. as I looked around the classroi.im.
I stoppedI felt as though I stopped
losIng eye contact and involvement.
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The supenisor begins the postLonference v ith
a question that gets the teacher to ma k... a broad
evaluation of his own lesson: "How do you think
the lesson went. Lloyd?" This allows the teacher
to express his feelings about the lesson. The su-
pervisor then asks the teacht-r to identify the spe-
cific behaviors he observed ..aat caused him to
reach this assessment of the lesson.

Notice that the supert isor asks the teacher to
git e indicators of student behavior that support
his feelings that the lesson went well or didn't go
well Her objective is to cause the teacher to be-
come self-evaluating and to establish a causal re-
lationship between his lesson objectives and
student behaviors. The self-evaluating teacher is
aware of his objectkes. and by observing student
behaviors, he collects evidence that these objec-
tives have been achieved.

The long-range goal of the supervisor is not to
tell the teacher what he's doing right or wrong.
but to have the teacher clarify each lesson in his
mind before teaching: review his goals for the
lesson: and specify what student behaviors indi-
cate a successful lesson. As Lloyd describes the
lesson to Marilyn, he shows that he iv a keen ob-
server of student behavior, and that he does in-
corporate these observations into his uncon,cious
evaluation of a lesson
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Marilyn: Mi hat did you do when you found out
that some of the students weren't with
you? Or that they weren't on the track
you wanted them to be on?

Lloyd: What I wanted to do was try to include
some of theI think you noticedI
tried to specifically draw some others
in by calling on them.

Marilyn: Did you do anything else toto
capture the kids the way that you
wanted them to gi :

Lloyd: Only other thing I can remember that I
did was physicalalter my physical
position. I tried to move my position a
little bit away from the board. towards
some of theI tried to walk. as you
noticed. I tried to v alk into the desk a
couple of times and lean across. And
specifically make eye contact with
some of them and see if I could dralA
them back in.

Marilyn: So those changes that you put in your
strategy. diddid they work? Were
they successfur

Lloyd: I don't fed they were that successful at
at point. When they started to write

later on the pre,:is. ult. I felt better
about it as I walked around.

Marilyn: Are you saying that you didn't see the
kind of involvement from your students
that you want to seeuntil they were
writing the precis'?

Poyd: That's correct. When we went through
that first exemplar system. series with
the acid and bases. w ith the acids. l
as I saidI had lost a few students.
When I started to walk around and
watch them ininwith the working
on the precis. most of them right away
were starting to write, and the four or
foie that I was concerned about when I
started to read, or just scanned a few
of the things that they had written

n, they were all right. They were
on the money with the rules.

f he supenisor ants the teacher to identify the
aspects of his teaching behaxior that Laused the
students to behave the way they did. Again, the
goal is teacher autonomy'.

Note that in this edited liersion of the confer-
ence. the supervisor does not appear to be para-
phrasing. In the actual conference. paraphrasing
would OCCUr more often.

The supenisor again prompts the teacher to
make a self-assessment, to not depend on the su-
penisor to tell him what worked or what didn't
work. Based on his observation of students' be-
havior as it relates to his lesson okiectises. the
teacher makes his mn ex aluation.
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Marilyn: Now, when you go back andand,
uh, replay the lesson again, what kinds
of involvement did you see on the part
of the students? Let's go back to
perhaps where you first started
recording on the board. What did you
see the kids doing at that time?

Lloyd: They signaled when I asked them to
signal. Uh, I fqw---they were looking
at the board, they were responding by
turning toward me; uh, I saw themI
couldI could see thinking going on.
I guessuh. the wrinkled brow.
the. . . When I said form a
hypothesis. I saw defocused looks, I
saw students retrieve information,
going down, going up. so I saw most
of them involved in it. They all got
started at that point.

Marilyn: Uh huh. And a little bit later on. uh. at
another point in tJi lesson. maybe
taidway through. what are some of the
things you saw your students doing
then?

Starting to disengage.

Okay.

Uh. I had some disengagement that
was going on at that point.

What did you see that made you think
it was disengagement?

Lloyd:

Marilyn:

Lloyd:

Marily n:

L103d: Um. sitting back. Uh. like almost
saying to me. "I'm kind of tired right
now with this, or. "I'm not quite as
involved now as I as before.

Marilyn: Wouldwould you say that during the
course of your lesson. that you had the
kind of eye contact that you were
looking for most of the time?

Lloyd: Yes, I would.

Marilyn: Okay. All right. What, uh. what were
some of the other things that you. uh .
were looking for. that signaled
engagement to you?

Notke how the teat,her is asked to go baLk and
recall. While the supervisor is indeed a data col
lector and can monitor student performance, the
supervisor's goal is for the teacher to become the
monitor of student performance as well. Recall-
ing, monitoring, and observing student behavior
are important skills of autonomous teachers.

The super, isor detects a Nague term. "disen-
gagement." By being alert to such terms and ask-
ing for more information, the supervisor can
cause the teacher to look at and define individual
and distinct behaviors t t indicate exactly what
the teacher means by tho_e terms.
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Lloyd: When I had them break up into pairs,
okay. They'd interact in pairs; there
was a lot of involvement then. You
noticed at one timeyou had this
the group in the backTravis, Craig,
uh, Anita, uh, Andy. When they got
together there was a lot of discussion
for several minutes back there on the
hydrogen ion and thethe anions, and
hov, they related: "What about the
hydrogen in the anions that I see on
this side of the appendix . . . . What
about the hydrogen ion in the acid and
the charges that were going on?"

Marilyn:

Lloyd:

Marilyn:

Lloyd:

Marilyn:

Lloyd:

That was good interaction. You notice
I leaned over and I tried to see if I
could do some sort of clarifying on the
question, because some of itwhat
Anita was discussingdid not have to
do with the objective. It had a lot to do
with chemistry. .

Right.

And a lot to do with acids and
bases .

Yeah.

But not with the specific objective, and
Craig was with the objective, but he
was having trouble bridging what . .

Uh huh.

Anita was saying. So I was hoping to
come toI don't feel as though I
satisfactorily closed with them on that.
and I consciously decided not to
continue to probe with it, but I tried to
get them to get to some point where
they were comfortable enough to come
back.

Marilyn: Uh huh.

Lloyd: To thethethe class activity.
Marilyn: When you go back and rerun the

lesson, at what points during the lesson
did you get the most involvement from
your students? Letlet me ask that in
another way. What were you doing at
different points in the lesson when you
saw thethe most involvement on
behalf of your students?

The supervisor helps the teacher see that his
behavior has an effect on students and trk :o get
the teacher to determine which of his bell: iors
helped the students to become involved in the les-
son.
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Lloyd: The one-on-one interaction? Urn, when
they were signaling at the beginning.
When they were, uh, taking three
minutes to write down their
inforrnation, and the preinforrnation, or
information that they thought they
knew about acids and bases.

Marilyn: Uh huh.

Lloyd: When I dropped the ten forrnula list
and asked thern to indicate how rnany
bases and how many acids that they
saw there, II felt they were all
involved at that particular point. I
could see that.

Marilyn: Okay. so you're say ing that when you
have students write, when you have
students signal. when you have
students interact. one-on-one. meaning
with one another . . .

Lloyd:

Marilyn:

Lloyd:

Marilyn:

Lloyd:

Marilyn:

Lloyd:

Marib n:

Uh huh.

That's when you saw that thethe
kind of involvernent that you were
looking for.

Yes.

Okay.

Exactly.

You know, earli,.r on, uh. we had
talked about the objectives for your
lesson and you had three objectives
today.

Uh huh.

Urn, did you feel that the students
were able to meet thost. objectives that
you had planned for them?

Lloyd: Two of them, yes. I can sa'y urn. I
One of thedefinitely frorn being able
toone of the objectives was to have
thern pick the formulas for acids and
bases frorn a list of formulas. As that
objective stood, I felt very cornfortable
that they did do that. Every surient
with the exception of one was able to
draw that information up there. uh.
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The supervisor paraphrases the teacher's com-
ments.

Notice that the supervisor gives the teacher the
task of evaluating the suitability and effectiveness
of his lesson objectives. The supervisor could
have told the teacher whether he achieved the ob-
jectives of this lesson. but supervisors trying to
develop autonomous teachers rnust give the re-
sponsibility for evaluation to the teacher, so that
self-evaluation is the result.
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when we went to thewent to the
chart. Urn, develoi. ng the rules, I felt
90 percent sure that mothat most of
the class did do that successfully. And
then finally, as I walked around, too,
as I said, once again, when I looked
over their shoulders, when they were
writing the precis, uh, the precis, uh,
there were six or seven of them. I
knew for sure, were all right, because
consciously had read more than just a
couple of sentences. The rest I'll know
when I pick up the precis tonight.

Marilyn: When you do the reading.

Lloyd: And look at them tonight. Right, and
then I'll come back tomorrow.

Marilyn: So you really gathered a lot of
information that shows you that your
students were able to meet two of the
objectives.

Yes.

Okay, and it sounds like you made a
decision during the course of the lesson
about that other objective.

Lloyd: I decided not tonot to get them
involved in that yet. The other, uh,
objective was to have them actually see
if they could take the rules, using their
past knowledge ot how to use a
periodic table and oxidation states, or
valences, and be able to write, actually
put together what would be accepoble
or possible formulas for acids and
bases. Not that they would actually be
ones that exist in nature, but ones that
would fit all the rules, and Li ally say.
if it could exist, it would exist like
this.

Marilyn: What was it that caused you to drop
that objective from the lesson today''

Lloyd:

Marilyn:

"What v.as it that caused you to drop that ob-
jective from the lesson today?" Notice that the
supervisor assumes that this teacher is making a
conscious decision. Examining the basis for his
decision helps the teacher become more conscious
of his decision-making proc_sses. We are inter-
ested in the supervision model of identifying, illu-
minating, and helping the teacher to become more
conscious of decision making as a skillful act of
teaching.
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Lloyd: I thought it was one objective too
one step beyond where I wanted to go,
that I felt comfortable, IIfeltI
didn't feel totally comfortable where
they were. All right. If I had thought
thatfirst we were closing down the
period; we were real close to the end.
If I tried to put that in, I don't think it
would have linked up, as far as a
learning link, well enough with the
other material right at that point. I
would be introducing something just a
little bit new, and I would beI
wasI was a little bit afraid I might
precipitate and lose some of what they
had.

Marilyn: Uh huh.

Lloyd: And since I wasn't sure ifif we had
ten or fifteen minutes left in the
period, and they were well grounded in
those first two objectives, then I would
spring to that. So what I'll do
tomorrow when I come back, is we'll
take a few minutes for kind of a quick
review.

Marilyn: Lloyd, you had asked me to gather
some data for you. Would you like to
see that now?

Lloyd: Yes, yes I would.

Marilyn: Okay. There were some things that
were extremely important to you that
related to the engagement of your
students. And you had asked me to
look for specific behaviors on their part
that would indicate to you that they
were engaged. And you also were
concerned about your questions; you
were interested in seeing what kinds of
questions you asked, uh, the type that
you sked, and uh, you were interested
in student responses.

Lloyd: All right.

Marilyn: Okay, let me lay out the data here for
you.

Lloyd: All right,
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Notice how the supervisor asks permismon to
share the data she collected. The supervisor en-
hances the trust relationship by asking the teacher
if this is a good time to do this. It might well be
that the teacher doesn't want to see the informa-
tion right now. The supervisor would agree to his
request.
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Marilyn: Now here, about 10:27, you had your
focus discussion. This, urn, is a
checkrnark that indicates that every
student in your classroorn had eye
contact with you. Here again, they had
eye contact with you. Urn, this shows
that they were all facing the teacher as
you were speaking. All were facing the
teacher. Is this starting to rria:.e sorne
kind of sense?

Lloyd: Yes, it is. yes.

Marilyn: Okay. urn, you were over at the side
of the roorn explaining the acids and
non-acids on the board. and at that
tirne. you started . . .

Lloyd: Still have eye contact.

Marilyn: Uh huh. Everyone had eye contact
with you. and then a bit . .

Lloyd: Four of thern were writing sornething.

Marilyn: Uh huh.

Lloyd: Uh huh.

Marilyn: And I was able to go around later on
and look at the papers. And what I saw
on the papers looked like notes. What
they were writing had to do with the
topic.

Lloyd: Had something to do with chemistry.

Marilyn: Urn, you indicated two very important
areas to you. The first was when you
gave the first exarnple in the sequence
of acids, so thatthis is what
happened Nhen you did that. You
asked your students to formulate some
hypotheses in their rninds.

Lloyd: Uh huh.

Marilyn: You had everyone's eye contact;
eeryone responded with a thumbsup
on your first exarnple. Okay, and it
goes on.

Lloyd: Yes, okay.

Marilyn: Now, you were concerned about the
number of students who would be
involved in the discussion, and what I
noticed was that all sixteen were
involved in the discussion, and I also
wrote down that they went into groups

Another Set of Eyes: Conferencing Skills
AinsmommisimimiimimmEm
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Lloyd:

Marilyn:

and they began their discussion within
one to two secondsafter you gave
that direction.

Oh, oh, I didn't realize that. Oh.

And there's another time that, uh, you
had the discussion going, here, and at
this time you had two triads and five
dyads, and once again, all your groups
formedwere formed and began their
discussion within one to two seconds.

Lloyd: All right.

Marilyn: Generally speaking, you see other
kinds of things here like seven students
at a time looking at a student who
responded. Taking notes, thumbs-up,
um, people talking w ith one another on
taskabout the topic. So there was a
good deal of involvement from that
point of view.

Lloyd: I hadn't realized at that point there was
that mucl- involvement, thatI get a
much better feeling about what went
on, and I didn't notice that.

Marilyn: Okay. This is the closure of your
lesson, and, uh, this is after you'd
gone to the charts. Asking your
students to hold up the number of
fingers. Fifteen held up three fingers
on your first question. Five, uh, were
checking around the room to see what
other students had done.
Three were holding up three fingers on
the second question, when you asked
how many could identify the formula,
fifteen thumbs out of 16 went up.

Good, that's what I wanted them toLloyd:

Marilyn:

Lloyd:

Marilyn:
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do.

You had indicated that the precis was
an important point to you.

Yes, I did.

And at that time you gave the direction
to your students to write, and within
three seconds, fo....fteen of your
students were writing; within six
seconds all of your students ware
writing. And when you asked, "How
many can complete this in one
minute," after they had been writing
for some time, eight hanL, went up at
that question.

The supervisor presents the information objec-
tively. She draws few inferences, instead, she
prompts the teacher to form his own conclusions
from the data presented. The supervisor is a mere
data collector whose job is to present information
in a nonjudgmental way.
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Lloyd: Mmm.

Marilyn: Now after you've had aa brief
chance to look over the data, and I
know you want to spend a little bit
more time with it later on .

Lloyd: Yes. I do.

Marilyn: .umm, what can you say about the
level of involvement that you see on
the part of your tudents?

Lloyd: First of all. after you went through
tHs, it was a lot more than I thought I
had. You'll re.call when we started I
said there was one time there where I
thought l'a lost a number of them.

Marilyn: Mmm-hmm.

Llud: According to the indications that you
have, IthereI haveI didn't lose
as many as I thought I had.

Marilyn: Mmm-hmm.

Lloyd: And, ah . . . that makes me feel good.

Marilyn: ,',xay.

Lloyd: I was pleased with that,

Marilyn: Now what is it you think ; ou did that
kept the students involved?

Lloyd: Oh.

Marilyn: I want to ask that again. What is it that
you did that kept your students
involved?

Notice again that the supervisor pre znts the
uata and then asks the teacher to draw conclu-
sions from them. A supervisor do -;n't want to
rob the teacher of the oppclunity to make infer-
ences, because the goal of supervision is to cause
the teacher to become self-analyzing and self-
evaluating. Asking questions that cause the
teacher to compare what was achieved with what
was desired is the supervisor's responsibility.

The teacher does not depend on the supervisor
to tell him whether he's doing a good job; instcad
he looks at the information collected by the su-
pervisor and determines how it compares to his
objectives for the lesson. The teacher is self-rein-
forcing.

"What . . . kept the students involved?" After
presenting the data, analyzing them with the
teacher, and recalling at what pu;nts the students
were involved, the supervisor asks the teacher to
draw a causal relationship between his own be-
havior and its effects on students. The goal is to
make the teacher more conscious and in com-
mand of his own behavior. Autonomous teachers
are effective because they know what their ochav-
iors are, they know what effects their behaviors
have on ,Audents' learning, and they can com-
mand their behaviors tools to enhance students'
learning,
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Lloyd: "PAUSE) I'm not sure. The intffaction
that I hadah . . that Imaybe that
I didn't engdisengage with them,
that I continued toprobe or ask some
question. I didn't, ahthe major thing
that comes to my mind right away is
that I didn't get frustrated. I didn't get
frustrated and short-circuit what they
were doing. Okay, that's enough. Let
me tell you the rule. This is a rule. I
kept it open, II--I tried to kee
that's one thing that was going through
my mind consciously. Keep it low-key.
I wished that they were picking this up
a little quicker, but I'm not going to
change what I'm going to do. I'm
gonna carry it through. And, ah,
'cause I've learned in the past if !
give them a little more time, and also
wait a little longer, they'll still
respond. So maybe that was it.

Marilyn: Are you say ing then that you're finding
that by hanging in there and giving
them the time c) do the things that you
had set out to do with them and your
strategythat your strategy of concept
attainment was successful in meeting
your objectives?

Lloyd: I now feel it was, yes.

Marilyn: Okay, okay. Now, I'd like to ask a
couple more things. Ah, now that
you've had an opportunity to be
through this process of supervision,
what do you think about the process?

Lloyd: I love it. For me as weI'll speak, I
have to speak for myself. Ah, I need
to bounce information off people. I
need to talk with colleagues, with
professionals, with other individuals
who know what's going on in
classroom. It works very well for me.

Marilyn: If there were one thing that you were
going to select, from the lesson today,
that you wanted to carry forward to the
next lesson, something that you've
learned or gained from it. What would
that be?
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We have some indkation that this teacher uses
metacognition, he is aware ot his behavior while
teach'-g. Notice that it is the supervisor who asks
the teacher whether the lesson was successful or
not. The success of a lesson depends on the
teacher': ability to cause the tudents to aLhieve
the objectives identified in the preconference.

The supenisor's question helps the supervisor
and the teacher. The teacher can give the supervi-
sor his judgment of the effectiveness of the super-
visor's strategy, and he can reflect on the
supervision process and realize that it was a self-
supervising technique.

The super% isor again makes the teaLher analyze
his own lesson by asking the teacher what he
learned that can be applied to future lessons.
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Lloyd: Today. when in doubt, let the students
interact with each other more. Getbe
patient and give them the time to
process information together. I guess
that's the main thing. Wasn't it?

Marilyn: Okay. You know, as a supervisor I
also like some feedback and perhaps
you could give me some feedback
about my role. Could you identify one
thing for me that you found that was
most useful to you today, that I did
with you?

Lloyd: I guess there were a couple. I wasn't
that sure the lesson went that well as
tar as engagement was concerned;
you've told me it did. Also, as you
gave me back information, well in
ihein the preconference.

Marilyn: Mmni-limm.

Lloyd: Ah, there were a couple times when
You fed back information to me that
Ithat caused me toto decide on
altering a couple of things that I did.

Marilyn: Oh

Lloyd: One of them was II addedI
changed a couple of exemplars or
examples that I use. Asjust as I was
talking to you, as you were asking me
some things aboutspecifically, if you
recan specifically how I use some of
the examples or how I was going to
use them or what sequence I was going
to do.

Marilyn: Right. uh hhh.

Lloyd: I realized that one of 'em, or two of
them, I was going to change for a
particular reason.

Marilyn: Okay.

Lloya: So I made those changes consciously
when I was up there because of that.

Marilyn: I appreciat,- the opportunity to be in
your cla5room today. Thank you for
the visit. Really appreciated it too; it
was very effective for me.

Lloyd: Well, thank you. I enjoyed it.

Eliciting feedback from the teacher about the
supervisor's behavior is crucial for the supervisor.
It confirms that the supervisor is also a learner in
this process and needs feedback about her skills.
Most classroom observers do not ask teachers for
feedback about their behavior, and thus miss an
opportunity to build a trusting, collegial relation-
ship with teachers
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Marilyn: And I w ant to kave all the notes here
f r you. You can look at these later
on

Lloyd: Thank .vou. Mard n
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Notice that supervisor gives all the informa-
tion she has c Alected about the lesson to the
teacher. The information is for the teacher's use
and remains with the teacher. The teacher knows
that this information will never become part of
his or her personnel file. The supervision process
is a confidential exchange between the teacher
and the supervisor, and confidentiality is essential
to trust





1.
The Clinical Supervision Model

Supervision in Historic Perspective
Sister Dorothea Foley

Instructional supenision can be Era, ed to the
early American settlers who concerned themselves
with the establishment of schools. Mainly they
emphasized the obligation of "keeping school.
From 1742 until late in the eighteen hundreds this
emphasis on school supervision is clear. The con-
cern then was with removing weak teachers and
inspecting schools for "'conformity to standards
prescribed by the committee of lay men." From
the late eighteen hundreds to the 1930s supervi-
sory focus was shifted from "keeping school" to
"instructionai programs." During this period
professional educators replaced the lay commit-
tees. Pi Icipals were appointei as fulltime man-
vers of the schools. It wa, their responsibility to
Aspect teachers in a fashion similar to the lay
committees. With the development of the scien-
tific movement in the early 1900s, testing and
standards for teachers and students to achieve re-
sulted. Efficiency became the key word ia educa-
tional circles. This movement toward efficiency
also contained many attempts to contro' student
and teacher behaviors. Scientific methodology
was the predominant method t.,,,ed in the study of
educational problems. By this time the need for
education had become so great because o: a large
increase in the number of secondary schools, that

1929 the Department of Supervisors and Direc-
tors of Instruction was founded as a separate de-
partment of the National Education Association.
In 1943 this department merged with the Society
for Curriculum Study and Curriculum Develop-
ment of the National Education Association. A
concern for human telations and group coopera-
tion in education became apparent in the 1930s
and 1940s. "The concept of supervison as demo-
cratic, cooperative, and creative guided the prac-
tice" until the end of the late 1950s. "Three

major areas of emphasis" became apparent. "Su-
pen ision as guidance, supenision as curriculum
developrunt, and supervision as group pro-
cesses." The supervisor now became a helper
lather than an inspector. In the 1960s further re
search was done to endeavor to develop a "con-
ceptual framework for the basis of supervisory
practices... Many super. isors duiing this period
in time became change agents in their schools and
communities. For example, Kenneth D. Benne, a
young professor from the University of Illinois,
argues that:

Educational leaders must become change
agents skilled in inducing, directing, and stabi-
lizing those changes in persons, groups and or-
ganizations which intelligent development of
educational situations today requires.

Efficiency of methods of instruction continued
to predominate since World War II and most edu-
cational leaders since then have tended to accept
the ends as gh en. Sensitivity training and group
dynamics were accepted by government, busi-
n_ss, education, and relirious institutions. While
intended to produce "del locratic group process,"
this training toward group thought berved better to
confound individuality and to further bureaucratic
group processes. Howe er, these techniques
proved successful in bringing about greater hu-
man productivity in many institutions. With the
practice of such techniques the role of supervisors
in determining goals faded.

In the 1970s the role of pare. s in making edu
cational decisions fo. their chilen was 4radually
transferred to teach-:,rs. Produetivity in the 1980s
v.as again evaluated in efficiency. Emphasis re
verted again to ends rather than means of achiev
ing them.
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A Clinical Approach
to Supervision

In the late 1950s, Morris Cogan and a group of
supervisors working in Harvard's Master of Arts
in Teaching plogram discovered a serious prob-
lem. The students in the MAT Program did not
find the suggestions made by Coga and his super-
visory staff helpful. Cogan and his colleagues lis-
tened to the concerns of their students and
encouraged the'r feedback. The basic problem
seemed to be mat the supervisors were offering
solutions to problems they were concerned with,
but not necessarily those problems encountered by
the students. All efforts by students to change the
t.onference style of supervisor talking and teacher
listening had failed. Cogan and his colleagues ini-
tiated a serous study of their sty le of super% ision
Much experimentation, groping, and fumbling re-
sulted, but finally the clinical supen ision ap-
proach was developt

Clinical supen ision is based upon soeral prop-
ositions:

I. Teaching (performance and results) is a be-
haviour. Teaching is composed of a teach-
er's action% and those of the students. These
actions are observable singly and in interac-
tion.

1. Teaching behaviour is assumed to be under-
stood and controlled.

3. Instructional improvement can be achieved
by changing or modifying certain beha% tot

4. The relationship between supervisor and su-
pervisee can be mutual. Supervisors and
teachers can work as colleagues.

The values associated w ith clinical supen Bon
are as follows:

I. Respect for the autonomy of each individ-
ual.

2 Inquiry, analysif examination, and evnlua-
tion, especially when intiti_ted and regu-
lated by the supervisee, are hightly valued.

3. Human compassion, patience, a knowledge
of its impact upon the lives of others, are
especially valued.

Clinical supervision is a cyclic process com-
posed of eight phases:

I. Establishing the teacher-supervisor relation-
ship. During this first phase the supervisor:
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a. establishes a mutual relationshi- between
himself and the teacher;

b. enables the teacher to become familiar with
the process of clinical supervision and to
understand its sequence;

c begins to induct the teacher into his new
role and functions in clinical supervision
and to understand its sequence:

d. generates a relaxed atmosphere.
These operations are carried out well in ad-
vance of the supervisor's entry into the teach-
er's classroom.

1. Planning with th.; teacher:

The teacher and supen isor plan the le%%on
together. They plan in terms of objectives
for students and teacher. These plans in-
clude specifications of outcomes, anticipated
problems of instruction, materials and strat-
egies of zeaching, processes of learning and
provisions for feedback and evaluation. The
teacher describes what the class has been
studying prior to the observation and what
follows. This enables the supervisor to see
the lesson as part of a whole rather than as
an isolated portion of instruction. Clarifica-
tion may be requested by the supervisor at
this point. The supervisor may make minor
suggestions to improve the lesson.

The supervisor plans the objectives, pro-
cesses, and the physical and technical ar-
rangements for the observation and
collection of data. His functions in the ob-
servation are clearly specified. The supervi-
sor encourages the teacher to join in this
planning. He encourages the teacher to indi-
cate on what aspects of the teaching he
would like feedback. Clarification is perti-
nent at this stage. Both teacher and supervi-
sor use terminology that is clearly
underst000d by both parties. The items con-
tracted on must be those consiiered to be
important by the teacher. A time for the
classroom observation and for the po.,tcon-
ference will be scheduled. The supervisor
encourages the teacher to prepare his own
analysis of the lesson, especially with re-
gard to the points in the contract.

4. Observing instruction:

The observer enters the classroom as unob-
trusively as possible. Cogan suggests that
the observer be "neutral and nonparticipat-
ing." He records in writing all his observa-

3.
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nons within the classroom. It is important
that the super% isor records erything. not
lust what he considers to be important. He
records exactly what happens. not his inter-
pretation When the lesson has been com-
pleted. he departs from the classroom as
quietly as possible

Analyzing the teaching-learning pro:ess.

The supervisor rev iew s notes with respect to
the contract He looks for the specific inci-
dents in his notes that relate to the itcais in
the contract A final rev iew of the notes is
made to discover significant teaching pat-
terns and critical incidents. He checks for
form ot class structure. ley el of questions.
teacher responses. student behav ior. and ev-
idence of achievement of proposed objec-
tives

6 Planning the strategy ot the conference.

The supervisor decides on the stratev, he
vk ill use in sharing w ith the teacher It is
necessary fo; him to consider how defensive
the teacher will be. his rattionship with the
teacher. and how w illing the teacher will be

'mplement the suggestions he might
make. The contract items are dealt w ith
first. Then. with the agreement of the
teacher. the supervisor discusses other items
he discovered throught analysis or from ob-
servation. It is also suggested to begin w ith
a review of the teacher's objectives. Both
teacher and supervisor discuss the achieve-
ment of the objectives. Plans for remedia-
non are al o discussed. A sensitivity to
1-,..elings and to the needs of the teacher is
the hest guide to an appropriate beginning,

7 itostconferencing:

The teacher receives feedback from the su-
per% isor on those aspects of teachirt that
were of concern to the supervisor. Different
reactions from teachers cause supervisors to
conduv the conference in various ways
The literature suggests that only positive
feedback be given to defensive teachers A
balance of positive and negative feedback is
given to the more stable teacher

Generally speaking, it is more effective and
productive if the supervisor begins with the
positive and finally offers suggestions for
improvement. Feedback needs to be specific
by referring to the notes taken during the

+.3mormort........m.i.oastiommarkohrwswromm..

observation. With the agreement of the
teacher. the super\ isor introduces his analy-
sis of the key patterns of instruction noticed
during the observation

S. Renewed planning:

The teachtr and the supervisor stop the
analysi., of the prey ious lesson and plan the
next lesson and the changes the teacher will
begin to make in instruction.

A postconference analysis is a very produc-
tive stage to add to th ycle. The super.i-
sor analyzes the ri;stconference just
completed by answering the tollowing clues-

tios':a.nlVw. the teacher's professional integrity
respected?

h Did platitudinous comments and profes-
sional jargon give the appearauce of
agreement between teacher and supervi-
sor where no meement actually existed?

c Was the discussion time balanced be-
tween obsener and teacher?

d. Was feedback on contract items specific
and supported with reference to the
classroom notes?

c Was the analysis of the lesson adequate.
in light of the teacher's interpretation.
arid was the strategy appropriate?

I Was the crtract satisfactory? Was it
specific as the supervisor successful
in getting the teacher to place items in
the contract that were of concern to him
or her '

Summary
Clinical super% ision emphasizes teacher growth:

traditional in-class supervision emphasizes that
the tea-her to identify and clarify problems. col-
lect data from a supervisor, and develop solutions
with the aid of the supervisor. Traditional suner-
vision tends to place the supervisor in a role su-
perior to that of the teacher. thus telling the
teacher what needs to be changed and how to
achieve such change. Clinical supervision enables
teachers to become more self-directed while tradi-
tional supervision tends to render teachers overly
dependent on others. In the clinical supervisory
process, both supemisor and teacher are assumed
to be instructional experts. The teacher identifies
the problems and the supervisor assists hiniher in
analyzing the lesson and in developing improved
,essom. They work as colleagues respecting the
contribution of each other.
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The behavior throughout the clinical supeni-
sory process iranifests this collegial relationship
between teacher and supers isor. This relationship
provides a new role for the teacher within which
she is required to it ke professional judgments. It
does allow the teacher the academic freedom to
make decisions regarding her classroom instruc-
tion and thereby eliminati- an area of potential
conflict between teacher and supervisor. Tradi-
tional supervision, on the other hand, tends to as-
sume that the supervisor is the instructional
expert

The clinical supervision process is distinct from
the teacher evaluation process: consequently. it is
not advisable for the same person to be responsi-
ble for both processes. School adminit:trators ho
must carry out both processes would need to de-
sign an appropriate es aluation procedure which is
totally distinct from the supenisory procedure.
The inclusion of esaluation as a part of rhe clini-
cal supenisory model would has e the potential to
change the ens ironment associated vcith esalua-
tion from one of suspicion. fear. and mistrust to
problem-sok ing atmosphere. Allowing existing
administrators to function as clinical supenisors
would help alio late the costs associated w ith
clinical snpenision These costs are high. Train-
ing of clinical supenisors is expensive. Since
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clinical supervision demands more time, energy,
and skill a is usually required of a supervisor,
fewer teachers ce.n be served in a giver period of
time than when traditional supervisory techniques
were used. New personnel would then need to be
hired, thus increasing considerably the total cost
of supervision. Consequently, the costs of using
clinical supervision, as it was originally designed.
would become prohibitive for most schools.

Research in education during the pas: twenty
years supports the view that there is no one
method of assessing teacher effectiveness. "Hu-
mans le-rn through self-exploration, collabora-
tion, and conditioning. Research indicated that,
even within each individual. learning varia"gns
exist.

The study suggests that the individual first re-
cognize the need in the learner and then develop
the appropriate method of learning to meet this
need. Similarly, Glickman discovers from re-
search that methods of des eloping teachers are as
saried as the stages of teacher growth. The chal-
lenge of the supenisor is to match the method of
superision to the developmental stage of the
teacher. Such "supervisory eclecticism sill lead
to 'powerful and effectise teacher grow th ark:
improvement of instruction will result.



2.
Trust --Mien Cons Are

the Message
Diane Zimmerman

Principal, Davis, California

From my earliest years. I can remember asking
about trust. It was my grandmother who once told
me. "A person you can trust is someone who you
would be willing to let run your life!" As an edu-
cational leader, I have no desire to turn my life
over to another. however. I dITI still reflecting
upon trust.

In many ways my reflections are the same, it is
the circumstances that are different. Trust is an
important aspect of life that influences all aspects
of human interaction. Even though trust is a com-
monly used word, fundamental definitions and re-
search to support its importnnce are lacki:ig. The
purpose of this article is to describe tangible ele-
ments of a trusting relationship.

Trust is a long-term relationship between two
people. A common metaphor is that we "build
trust." Implicit in this view is that it takes time
and work to establish a trusting relationship. lt
also implies a hierarchical relationship. The first
meeting lays the foundation for future interac-
tions. It is rare en a first meeting for two people
to emphatically say they trust each other. Instead.
it is more common, after a first meeting, to say
things like, "I have a sense that I could trust that
person." or "The rapport we had was wonder-
ful."

Hoy and Kupersmith (1984) at Rutgers Univer-
sity assessed faculty trust in the principal in cm-der
to develop and test a reliable set of measures.
The first conclusion they made was that high lev-
els of trust in the leader (in this case the princi-
pal) correlatea with higher levels of trust between
staff members and also in the staff's trust of the
central office. The second conclusion was that the

principals who received high scores from their
subordinates had three personality characteristics
that they described collectively as "authenticity."
Principals who took responsibility for their ac-
tions and did not shirk responsibility or blame
others were highly ranked. Aa absence cf manip-
ulative behavior by the principal was also highly
valued. In other words, the principal had positive
1,aentions that were for the improvement of the
school, not for his or her own personal gain. And
finally, a salience of self over role. This means
that the leader operated as a person first and in a
role second.

Trust is strongly linked to a general confidence
and overall optimism in occurring events. In fact.
the stronger the trusting relationship the more
likely two people are to resolve a relationship
problem. A high degree of trust in both parties al-
most guarantees that the problem will be re-
solved.

If trust is a long-term relationship, how should
one descibe those feeling- of trust that are more
short term? Tne most appropriate English word
seems to be rapport. It is derived from the French
verb "rapporteur," meaning to bring back or re-
fer. Implicit in the meaning is the reciprocity of
the relationship. English dictionaries most often
define trust as a harmonious relationship.

A definition from science provides a foundation
for a fundamental understanding of rapport Sci-
entists describe a universal phenomenon in the
physical world called entrainment. Entrainment
describes the phenomenon that whenever two or
-nore oscillators in the same field are pulsing at
nearly the same time they tend to "lock in" so
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that they are pulsing at exactly the same time.
George Leonard. 1978. describes entrainment as
follows:

In music, the miracle of entrainment is made
explicit. The performers every gesture. every
micromovement. must be perfectly entrained
with the pulse of the music, or else the perfor-
mance falls apart. Watch the members of a
chamber grouphow tley move as one. be-
come as one. a single field. . .

All living things are oscillators, from the sim-
plest single celleU orga-iism to the complex con-
figuration of the hamal. William Condon. 1975.
of the Boston University School of Medicine. was
the first to apply this principal to human behav-
ior. He studied the relation of conventional ges-
tures to verbal material using film to break the
human interactions into micromovements. His
dkcovery of entrainment is described as follows.

Listeners were observed to move in precise
snared synchrony with the speaker's speech.
This appears to be a form of entrainment since
there is no discernible lyg even at 1/4s second.
. . . It also appears to be a universal character-
istic of human communication. and perharr.
characterizes much of animal behavior in gen-
eral. Communication is thus like a dance, with
everyone engaged in intricate and shared move-
ments across many subtle dimensions. yet all
strangely oblivious that they are dcmg so . .

Such synchronization appears to occur continu-
ously if the interactants remain attentive and in-
volved. . .

So when a listener and speaker remain attentive
and involved it is not unusual to find in accom-
panying physiological response. It is no wonder
that most of us describe rapport as a sense or a
gut level feeling. Band!er and Grinder (1979) es-
tablished the validity of other forms of match, in
eluding vcice tone. rate of speech, gesture. and
even heart rate. They also desciibed the match of
modality-specific speech that occurs when rapport
between two people is present. This means that.
when interacting, one can establish rapport by
taking the lead and matching (mirroring) body
posture, gesture, voice tone. and/or rate of
speech. Taking this lead will cause a subcon-
scious accentuation in thc sense that the two peo-
ple are similar. It is o surprise that when rapport
exists betweea two people it i described as
"seeing eye-to-eye," "beirg in harmony." or
"feeling comfortable" v.rith the other. Another
benefit is the ability to observe for evidence of

physiologi-al rapport. Because this physral
matching occurs spontaneously. one need only
pay attention from time to lime to discover if the
other person is matching with physiological be-
havior. Recently I was with a friend and we were
in deep conversation. As we talked. I became
conscious of the dance between our two bodies.
At one point we were both leaning way back in
our chairs with hands clasped behind our heads.
oblivious to the fact that we weie mirroring pos-
ure. On the converse. when I am talking with

another and I feel uneasy, out of rapport, a quick
check of the mirror reveals a lack of match on
any level. Beginning to match on at least one
level causes an immediate easing of tensions. One
Lan verify this phenomenon by watching groaps
of people anywhere. Likewise. eviden of
matching voice tone and rate Lan be found on any
TV sitcom. It is common for the main characters
to tin,' 'hemselves in a dilemma together; the
rantii e. and rav.ng is convincing only if the voh:e
tone and rate match each other.

To match another on any level, one must pay
close a-anion t'r- the other person and what s/he
is saying if one wishes to establish rapport. It is
the intention behind the action that communi-
cates. If the intention is to mirror, but not listen.
the speaker gets a subjective feeling of discom-
fort. This discomfort is often labeled manipula-
tionthat feeling of irritation because the other
person is trying to obtain something from the lis-
tener. At the same time. the listener is not sure
what is wanted or does not want to give it.

Sometimes it is the message that communicates
manipulation. Have you ever been in a situation
in which you felt that another was talking down
to you? The -onversation might go something
like, "Not ewryone is so fortunate, some ot us
had to work hard to get to where we are." First
implied is that the speakt7 got to where they were
by hard work and that the listener got there by
some other ir zans. The intorktion would convey
further meanings about a superior-subordinate re-
lationship. These embedded messages are defined
as presuppositions.

Presuppositions are tacit knowledge that a na-
tive speaker of a language has ahout the meaning
of the message. For example. if someone said,
"Even you could pass that class," native speak-
ers of English would know that you are not a
very good student and that the class is not diffi-
Lult. Neither of these pieces f information are in
thc surface structure of the message. Rather, they
ar: embedded in the intonation and the underlying
meaning of the sentence. When presuppositions
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hase neganse messages embedded in them thet
speak directit to the emotions fhe listener in the
examples abose cannot help but teel some resent
ment toss ards the speaker

Knoss mg hoss to analt is: the presuppositions
behind one's language is an asset tor the educa-
tional leaci-I Sometimes one's ossn agendas Lan
unknossingit creep into the message Considet
the sentence. "I'll do it. %se don't %sant mis-
takes The presupposinons in this message are.
(the speaker) %sill do it v uhout mistakes and ant-
one else ss ill make errors Another esample
%souk! be. "I'm looking tor lust the right per-
son Fins is an interesting comment as it implies
that I am looLng at ou and I have not found the
fight Ni ,on or the person Ise are talkirg about is
not the right person On a more subtle tcvel. one
Lan analt te the messages embedded in communi-
cations to obtain more precis on in language.
Compare these ow sentences. "What are t,ou
doing Is ith the students todas ! or "What hase
sou planned tor todat The response from most
teachers Ns ould most Reis ho the same for both
these questions. HOU oer. the teacher %%rho rou-
nnelt ings it might Jnssser the second ques-
tion ditterentit Thet might respond. 'I did not
spend as much time planning as I had hoped." oi
'I haw taught this lesson so often. I did not
reallt plan today. Bo... piee.:s of Information
are aluahle and ssould hase been lost ssith the
first question. Understanc1 the value of the pre-
suppwations allosss the speaker to he more pre-
er.e in his or her questioning

To conk lude. Lommunication is the intention.
these tools and techniques pros ide a foundation
unit to the degree that there is an earnest desire
to hear and be heard Knossing and cultivating
the trust-building personal* traits, learning hos).
to establish and measure rapport. and analt zing
one's ossn language for presuppositions pros ide
the educational leader ssith the Alit> to commu-
nicate positise intentions and build mant trusting
relationships
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3.
The Goals of Instructional

Supervision
Arthu: Costa

California State University, Sacramento
The purpose of instit. -tional supervision is to

improve curriculum and instructional practices
that ultimately Nv;11 result in greater achievement
of student learning.
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If we can agree on this premise, then what
does it mean t) superv ise? Following are some
guidelines that educaLgs may ,ish to consider as
they plan for the development, installation, and
evaluation of quality supervisory systems. Three
major questions are addressed:

I. What should be the outcomes for the
people involved in the supervisory pro-
cess?

IL By what evidence mht the achievement
of those outcomes be observed?

III. What supervisory competencies would fa-
cilitate the achievement of those out-
comes?

On the next pages, each of these questions is
exi4ored and discussed.
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I. WHAT SHOULD BE THE OUTCOMES FOR
THE PEOPLE INVOLVED IN THE SUPERVI-
SORY PROCESS?

Three outcomes of supervision are suggested.
These three hold true for any supervisory system
whether it be between teacher and student, super-
intendent and administrator, or teacher and princi-
pal. They are:

1. CREATING AND MANAGING TRUST

2. FACILITATING LEARNING

3. DEVELOPING AUTONOMY

Each of these goals is explained as follows.

I. TRUST: There should be, with each succes-
sive supervisory conference, a greater feeling of
mutual trust between the individuals involved in
the ptocess. Trust is a basic condition which must
be developed and maintained in order for the
other two goals, learning and autonomy, to be
achieved. A primary task for the supervisor,
therefore, is to create and manage a climate of
trust between him or herself and the supervisee.

2. LEARNING: As a result of every supervi-
sory process, both the supervisor and the supervi-
see should learn something: about themselves,
about each other's belief system, the studelts, the
content of the lesson, about instructional mt:th-
ods, or about this process of supervision.

flj



3, AUTONOMY. As a result of super% isory
efforts over time, the superv isee should become
more self-supervisingmore autonomous. This
means that teachers will be perfornung the cogm

e processe:. of supervision for themselv
oluntarily and spontaneously without the need

tor a supervisor's intervention. The supervisee
will achieve a higher degree of self-awareness.
self-evaluation, and self-modifiability. Over time.
the supervisee will depend less and less on the
supervisor for diagnostic and prescriptive inter-
ventions and will become more self-diagnostic
and self-prescriptive. Likewise, the supervisor
will grow in his/her ability to evaluate his/her
own capacities for facilitating the autonomy of
others

II. BY WHAT EVIDENCE MIGHT THE
ACHIEVEMENT OF THESE OUTCOMES BE
OBSERVED')

To know whether these outcomes are being ap-
proached, some observable behaviors would be
evident:

1 An assessment of the quality of TRUST
might be made by searching supervisory dialogue
for such behaviors as:

Expressing honest feelings by both the supervi-
sor and supervisee

Defining criteria for what is meant by value
judgments if any are made.
Listen: .a actively, reflectively, and ei.ipatheti-
cally by both the sUpervisor and supervisee.

Focusing on problems of muttml concern.
Proposing alternative solutions to problems.
Clarifying ideas, alternatives. purposes. beliefs.
or strategies.
Maintaining eye contact.

Sustaining an open body pa ture.
Expiessing willingness to support and experi-
ment with each other's ideas.

2. An assessment of the quality of LEARN-
ING resulting from the supervisory process
should reflect knowledge and applications o: the
basic principles of human developmental se-
qucnces and variability in adult learning. Some of
the theorists who have contributed to develop-
mental theory include Jean riaget. Lawrence
Kohlberg, Jerome Bruner, Hilda Taba, Robert
Wirtz, Frances Fuller, Eric Erickson, and Mal-
colm Knowles.
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Jerome Bruner and Jean Piaget have helped us
see that learning progresses through developmen-
tal stages from the concrete, sensory. and :n.4,
five stages involved in direct experience
the representational and figural stages involved
vvith v isual experiences to the more abstract.
symbolic stages involv mg indirect and semantic
thinking.

Figure 2
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Benjamin Bloom. Hilda Taba. Reuven Feuer-
stein, and others have constructed a model of
thinking which progresses through increasingly
"higher levels of thinking from simply recalling
information; through the processing or making
meaning out of the information; to the application
of ideas in novel situations.

Robert Wirtz has combined these two concepts
of thinkingthe developmental and the hierarchi-
calinto an intriguing and helpful model:
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If supervisory efforts are to result in LEARN-
ING then there should be some change in the su-
pervise, 's thinking which, in turn, results i. a
change in behavior. This diagram suggests that d

Way to increase the possibility, for changing be-
havior is to move from the recall concrete ex-
periencesthrough the processing of visions and
imagestoward the independent ilivestigation of
symbols using abstract thinking. The diagonal
line represents this direction of movement which
is consistent with these two powerful theories of
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human learning. If our model of superv ision is to
include learning as a gord, then the process
should be consistent with how, adult human
beings learn. To disregard these theories by
merdy using hollow, abstract admonitions to
change instructional behav iors or philosophkal at
titudes will prove to be ineffective.

A supervisory dialogue might be assessed for
its contribution to LEAR, NG by the degree to
which it progresses along th:s diagonal and would
be evidenced by a sequencing of such copitive
processes as:

Recalling data about student behaviors gathered
during a teaching episode.
Recalling data about teacher behaviors and
strategies performe i during the lesson.

Comparing desired student performance with
actual student performance.
M ;king inferences about the achievement of
the objectives based on the data gathered.
Analyzing why the objectives were or were not
achieved.
Applying those infeiences in future situations
of a similar nature.
Predicting outcomes of future instructional situ
ations when similar objectives are sought using
the same or alternative teaching strategies an
behav;ors.
Evaluating the appropriateness of the curricu-
lum and instructional strategies for these partic-
ular le-rners.

I, should be apparent that the above sequence
of cognitive acts closely parallels Bloom's Taxon-
omy. If learning is to be an outcome of supervi-
sion, then a model of learning needs to be
incorporated into the supervisory system.

3. Evidence of increased AUTONOMY might
be demonstrated by the supervisor and supervisee
both:

Becoming increasingly aware of their own be-
haviors.
Becoming increasingly aware of the effects
their behaviors have on others.
Experimenting with and searching for the ef-
fects of their own behaviors on others.
Striving to increase their r?pertoire of teaching
strategies and supervisory behaviors.
Analyzing, evaluating, and modifying their
own behaviors and wategies based upon the
dare gathered and analyzing the effects that
tlk oehaviors have on otheis.
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The search for indicators of the teacher's grow
ing AUTONOMY would evidence a shift FROM
the attitude that thinking and planning hae little
alue , that one lesson design is a good as any

other, and that the supervisor's role is to tell
teadlers what is good or bad, right or wrong with
their teaching; TO the viewing of instructional
problems as challenging, finding fun in experi-
menting with instructional design, and voluntarily
self-analyzing and self-prescribing. Some exam-
ples of this shift toward more AUTONOMY
might be exemplified by the following behaviors
described at each level of thinking:

Figure 4
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III. WHAT SUPERVISORY COMPETENCIES
FACILITATE THE ACHIEVEMENT OF THESE
OUTCOMES?

The achievement ct these outcomes is depen-
dent upon the supervisor and the supervisee utiliz-
ing certain skills and abilities.

I. They both must be able to create a climate
of TRUST by:

Keeping in mind the goals of supervision
Trust, Learr.ing, and Autonomy; and the over-
all supervisory strategy or mental "map" for
how to achieve those outcomes. This also re-
quires:

Knowing that growth is incremental, gradual
and personal.
Viewing the supervisory role, therefore, as
fcilitativ Ind long termtwo to three
years or more.

c,
ta;
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Rea Irrng that the super. !see does not need
to be fixed. changed. or transformed in
this conference. thk semester, or even this
year

Remo% ing impediments to trust by selecting a
location tor their inteniction which is neutral and
free from distractions. and avoiding times or situ-
ations that are particHarly stressful.

Retraining from making N. aiue judgments.

Bemg alert to and accurately Interpreting %enso-
nal cues comirg from the superv!see such as
tone of voice, body posture. ey e movements.
and gestures

Listening and responding congruently by
matching the supervisee's representational sys-
tem. belief system. cognitive style, and level of
concern

Listening for and accurately identifying the
emotion and level of intensitv of the emotional
state of the supervisee.
Stating desirable behav iors in positiv e terms.

Working toward testable solutions to problems

Hav mg outcomes that are within the supervi
see's ability and control,

2 Supervision tor Intelligent teaching implies
that LEARNING involves a rearrangement. a re-
structuring. or a refinement of the tetwher's inner
realities . visions, and thought proces,..s Super. 1-
sory behav iors which facilitate learning include.

Diagnosing the super\ isee's c,Tnitive style.
modaht, nreference. level of concern, belief
system. and decision-making strat,qty: then
hay mg the flexibility to draw upon a repertmie
of interactive behaviors to be congruent with
those of the supervisee.
Quesvonmg--one of the most basic skills of
supervision. Ettective questioning can stimulate
the pertormance of certain cognitive tasks.
Questions can call forth logical evidence to
support assumptions, they can clarify and probe
for specifics. or they can elicit the inner work-
ings of the mind.
Embedded in the syntax of the supervisor's
questions and other statements are the cues for
a teacher's cognitive performance. Questions
can cause a lifting from one levet of thinking
to another. By manipulating the syntactical
structure of questions and other statements, the
supervisci can invite the teacher to ink' e
tormamc to compare that information with
what is in memory, to draw meaningful rela-

tionships, to apply or transfer those relation-
ships to hypothetical situations, and to evaluate
alternative outcomes.

Page 90 contains some examples of supervisoiy
questions and the types of cognitive operations
they are intended to elicit in the mind of the su-
pervisee.

Listening skills serve the supervisor in diagnos-
mg the level of supervisee's AUTONOMY by the
latter's abillty to spontaneously and voluntarily':

State instructional objective in speafic. ob-
servable krms.
JustifY why thome particular lesson objectives
and teaching strategies are b, ng used.
Recall and compare his/her own planned and
actaal behavior and the planned and actual be-
havior of the student,.
Assume responsibily for the outcomes of the
lesson. (Internal locus of control.)

Using the skills of questioning and listening.
the supervisor may gain information about the
self-directedness and self-awareness of the super-
%het:. The super% isor may then use this diagnos-
tic data as a basis tor planning supervisory
strategies and in-service experiences appropriate
to the model of learning presented above. The su-
pervisor must act upon this diagnostic data as a
basis for helping the supervisee to 1-wcome more
autonomous. If these behaviors are desireable.
then the supervisor may also examine his/her own
-dectiveness tor the degree to which hetshe elic-
its these behaviors in the supervisee.

Most cueing. hc-Never, come, NOT from the
super% isor's questions or statements. but rather
from the supervisor's response behaviors. How
teachers anticipate the supervisor will respond to
their answers to questions may exeit greater influ-
ence on their answers than the quesiions that the
supervisor asks.

Response behav lors w Inch faciliate intellectual
unctioning are:

Using silence after having asked a question or
after the teacher responds.
Accepting, building upon, integrating, and ex-
tending the teacher's ideas
Claiifying ideas, feeling, terminology. beliefs.
and strategies.
Probing for the mental processes that the
teacher uses before, during and after instruction
(Metacognition).
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SUPERVISOR'S
QUESTIONS

WHICH ELICIT SUPERVISEE'S
BEHAVIORS

"What did you observe your students doing?" Recalling studen be hay iors observed during the
teaching episode.

'What did you do to cause your students to per-
form that way?"

Stating causal relationships.

"How did what you observed y our students doing
compare with what you had planned for them?"

Comparing desired student performanLe ith aL-
tual student performance.

"How does w hat you did compare w ith what you
had planned to doT'

Comparing teacher behav iors,strategies planned
with those that were performed.

"What were you thinking of when you . (used
a particular teaching behaviorV,'

Employing metacognition

"Do you think the objectiv es were achieved?
What did you observe that causes you to think
soT'

Making inferences as to the achievement of the
lesson objectives. Suppor%;ng inferences with ob-
servable supporting data.

"Why do you think y our objectives (were,Were
not) achievedr

Analyzing why the desired objectives weretwere
not achieveo.

"What might you do differentl) in future lessons
of this sort?"

Prescribing alternative strategies that might be
employed.

"Why do you think it is important for your stu
dents to learn this?"

Evaluating the appropriateness of the Lurriculum
and instructional strategy.

"What has this supervisory dialogue caused you
to think about?"

"What might I do differently in future sessions
that would be of heir to, you?"

Refkcting on own thought processes (Introspec-
tion),

iting evaluation of the supervisor's effective-
ness (Modeling).

Providing or making information available
whc.-i the teacher needs or requests it.

Wim imitation being a most basic form of
learning, supervisor's modeling of desired intel-
lectual behaviors is requisite to teacher perfor-
mance. Thus, when problems arise in the day-to-
day events in the school, teachers must observe
the supervisor employing the same types of intel-
lectual behaviors desired for effective teaching:
planning, considering alternatives, restraining
their impulsivity, reflecting another person's point
of view, and responding empathically.
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In summary, this has been an attempt to de-
scribe three maj goals of supervision: TRUST,
LEARNING and AUTONOMY. rndicators were
described to nap assess the existence and
achievement of the three outcomes. Finally, su-
pervisory cills that contribute to the achievement
of these outcomes were identified. As a result of
applying these supervisory goals, indicators, and
compel mcies, it is hoped that curriculum and in-
structional practices will be enhanced and, as a
result, students' letoming will increase.



4. Supervision for
Intelligent
Teaching

Super: ision can
help teachers nrake
better instructional
decisions hv
enhancing their
cognitive abilities.
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Figure 1. The Interrelationship of Teachers' Attitudes, Thinking,
and Behaviors.

If the goal of teaching is to enhance
student teaming

And we know that certain teacher be-
haviors affect student learning.

And those toacher behaviors are intfu-
enced by the teacher thqyking and de-
cision-making processes

And teachers"' thinking ar., decision
making are influenced by their beliefs,
values. styles, culture,

STUDENT LEAP.MNC

Attitudes
Skills
Concepts
Values
Self-worth

TEACHER EEHAIORS

Questioning
Structuring
Responding
Modeling

TEACHER THINKING

Manning
Selecting from a repertoire
Locus of control
Detecting subtle cues
Egocentrism
Analysis
Introspection

T(ArHER i.`,7ITUDES

Belief sys
Culture
Modality performance
Cognitive style
Emotional state
1.t el of concern

Then supemsion needs to account tor more thttri just teacher behaviors Altering be-
haviors without affecting the inner thought processes is meaningless

figure 2. Information Processing.

INPUT PROCESSING OUTPUT

Intake of data
Applying andthrough

the senses evaluating
Making sense
(meaning) out

of the data
Recalling from both

thomterm and Autocriticism'
long-term memory ii metacognition

stream 4 deamons (Hunter, l9"9 ers u-e mtelhgent processes ti guide
Jackson t I96.4) estimates that teachers their t!aching behaviors t Blumberg.
make as manv as 1300 decisions eat h 19'4, hvan. 19'9, oht kman, 1980 /
day In making these decispins, teach , Sumo Jr teak hers km ny h As to select

92

1,1

spei3. ttra,hing als tnrn their ft:per
ti,ire isehast,)rs based en what they
know about toe:- learners the te-ach
mg task and the Instructional smaa
ttun The% kri,so, him a particular avi
ts into a larger strategy and can pre
dict the effects q that act On student
learning 'Me aim ,t supero.i..o and
stall development therefore should
be to help teacters make better deci
stuns about instruction In other
words it should appeal to, capitahle
on . and enhance machers cw,,nurc
prota:sses i spnnthall and Theis-
spnntlull I9s3

hgure I illustrate', hols stud,:nt
learning is related to teacher attitudes
thinking and behavior,. :,uperosion
should strict: to enhance those Him-
!yowl skills that ultimately serve to
increase learning

Enhancing Teaciers'
Thinking ski:1
Figure 2, vaitch omits such important
concepts aN affeki Mims anon. an,.. per-
ceptual abilities. nevertheless attempts
to summarize mam psychological and
psychobiological concepts of human
information processing, which can
sene as 3 basis for supervisor!. deci-
sion making

According to this model, the indi-
vidual constantly interprets in', rma-
non in terms ot what is already ;al, ,wn
It a teacher can easily understand new
,riformaw al based on existing km AO
edge ta.ssmutanon t, then there is no
problem or i,hallenge If. h4 weever. the
teacher cannot assimilate the new in-
formation, that rtformation must be
processed, more information ollect-

and the ultimats. resolution tested
tor us ht with the teacher's reahtv
(accommodatum) Thus, a problem
may be dehned as a st.mulus or chal-
lenge to whiLh the response mat not
oe readily apparem

The upervisor. then !s a crucial
mediator of teachers inwlhgent be
hay I, ,r To stimulate the teacher's intel-
lectual skills, the supervisor calls
attention to discrepancies between in-
tended and actu ii learning criteomes
-Ind poses problenis intended to invite
mire than a memory -tepe res. .nse
thshler, IT"! Mc -upen isor s ques
non% and statements Lan be designed
ti et.Lit spec Me cognitive fumitons

LI cl I i-ADI
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"Superior
teachers not only
know how to ask
a range of
questions; they
also know when
to ask them."

Teaching:The Interacthe
Stage
Tok ., 1,4.1,

',Li s t' 1h141,(..11.4 .4t14i

11' ts P. PA 4.4 fl t,
1.t I' ; Ihk Im,re
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14 I AI , rt 4.11111.4, t

h. -.404 PI Or 111.43f1,114

I3144,4 loulv, V. 41! S 5 a` ft. it Ilt Jre
,n4.11 4.0.dcf t. 13,1 in .1 1.414, It
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o q),Idef tli., (11.014 4, 44 .1 (1If14;
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ft, 114 411,1114, 11,1%
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4 M11444114. Kt (inn; (ht. ..5 nig 54
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ps4a1 and l ,miuratnt lutignit t5,

'Indent readitte,..- 104 tn qv slI
Ictirmug, mid 15 , 414544444,41
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"Superior
teachers not only
know how to ask
a range of
questions; they
also know when
to ask them."
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itt students 'us In
'lied and h k, Latt:r the Te.n hcr

might need 1,, 410.,.11,,n. to
ILA.; students ai to.% pro p st.p.11.

learned pits .rniath .n and r.. gather dati
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washer %Ingle MI
thiniong I T Ali. 19-9 s

Dating the inter.t. Tic stage thw
te.AL her s.,,nstanth
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Figure 4. interactive leaching DecisionMaking Flow Chart.

Teacher itor e,amptei asks Sti.dent gises Teacher Interprets !
a question to produce a intormat on student response
desirsd student behas, or

;Terminates I

e g desist
or praise

Rejr.rds
e g (Tants I

accept 1

pro.ide i
data 1

Teacher asks
questions seeking

I more information

r Student prokides Teacher retelprets
requested Into!. ; student rr sponse

matiOn

'Terminates.'

Re,ponch

;Teacher attempt-. to,
tat levet ot thlnking

1 nom input it ,.1
processing te.es

g reasoning
;

student prrAide-71,_ "Teacher Interprets
response requested 1 stuaent re-,ponse

Adapted from MarCand 19n.:

1 Terminates'

gesponds

iTeir her asks anottu r
question j
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:._"21,* ,..!
-1Pf.a.?t,.

Ie.

Fl"maht'

bEititt Salk a
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leateard flat
ar the vwts

rwir hem

'

1

4

V-

airroolfrol= =====
"Autonomous teachers reflect
upon, .:onceptualize, accumulate,
and apply understandings from one
classroom experience to the next."

101

j
%tut to do next should the student s
response be praised extinguished,
clarified or extended,

Superior teachers not tints Um
how to ask a range ot question+ the.%
also Um ubot to ask them Tho,
knoss hoc% to select from 3 repertoire
of teaching strategies and to Predict
outcomes Keeping a strafe* in mind
helps in making these decisions 0.1th
cut a strateg, classroom interaction is
unfocused random, and chaotic

Thathing strategies also procide a
screening mechanism vs Inch teach
ers can select relet,ant and often subtie
cues out ot the myriad signals students
send To manage the continual flocs ot
events, teachers must constands mom
tor the classroom ens ironment and be
alert to student cues Cues, such a. on
task behacior and student success,
provide an information feedback %%s-
tem on Much decisions are based
(Rohrkemper, 1982, Berliner, 1982

Because students constanth send
out information about themselves, the
teacher s conscious processing of this
information can onls be directed to 1
selected number ot task.relevant cues
With a teaching stratep in mind, task
relevant cues are noticed more rapid-
lc, and irrelel,ant cues are discarded
(Berliner, 1982, Kounin, 19-0) Alter
seeing or hearing a particular student
behavior, the teacher interprets the
cue bc either assigning a meaning tor
it from mentors or constructing a nest
meaning The teacher t an tiler, either
design or call from past experience
the most appropriate behavior to use
to respond .dthough teat hers possess
impressice amounts of data and per
cepuons about students, the% seldom
verih the accuracc of their interpreta-
tions about studnts cognitive and
affective states The vahdits of their
interpretations znd their choices of
subsequent behas ior, therefore, might
be questionable ( Ntarland, '1982

Superior teachers appear to control
their emt int mal, impulsice reactions n.
events (Doyle, 19-9) Classroom cues
recened thp nigh the un, onst ious can
build up ocer nme and disrupt con
scious information processing Re
suainnig impulsicc tr mt btlt nal reac
twos to such cues is ne, cssarl, tor the
teat her to reser, apat Hs 1. T IMP_Le

OT 4 SI VlA I sot W.4111'
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(lute lassrokirn dee icitinc This re
str Int als paw Ides students w ith a
model (.1 /tom, tii dt..11 itIi sinular
prohlenrs in and inn (.4 st,ht nil now
and tit the future ((Ace 1981 Feuer
stein, 198())

Routmes and management sc stems
are especulh klphil in dealing cc ith
the intormation processing demands
ot the immeducl. sponunein. and
unpredtuhilic uf i.l.tssfuoins Rou
tines reduce the need It; attend to the

Some Indicators of Teacher's Intellectual Autonomy
Performed autonomously I Performed only when Must be performed

by teacher invited by supervisor by supervisor
4-

I 'NANNING (The Preactive Phase)

1 States relationship between this lesson
and larger, long-range goal

2 Provides descriptions of student learnings
that will result from this instruction

3 Envisions, describes an instructional
strategy._ Content

Time scquencing
_ Groupistructuring

Sequence of learning activities
Repertoire of teaching behavtors

4 Identifies data about StudentS* previous
Inarnogsientryicapabilities, and so on

5 Anticipates a method of evaluating
outcomes

II TEACHING (The Interactive Phase)

1. Deals with multiple activities (classification
systems) simultaneously

2 Uses clear and prease language
3 Remembers strategy
4 Monitors own progress along that Ntratep

(meta-Cognition).
5. Restrains impulsivity (ognonng 'elected

behaviors, accepting)
6 Is conscious of and sensitive to behavioral

cues coming from student"
(monitoring)

7 Alters teaching strategy based on cues
coming from students (repertoire)

8 Routinizes classroom management tasks

in ANALYZING AND EVALUATING iThe
Reflective Phase)

1 Recalls data about student and teacher
behavior from teaching experience

2 Makes companson between intended and
actual outcomes

3 Makes causal relahonyhips as to why
objectives werelwere not achieved

4 Self.evaluates own actions of planning
teaching phases (auto.' riticism)

5 Displays mternal locus 0 control.

IV APPLYING (The Projective Phase)

I. Predicts or hypothesizes differences in
(earning outcomes if alternative
strategies were to be used

2 Planc future lesson strategies based upon
principles abstracted from the analysis
of previous lessons

3 Makes a commitment to alter/experiment
with own behavior'

I I, IM IOSS

abund.ince ot simultaneous cues from
students 1 eicluTs who have estab-
lished automatic I. mune, can attend to
cues that signal di% crepancies and al)
normalities rather than dealing soh
all ,tudt ru behat tors aP the nme

High degreeas
evidenced by

-t

Somewhatas low degreeas
evidenced by ! evidenced by

4-

7

Performed autonomou'ly Performed only when Must be performed
by teacher invited by superyisor by supervisor

t
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4 DON le superior tcakhers de (ions I taking roll, distributing i\ipers, k spelling. math drills, and teak lung
%clop routine %%stems tor dt.ahng %%nit , and bi Kik, torn-king gn up j %%ell as strategles, 4 gilt:Mk /fling sequent es,
man\ t,laSST( im management tunt ha% ing sAsteni.nk lessim designs, ; strukturing 1:(nmin, 19-01

Objectives of the Supervisory Conference
Supervisor Objectives

Pre-observation.
1. Elicit and clarify statements of purpose of the

lesson (unit, episode, year, individual).
2. Probe for specific observable student behav-

iors.
3. Probe tor the specific teaching strategies,be-

haviors to be used.

4. Determine what led up to and what will follow
this lesson.

5. Invite teacher concerns'hopes for the lesson.
6. Elicit a description of own role in the observa-

tion.

During the lesson.
1. Observe and record teacher behavior3.
I Observe and record student behaviors.

Post-observation.
1. Probe for the teacher's intuition/feelings/affect.
2. Ask the teacher to recall the student behavior

observed during the lesson to support those
feelings.

3. Ask the teacher to recall the teacher behav-
iors/strategies used during the lesson.

4. Present the teacher with data collected about
student behaviors and seek comparison be-
tween student behavior performed and stu-
dent behavior desired,

5. Present the teacher with the data collected
about teacher behaviors and seek comparison
between teacher behavior performed and
teacher behavior planned.

6. Probe for inferences about the achievement of
.he lesson's purpose.

7. Probe for explanations as to why the student
behaviors were/were not performed.

8. Elicit prescriptions for alternative teaching
suategies/behaviors/conditions.

9. Elicit an evaluation of the interview process
and supervisor's conference skills.

Teacher Objectives

Pre-observation.
1. State the purposes of Vie lesson.

2. Translate the purposes into descriptions of
observable 3tudent behaviors desired.

3. Describe the teaching strategies/behaviors to
7-1 be employed to facilitate students perform-
-Z" ance of desired behaviors.
0 4. Describe the sequence in which this lesson

occurs.
5. Anticipate any concerns.
6. Describe the role of the observer.

During the lesson.
1. Utilize the anticipated teaching behaviors/

strategies.

Post-obsvivation.
1. Express feelings about the lesson.
2. Recall student behaviors observed dunng the

teaching to support feelings.

3. Recall own behavior during the lesson.

4. Compare student behavior performcd with
student behavior desired.

5. Compare teacher behavior performed with
teacher behavior planned.

6. Make inferences as to the achievement of thc
purposes of the lesson.

7. Analyze why the behaviors were/were not
performed.

8. Prescribe what will;might be done differentl
in the future.

9. Express feelings about the value of the inter-
.

J
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Analyzing and Evaluating
The Reflective Stage

.1,4th zing wut et (dilating grqq, lit
the mental pnKesses used to raw
upon. _mak re and iudge teaching acts
performed in the inimedute past
Is ling insols es collecting and using
understandings dem ed trom wmpar
ison between al tual Mid intended klut
comes k )1 tem MIN it there is great
similarits between behasiors predict
cti during the planning stage and
(hi se obserxed during the Intel-acme
suge, then there is a match, and no
disc rt.pario existsa:cum/awn it
im the littler hand there is a mismatch
between student bebas ii irs obserxed
and student behas ii irs intelided. a dts
lrepano exists that must be rem aced
g plattled---(k ( mmuglatu or Re.
ms arl gn en ni em dam this disc rep

ano and lathe and.ctk t relation
ships are n hem ecu ii isir u t14 411.11

flklit lk MI5 and behas ioral t ilik I fl ws

4 Barr and Br. ns ii 19-1 KA thrkemper
19242

baluating ins tots es iudguig die
worth ot dec1511nil made during the
plannmg and interatne phases (Sha
whom 19-ro During esaluation,
5k,Ine %Aue is placed lin the qualm iii
the teacher 5 thinking both bekire and
during teaching this uniquels human
intellectual lapak as lii selkes Awn: is
%%hat hum ( alled (two Lrulawl
(). !limbo and Whimbes 19"o) It is

our abilits to stand apart In nn, ci in
template and es aluate Our n
non. It requires a (Milt/ilk's aware
nes, ot sell interaction with the real
ssorld Autiniornous teachers are

aware kg their Alli thinking while thes
are dec id ng--mt, ()Dear( orAnd can

reflect up in their thinknig atter (hes
has e Made 3 de c. isn m---retropectum
tc lark and linger 19-9,

Autimonk te.14, I it 44. 4: all inter

nal rather than an extunal hicce. iii
own. )1 It is one thing tor a supers isor

iudge the karnnig ittlk )(WS ot
teat her s lessim but w hat abkut teat Ii

ers estimate, ot their own sinless'
dlarootunian and larger 1981)

Some Components of the Supervision Process

1. AUDITING (Planning/Preactive phase)
Clarifying goals and objectives
Describing teaching strategies
Determining evaluation measures and techniques
Clarifying the evaluation process

2. MONITORING (Teaching/Interactive phase)
Gathering data about student performance of objectives
Gathering data about teacher performance of strategies

3. VALIDATING (Analysis and Evaluation/Reflective phase)
Sharing data collected about student and teacher performance
Comparing what actually happened with what was desired
Making inferences bout student achievement of objectives
Making inferences about teacher performance
Drawing cause-and-effect relationships between teac ler perform-
ance and student achievement

4 CONSULTING (Application/Projective phase)
Ev,-' ating appropriateness of desired objectives
Pre gibing alternative teaching strategies
Developing insight into the supervisory process
Evaluating the pi ocess of supervision

#1,, \I-.1

Teachers mac dismiss or distort mlor
Mat IUD that Indlk _Hes studellts dill not
learn a5 a result e. the teathing strate
g Vies mac lIlt be entirek rational
when laced with the possibilm that
the lesson dud not produce desired
results dies nias be more concerned
abAun .liaintaming a consistent sell
image I eak hers often gus e themsels es
redit when there i student noprose

ment but plai c blamc elsewhere whcn
pertormame is inadequate (ilarvin.
hells .ind Shapiro, 195-) Classnxn
i,hserers. hiisseser. are Minh less
likels to attribute improsement to the
teacher and more likels to attribute
decreases to the teacher and to stu
dent nu ,tn at 14 m I ',has elson. 19-'0

Teal hors who are insecure or who
has e sS seltesteem nias allow biases
to enter then unerpretations Teachers
who liacc .1 positne sell mage are
nik ire likek to hold themsek es re
spAmsible kir the outo Imes ot teact
mgwhether ',Amuse 1 ur negatne
ift)hrkemper, 1982, liars es , hells, and

shapin, 19i')

ApplyingThe Pz,lective
Stage
Applving uuisu ils es karning from ewe
rience a t eskilt it the es aluatiOn
and awls sis phase, teak hers make
llmunaments regarding their future

tu uis This stage ins oh es abstracting
generakrations from experiences and
Mr% mg Boll douse generalii.mi ins to

lature situations Know mg when to
decide is a Ii %muse skill that results
nom experience Experience.. hi Awl
en is not enough Experiences must
be compared dillerentiated . latego
ruled and lalwled such a %%stem .11
k ow, the teak her to reo pure and
interirc t classrNmi (-sem% departures
from routine, and nos icc urrem es
Fl iu. the te.n hei can predict the lon

sequem es ot altl. Malls es and
dim nous ot at tis ithout the
onk spinal ss stem the 4 lassuNurn re

maim a mass it i lkois Ind ,onfusion
suit e this km ns ledge oune. through
e \renew e e "Its the de
mand on inexperienced washers .ire
so iilteilsC their loins ledge is being
tested and t gist( m ted at the same
time (1 ) Ale 19-9 )
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Gilfee (19811 suggests that niuch ot
ha, we do comes about bc reflecting

on alternative courses ot aciloil. P.

I )oted in analysis ot previous em eri .
ewes. supported In language and ca
pacav for scmbol use. guided bc the
cot ,sel ot tither,. and subleCt tO con
tinuous revision as circumstances dic
tate

Autonomous teachers reflect upon.
conceptualize. accumulate, and applc
understandings from one classroom
ecpenente to the next As concepts
about teaching accumulate, teachers
become more routinized, particular,

predictabk, and rehned Rian
19-9 / The concepts and relationships
derived froln the anal% se, and et Atm
non stage are extrapc Axed in whim'
future decisic ins In planning and inter
actic e tea( lung Dunn, this applic a
non stage. teachers !cumulate Inpo
them al aatements tr future plans
Ihpitheses !nigh. be characterized In

iffc thinking If 1 %%ere to do this
lesson again. 1 ccoukl future on
emed thinking r.:ight include such
statements as, from nou on 1 m go
mg n Ii Next IlIne 1 ll plan
to

Au tonomc Os teat hers spc unaneous
1% make fc.mmuments to change their
behac tors and strategies based on self
analysts This step closes the mstruc-
nenal 0.1e because it senses 3.s 3 basis
for future planning in the first stage

Focusing on Teachers' Inner
Thinking
These are mans but ,ertaink not all,
(If the cognitive processes mcols ed iii
these four components of teaching
This research supports the assertion
that super% ision should emphasize not
onls the men behas tors of teaching
but the inner thinking processes as
ocli Sucn focus on enhancing teach
ers cognitne In turn,
Uhl-ease student learning 0

Reh,..nce,

Barr, R, and hrocin Euluation
and Decision Making The Reading Tein h
er 24 4 (19'1)

Berliner, Win] C The Executn. e Fun(
nous ot Teaching Paper presented at the
11ingspread Conference on Relating Read
ing Research to Classroom Instruction,

\, ingspriad Ras mi 9. issonsin, March 12-
14,1982

Blumberg, A superl wt.., and 7 eacher,
A Pruate old War Berkelex Mctutchan
Publishers, 19--i

Borko, II ( one, R Russo, 1) and sha-
elson, R I ea( hers Dec ision Making In
Re.sean h on km Mug Edited bc P Peter
son and 11 ,allserg lierkelec McCutchan
Publishers, 19-9

(Alec R ognune Ps((hologx and
Educational Practicc In Rolm ol
search tdm (1rum. Chapter 1 Edited hi
D Berliner 9. ashington, 1) C American
Educational Research Assoc iaton, 19. I

Clark C and linger R leachers
Thinking Research on leaching Idited
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Mo. utchan Poi ilishers, 19-9

Coladarchi 1 P I he leather as Iii
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4-0
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1)(A IC ,\ Making Managerial Decisions
c lassrooms In the Pr') I earbook
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nicersits of hicago Press 19-9
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1980

Fishier 1 (48 ontau.n.s Changing
leacher Ikhailor lhrough Liu .al `Amer
iision In Imp, ot mgIn S : ci ducauon
Edged bi 1 Rubin Boston SIlin Bacon.
191

Gfckman C lkielopnwutal %flpenl
gon Alternatne Approach>, to Helping
Teachers Improe Ingructum Alexandria,

a '1/4.ssociation lor Super'. isbn arta Cum('
ulum Decelopment, 1980

Ilarootuman IC, and larger, C, Teach
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5.
Coaching Teacher Cognition

Robert Garmston
Associate Professor

California State University, Sacramento

I'm pleased by the presence of several agendas
on the educational horizon, among them the in-
creasing recognition of teacher-as-decision maker.
To move this agenda beyond the hypothetical,
however, we must locate and apply effective ap-
proaches tit:A support and promote informed
teacher decision making.

Cognitive Coaching, which specifically focuses
on teacher thought, is one such model. Its roots
he in original Goldhammer and Cogan ideas
about clinica'. supervision a collegial reLtionship
to foster the teacher's freedom to act self-suffi-
ciently) rather than some recent "supervision"
models which are often t:acher evaluation in dis-
guise.

In Cognitive Coaching, the teacher, not the ob-
server, makes evaluations about what is good,
bad, appropriate, inappropriate, effective, ineffec-
tive and makes suggestions for improvement.
This is important and rewarding, because it is
these invisible skills of teaching, the thinking pro
cesses that underlie instructional decisions, that
produce superior instruction.

Districts which use Cognitive Coaching as a
systemwide model for supervision or az, a colle
gial approach to peer coaching often discover that
one of the most difficult skills for many supervi-
sors and coaches to learn is the withholding of
evaluation in the postconference. Consider what
happens to teacher thinking when a supervisor or
peer coach says,

Nice job!

You had a great ratio oi higher-level questions
in the lesson.
That wasn't too effective.
Here is what you should do.

In most situations, these comments, while well-
intentioned, shut down teacher thinking. When
our goals for teachers become improvements in

instruction thought, we select, just as we do with
students, the tools that best promote thinking.
These tools include withholding of judgment,
open-ended questions, mediative questions, si-
lence, pat vhrasing, probing, and summarizing
For exami le, here are some qae3tions coaches
ask that facilitate teacher analysis, cause-effect
thinking, inference building, self-evaluation and
self-prescription:

How did you do at meeting your objectives?
What data seems to support that line of think-
ing?

What do you think the problem is? How might
you find out?

When we ask open-ended questions like these,
we must be prepared to vb ithhold judgment in our
responses.

Why is it so hard for supervisors and peer
coaches to refrain from making evaluation? One
reason may be because we've lived so long with
some clinical supervision models in which the ob
server's job is to label, analyze, reinforce and
teach the teacher. The ability to evaluate and to
_oncisely communicate evaluations are important
skills within those models. Furthermore, with-
holding of judgment would probably be counter-
productive in districts which view the act of
teaching as labor. In these systems, there are of-
ten some prescribed "right" ways to teach. Fi .
nally, observer judgcment is important in the
technical coaching models Bruce Joyce and Bev-
erly Showers have developed to transfer training

nc ICI



into Llassroorn applkation. (Sec Garmston, "HIM
Administrators Support Peer Coaling," Educa-
tional Leadership, February 1987 for distindions
between technical ani congial coaching.;

But coaching for teacher thought requires a let
ting go of some of these oid pradices. The goal
is worth the effort bek..,Ause suk....essful teachers are
thoughtful teaklers, and they stimulate their stu
dents to be thoughtful as well. Teacheks who ex-
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perience Cognitive Coaching enthusiastically
kzport gene& improvements in the way they
think about instruction, during planning, during
teaching, and afterwards. This thinking is linked
to changes in the way they teach. Most adminis-
trators who provide this kind of coaching report
increases in their own learning, renewed joy in
professional relationships, and fredom from
artificial role of "I-have-all-the-answers."

1 ;
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6.
LANDSCAPES, MINDSCAPES, AND REFLECTIVE

PRACTICE IN SUPERVISION

'r1-1( MAS J. SERGIOVANNI, Trinity University

It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of wisdom, it was the
age of foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it was the epoch o:incredulity, it was the
season of iight, it was the season of Darkness, it was the spring of hope, it was the
winter of despair, we had everything before us, we had nothing before us, we were
all going direct to Heaven, we were all going direct the other wayin short, the period
was so far like the present period, that some of its noisiest authorities insisted on its
being received, for good or for evil, in the sunerlative degree of comparison only.

Charles Dickens

What is the present landscape in supervision and teaching really like? To
what extent do the theories of scholars and prescriptions of practicing super-
visors reflect this landscape? How congruent are min&capes of supervision
and teaching with the actual world of teaching practice?

Recently several practicing school supervisors were asked by the editor
of their state Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development journal
to comment on problems they encountered in practice and their attempts to
resolve these problems.' The supervisors spoke of cupervision as being a "pro
forma task," an obstacle to improvement, as being formal and artificial, detached
and impersonal, ant4 too hierarchical. They complained that teachers don't
think rationally enough, don't plan, are not responsive to criticism, and are
unable to see reality. Rut when proposing solutions to these problems, the
supervisors stayed "close to home" by relying on familiar prescriptions for
nractice and widely accepted theoretical frames of reference. Essentially, they
emphasized doing better that which they had been doing; hying harder to
apply the same supervisory rationales and techniques with which they were
Camiliar, and asserting more intensely the same basic assumptions, character-
istics, and designs that presently exist for their supervisory practke.

The supervisors were correct, I believe, in identifying the shortcomings
of present practice. They went astray, however, by relying on the same intel-
lectual frames of reference in seeking to improve practice. Supervision will
not improve very much by doing better that which we are now doing. Basic

'See forthcoming issue of Impact on Instructional Improvement (Alban., New York State
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, in press)

Reprinted from Journal of Curriculum and Supervision 1 (Fall 1985): 5.17.
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knowledge perspectives will need to be changed before practices will change
enough to make a difference, and this is the difficult reality that we face.

The crux of the problem is that the dominant mindscapes for supervision
do not reflect the real4 ofsupervisory practice. Mindscapes are implicit mental
frames through which supervisory reality and our place in this reality are
envisioned. Mindscapes provide us with intellectual and psychological images
of the real world and the boundaries and parameters of rationality that help
us to make sense of this world. In a very special way, mindscapes are intellec-
tual security blankets on the one hand and road maps through an uncertain
world on the other. As road maps they provide the rules, assumptions, images,
and practice exemplars that define for us what supervision is and how it
should unfold. Mindscapes program our thinking and belief structure as to
what should be included in supervision. and thus they possess suc'n features
as ideology and dogmatism. They also provide us with frames for _sciding

what should not be included in our thinking and what practices should not
be included. So complete is the programming of a mindscape that its assump-
tions and practices are automatically accepted and articulated. Mindscapes are
not thought about very much, for they are assumed to be true. Thus when a
supervisory mindscape does not fit the world of practice, the problem is
assumed to be in that world. Rarely is the world accepted for what it is and
the prevailing mindscapes challenged or indeed abandoned in favor of others.

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL MINDSCAPES

In this article theoretical and practical perspectives are portrayed as
competing supervisory mindscapes. The present supervisory landscape is a
creation of the theoretical mindscape. Despite its dominance, the theoretical
perspective does not fit the realities of professional practice in supervision.
By contrast, the concept of -reflective practice is proposed as a more practical
mindscapeone better able to account for the realities of supervision and to
inform professional practice.

At issue is how one should view supervisory inquiry and practice. How
should problems be framed? How should inquiry pro- .31? What is worth
studying? And how should defective practice be defined? The theoretical
perspective on supervision answers these questions quite differently than
does the pract:cal. The theoretical perspective seeks to establish a true ren-
dering of what is. This perspective is measurement-oriented, aJ. .thin it
precision, reliability, and objectivity are presumed to be of most imp _mance.

Let us take, for example, the process of evaluating teachers and teaching.
When evaluating from within the theoretical perspective, the following ques-
tions are considei ed to be key. What exactly is going on in this classroom?
How can I document this realiq objectively and reliably? What is the worth of
these findings against some standard? How can I link what the teocher does
to these findings with objectivity and confidence.% Is the teachei excellent,
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good. tair, or poor on given dimensions, and can I back up my assertions with
concrete evidence? Despite its quest for truth, the theoretical perspective is
able to reveal truth only within the limits of how its subject matter is conceived.
Decisions as to how to evaluate teaching, for example, influence the outcome
of die evaluation. These decisions include methods used to collect information
and standards against which measurements will be compared.

A practical perspective in supervision and evaluation is dynamic and
expansive. In contrast to a theoreti:al perspective, the practical is holistic and
seeks to make sense of classroom events, to explain and understand what is
going on. Its purpose is not to establish truth in a -traditional scienunc" sense,
but to be helpful and to encourage meaningful change. Change occurs when
events of the world make sense to people. Further, a practical perspective is
decision-oriented. As a result of supervision, ,ornething is intended to happen
to teaching. Instead of seeking to establish truth in some abstract way, a
practical perspective seeks to create doubt, raise issues, and discover reality
in teaching I. nlike the emphasis on "brute- data,' which dominates the
theoretical perspective. "sense" data and sensible information are sought.
Reality, within the practical perspective, is not something that exists separate
from supervisor and teacher but is constructed and created by them. Thus
external measurement rods are not viewed as ke elements of the evaluation
process Instead, internal matters are important and the evaluation is con-
structed from actual classroom event- as percen ed by students, supervisoN,
and teachers

MINDSCAPES. METAPHORS, AND ACTION

Theoretical and practical rnindscapes are expressed through the language
systems we use, which, in turn, reinforce our mindscapes. A person's view of
supervision and evaluation does not exist separate from her or his view of
teaching, the nature of power and authority, and how knowledge in supervi-
sion is generated and used Views of supervision and evaluation are typically
revealed in the language systems that supervisors use. Language frames our
thinking by focusing attention on some aspects of a supervisory problem and
by excluding others.

Metaphors are powerful exemplars of language, which influence the
framing of supervisory problems. Framing is a defining process and thus,
through the use of metaphor, problems are defined in a particular way. Other
metaphors would define these very same problins differentl. Problem real in,
is little more than a function of this framing process Framing reinforces the
supervisory mmdscapes of the framer and influences the creation of this scape
in the minds of others Once a problem is framed within o given supervisory
mindscape, those invoh ed in anal yzmg this problem are locked into a panic

'dudes Talor Inrcrproat41 and thc 1,! Man 114- wa tletc,PInqc.+ 2i

(sepvmhur NMI
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ular way of thinking andforced into a particular course of action. This thinking
and action is then justified in terms of the original mindscape. As Greenfield
reminds us, "Language is Power. It literally makes reality appear and disappear.
Those who control language control thoughtand thereby themselves and
others. We build categories to dominate the world and its org'nization."3

How one views teaching influences her or his supervisory mindscape.
Within the theoretical perspective, the pipeline or conduit metaphor is often
used to depict teaching. "Instructional delivery systems" are conceived as
pipelines through which knowledge and information must traveL4 Student
outromes are at one end of this line, teaching inputs at the other end. Care
must be taken to keep this instructional pipeline flowing smoothly, obstruc-
tions in the line must be eliminated; and the line itself must be shaped to
sold blockage kinks. Inputs must be properly sized to fit the pipeline, and a

system of monitoring must be established to ensure easy movement of this
input through the line. Student outcomes need to be carefully checked to
ensure that they fit input intents. Improvements need to be made in the
composition and arrangement of the pipeline itself in an effort to maximize
even further student outcomes at lowest cost, and so on.

Conceiving of teaching as an instructional design system pipeline pro-
vides a highly instrumental view that frames and shapes the way schooling is
and is not to be understood. Students are cast into receptive roles. Persons at
the input end of the pipeline make calculated decisions about teaching and
learning The pipeline itself is viewed in a mechanical sense. It is hard not to
conceive of teaching and learning in another waywe become trapped by
the mindscape from which the pipeline metaphor emerges, Ind it programs
our thinking and actions. Once this teaching mindscape is fixed, it determines
the way supervision is likely to occur.

Madeline Hunter's work provides a fairly clear-cut exa. vle of how mind-
scapes program thinking and determine action. She prescribes a specific
method of supervision, which stems from her conception of teaching and
learning. She views teaching and learning as an instructional delivery system,
and the pipeline metaphor fits her mindscape very well Consider the highly
instrumental language she uses to describe teaching and learning and partic-
ularly the pipeline imagery projected:

Teaching. as it is used in this chapter, is defined as the constant stream of professional
decisions that affect the probability of learning. Only recently. however, has research
in learning been translated into cause-effect relationships of usc to teachers
Teaching involves factor-analyzing those goals into dependent sequences of learning,
diagnosing students to determine what each has achieved in that sequence, and
employing psychological principi. s that contribute to the speed and effectiveness with
which each student a..:quires new !earnings in these sequences

'Thomas 13 Greenfield, Against Group Mind An Anarchistic Theory of Educaton. ikGill
Journal of Education 1- (Winter 1982) 8

'Ernest R h ust. floss We Think Ab()Lt Evaluatu,n," in Philosophy of Education, ed Ernest
R House ( San Francis«) j("ses Bass, 1983)
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Teachirg is an applied science derived front research and human learning and human
behavior. an applied science that utilizes the findings of psycholok , neurology, soci-
ology and anthropology.

The science of teaching is based on cause-effect relationships existing in three cate-
gories of decisions that all teachers make. .

The teacher determines the vocabulan loading and Idea densit, that each student is
able to handle successfull and the degree of imbedding or surfacing cf the information
that is necessary to make its !ocation challenging hut visible to the learner

the teacher must ascertain whether the learning hehavior "input system- being
utilized is working for that student. If it isn't working another learning behavior needs
to be added or substituted for the less successful one

the teacher must have task-analyzed the final objective to identif),, knot ledge and
skills that need to be acquired. Only then can the Input phase of the lesson be designed
so that a successful outcome becomes predictable
Students practice their new knowledge or skill under direct teacher supertislon Neu
learning is like w et cement, it is easil, damaged An error at the beginning of learning
can easily "set so that it is harder to eradicate than had it been eradicated immell-
ately

Accepting Hunter's teaching and learning mindscape influences the way
supervision is likely to unfold. An interaction exists between one's view of
teaching and learning and of supervision and evaluation with each framing
and influencing the other.

Hunter states, for example, "Most principals were effective teachers, :)ut
their skills may have been intuitive and therefore inarticulate.' To remedy
this problem and to set the stage for implementation of the prescribed super-
visory strategy, she maintains that principals (supervisors) must possess a
certain and common body of knowledge, essentially the nuts and bolts of her
mindscape for teaching and learning.

THE NATE 'RE OF KNOWLEDGE IN SUPERVISION

One's view of the nature of knowledge, how it is generated and how it
is used in pi actice, is an additional determiner of one's supervison mindscape.
Within the theoretical mmdscape it is assumed that supervisory knowledge

'Madeline liumer. Knowing, Teaching, Supert hung, in I sing Wh i We Knou About Teach-
ing, 1984 Yearbook of the AssocutM for Supemsion and Currrulum Detelopmern. ed Philip
I. Hosford (Alexandria, Va ASCD, 1984 ), pp 169-192

p 184 This point illustrates the power of mmdscapes and accompant ing metaphors
in intluenung thought Inarticulate, for example. carries with it a negative umnotation Webster's
Dicuonart uses the following tvords and phrases m dehning inarticulate inupable of ing
coherent or effectne expression. hat ing no distinct hod !. segments, lacking a hinge ( referring to

brachiophod shell) Hunter could have chosen a word such as Nat, which carries with it an
artistic quaint. a posint e connotation Webster s dehrung phrases IC rr mot in:.-hide. "expressed or
carried on without words or speech, implied or indicated but not actuallt exprissed Choosing

the word marnculate frames our thinking in certain direction, one more in acco d with Hunter
view of teaching and learning This iew o)mprises the minds( ape that goveras and frames her
thinking In the next sentence, Hunter o)ndemns intuaion k stating tku n is sterile, a further
example of the pm, er 4 language in trammg thought and sliaping meaning
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shares characteristics common to all scientific knowledge. This assumption is
consistent with Comte's search for a "unity of science,"' which would treat
social objects and the cultural world in the same way physical objc cts are
treated in the natural sciences. Inquiry in the social world, accordity, to the
unity of science" view, would exclud prior knowledge, implicit knowledge,

and tacit knowing (intuition of and personal meanings for supervisors, teach-
ers, and students), require absolute separation between the knower (super-
visor or teacher) and the object known (teaching); assume that social objects
and social reality (such as teaching), like physical objects anc physical reality,
have an existence independent of the observer, require that social inquiry
(supervision and evaluation) be a neutral activity, an objective process void
of bias, emphasize what is (the facts of teaching) rather than what should be,
require that teaching, supervision, and evaluat, 3n develop their own languages
(as contrasted with lay persons vernacular in order to adequately and uni-
versally discuss social reality, and require the development of unique methocs
of inquiry (as contrasted from common sense or everyday approaches to
knowing) in order to discover true reality.

Knowledge itself within the theoretical perspective is hierarchical aid
therefore generated downward in the form of a linear chain. This chain anc
its relationship to Hunter's model of teaching arid supervision is depicted in
Figure 1.

Within the theoretical perspective supervision is viewed s an "applied
science.' This phrase is itself a metaphor that frames our thinking and shapes
our actions. Applied science flows from basic science as emi- odied in key
underlying disciplines such as psych, 'ogy, neurology, sociology, and anthro-
oology, according to Hunter, and uses this scientific knowledge to build
practice models and standard practice treatments. At the bottom of this hier-
archy (perhaps a metaphor suggesting that it is the least important part of the
knowledge hierarchy?) is a professional practice component whereby knowl-
edge flowing from the top is applied in performing services to clients

'George SimpsonAuguste Comte Sire of Coctology (New York Crowell, 1969) See John K
Smith, "Quantitative VeNus Interpretive The Problem of Conducting Social Inquirc,- in Phdos
ophr of Et aluation, ed Ernest R House (san FrL, -Kisco Jossey-Bass. 1983)

"A number of mdividuak have t .ged that sup... won and teaching he viewed as more aristic
than scientax see Daniel C Lorne.School Teacher A Sociological Sstudv Chicago l'iliersit of
Chicago Press. 19"5). 'lip Jackson, Life in Classrooms (New York liolt, Rinehart & Winston.
1968). Elliot W Eisner. ne Educational Imagination, 2nd ed (New York. Macmillan, 1985) The
artistic metaphor represents an entireb different mmdscape of teaching and supervision, one
that frames issues of importance and decisions and actions of professionals into lanes quite
different than does the theoretical mmdwape Artistic mindscapes and accompam mg metaphors
work similar4 to other mindscapes bc framing thinking about teaching and learning and thus
programming action Educational mmdscapes create professional real*, and realities for persons
differ as their mindsupes difkr The worth of a particular supervmal realm is determined bc
ns usetulness in reflecting the world of teac hers and their work, in promoting understanding of
this world, and in improving professional practice

i
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Figure 1.
The Hierarchy of Knowledge Within the Theoretical Perspective

Creation of knowledge through research

to build models of practice

from which yescriptions are generated

to be communicated to professionals for
use in practice

Teaching effectiveness research

the Hunter model

three basic ideas, seven basic steps, six
basic types

to be learned and universally applied in
supervision and evaluation

THF NATURE OF PRACTICE IN SUPERVISION

I began with the assertion that the present theoretical basis (mindscape)
for supervision provides an unrealistic view of supervision and for this reason
may not be useful for guiding practice. Within this mindscape supervision and
evaluation are viewed as logical processes that seek to establish objective
truth. They rely heavily on action strategies based on universal principles,
linear thinking, and logical analysis. They assume that the worlds of supervi-
sion and evaluation are characterized by stability and uniformir: of problems.
Given these conditions, they seek to provide standard practice prescriptions
( instructions, steps, treatments, processes) to supervisors.

In practice, supervision and evaluation differ markedly from this theo-
retical view. Patterns of practice are actually characterized by a great deal of
uncertainty, instability, complexity, and variety. Value conflicts and uniqueness
are accepted aspects of educational settings. These characteristics are, accord-
ing to Schon, perceived as central to the world of professional practice in all
of the major professions (medicine, engineering, mae-Tement, education).
And because of these characteristics, Schon concludes, "Professional knowl-
edge is mismatched to the changing characteristics of the situations of prac-
tice " Though one may be comfortable in viewing supervision as a logical

process of problem solving, a more accurate view may be as a process of
"managing messes."°

In reality, the task of the supervisor is to make sense of messy situations
by increasing understanding and discovering and communicating meaning.
Since situations of practice are characterized by unique events, uniform answers
to problems are not likely to be helpful Since teachers, supervisors, and
students bring ) the classroom beliefs, assumptions, values, opinions, pref-
erences, and predispositions, objective and value-free supervisory strategies

are not likely to address issues of importance. Since uncertainty and corn-

'Donald Sc.:bon, The Reflecare Practitioner How Profewonals Mink in Action (New York
Basic Books, 1983), p
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plexity are normal aspetts in the process of teaching, intuition becomes
necessary to fill in between the gaps of what can be specified as known. Since
reality in practice does not exist separate from persons involved in the process
of teaching and supervising, knowing cannot be separated from what is to be
known. Since evaluation reality is linked to the observer and to decisions she
or he makes about methods of observazion, it is constructed as an artifact of
the situation. Since supervisory messes are context bound and situationally
determined, the language of actual classroom life and actual teaching events
will he listened to rather than the theoretical language or language that may
be inherent in.rating scales and other measurement devices.

THE CLINICAL MIND IN SUPERVISION AND TEACHING

The crux of the mismatch between professional knowledge perceived as
theoretical and the actual context and practice of supervision is that teachers
operate in a clinical rather than theoretical mode.

Don Hogben, for example, maintains that teachers and other professional
practitiuners view their work quite differently than do theoreticians or
researchers. They have, he concludes, a different world view. He draws his
conclusions from Freidson's extensive examination of the profession of med-
icine and accepts for teachers Freidson's concept of "clinical mentality." That
is, professionals are possessed by a clinical mentality that pi ovides them with
a mindscape of work at odds with the theore ical mindscape."

In comparing clinically minded medical professionals with medical
researchers and theoreticians, Freidson, according to Hogben, identifies four
major differences. First,professionals aim ai action not at knowledge. Doing
something, indeed anything, is always preferable to doing nothing. As they
practice, teachers and supervisors are more likely to take action when faced
with a problem they don't understand very well than to wait for theory and
reseamh to unravel the problem. They prefer action over inaction even when
such action has little chance of success. In this action process, supervisors and
teachers ar :. more likely to seek useful than truthfu, knowledge and to engage
in a process of understanding-seeking rather than truth-seeking. Useful knowl-
edge and increased understanding are prized because they support action.

Suggesting that useful knowledge is more important than truthful knowl-
edge requires some explanation. Professionals view themselves as "truih-
makers" rather than "truth-seekers." As Noblit explains, truth-makers are
engaged in "originative" acts as they create the sodal worlds within which
they live. Truth-seekers, on the other hand, are about the business of finding
that which already exists. Noblit quotes Shackle as follow

"Donald Hogben, "The Clinical Mind Some Implications for Educational Research and
Teacher Training** (Urbana-Champaign Center for Inqructional Research and Curriculum Eval-
uation, University of Illinois, undated) See Eliot Freidson, Profession of Medicine A Unify of the
Sociology of Applied Knowledge (New York Dodd Mead, 1972)
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There are truth-seekers and truth-makers. On the one hand, the pure scientist deems
himself to be typically faced with a problem which has one right answer. His business
is, in the map-maker's language, to get a fix on that problem, to take bearings from
opposite ends of a base-line and plot them to converge upon the solution, the truth
to-be-found. On the other hand, the poet-architect-adventurer sees before him a
landscape inexhaustibly rich in suggestions and materials for making things, for making
works of literature or art or technology, for making policies and history itself, or
perhaps for making the complex, delicate, existential system called a business."'2

Certainly "truth" does exist and it is of great interest to professionals,
when they can use it, as a basis for determining courses of action. Within the
medical specialty of oph tialmology, as an example, it is estimated that 80
percent of the cases of patient complaints do not fall into the available standard
categories of diagnosis or treatment. Physicians are grateful for occasions
when standard treatment repertoires do fit the problems they face, but they
must take action nonetheless in the vast majority of other cases. By taking
action they seek to make sense of the problems they face and to create
knowledge in use. Their clinical mentality casts them into the role of "truth-
maker" rather than "truth-finder" or applier of known truths. Understanding
and knowledge usefulness are important in truth-making.

A truth-seeking approach to supervision seeks to establish and define a
single concept of "good" teaching to be used as a standard for developing
and applying measurement rods to determine the extent to which good
teaching exists in various settings of interest. Despite exaggerated claims to
the contrary, a single concept of good teaching carnot be established empir-
ically, and such a cort..ept cannot exist in an absolu Le sense." Indeed different
versions of gr U teaching exist, each depending upon a different world view,
different interests, and different purposes. It is possible to agree on a version
of good teaching. This agreement would not depend so much on facts or
empirically established reality but upon a process of justification. Justification,
in turn, is a product of our values and interests.

The second characteristic of the clinical mind, which Freidson found in
his comparison of medical practitioners with researchers and theoreticians,
was that professionals need to believe in what they are doing as they practice.
They need to believe that professional action does more good than harm and
that they are effective in solving problems and in serving clients. Teachers,
Hoghen concludes, "must strongly believe in what they are doing, because
their daily practices and decisions are rarely followed by pupil improvement

e'George Noblit, The Prospects of an Applied Ethnograpin for Educauon A Sociology
of Knowledge Interpretauon,- Educational Eialuation and Polk Analysis 6 (Spring 1984 ) 9"
See G L S Schackle, Policy, Poetn , and Su«ess, Me Economic Journal "6 (December 1966)
'67

'Establishing a single concept of good" teaching and empincallt validating a particular
tea(;ing technique (or series ot hniques) are not III: same Techniques masterfullt articulated
but misapplied in a gnen situation r f(ir a given purp)se would, in real*, be examples of -bad-
teaching
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which can be tied unequivocably to those practices and decisions."4 This
comment applies as well to supervisors, for they too have precious little with
which they can judge their effectiveness. Theoretical mindscapes encourage
detachment and healthy skepticisni. By contrast, the world of practice is
characterized by close attachment and a commitment to one's course of action.

The third characteristic identified by Freidson is the heavy reliance of
professionals on their own firsthand experience and on the experience of
other professionals with whom they work in similar settings. They rely more

on results than theory, and trust their own accumulated experiences in making
decisions about practicc than they do abstract principles. In describing teach-

ers Hogben points out that "they may adopt the rhetoric and the slogans
emanating from educational psychology, sociology and the rest as it suits
them, but their day-to-dai practice often runs counter to theoretical dictates.""
It is not surprising, therefore, that researchers such as Emil Haller and Charles
Keenan found that teachers rely primarily on other teachers as sources of new
ideas and for help in solving existing problems. Further, "other teachers"
were viewed as the most reliable sources of help and new ideas."

The final difference revealed by Freidson's comparison, according to
Hogben, is that ".. . the practitioner is very prone to emphasize the idea of
mdeterminancy or uncertainty, not the idea of regularity of lawful, scientific
behavior, which characterizes the theoretical mindscape. The issue may be
less whether professionals want to emphasize uncertainty than that they must.
In medicine, for example, a recent review of the research reveals that only
about 15 percent of medical procedures in common use are validated by
scientific studies." The figure in education would be even less. How incon-
gruous it would be to ignore the complexities of the problems faced in schools
and the infallibility of the scientiac base for teaching by abandoning indeter-
minancy and uncertainty in favor of three major decisions, seven major steps,
and six major types, or of ot: r "scientific" prescriptions that seek "regularitv"
and "lawfulness" in practice.

In sum, "the clinical mind stresses action rather than knowledge, belief
in action, reliance on personal experience and 'results,' rather than on theory,

"Donald Hogben, 'The Clinical Mind Some Implications for Educational Research and
Teacher Training' (Urbana-Champaign Center for Instructional Rese: :h and Curriculum Eval-
uation, University of Illinois, undated), p 2

"Ibid
'Emil Haller, Strategles for Change (Toronto Department of Educational Administration,

Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, 1968. 'Charles Keenan, Channels for Change A Survey
of Teachers in Chicago Elementary Schools" (doctoral dissertation, University of Illinois, 19'4

rtionald Hogben, "The Clinical Mind Some Implication; for Educational Research and
Teacher Training (Urbana Champaign Center for Instructional Research and Curriculum Eval
uanon, University of Illinois, undated), p 2

St.1nleyJ Gross, 'On Contrasting Rates of Diffusion of Professional Knowledge A Response
to McGuire and Tyler,' in 'sing What We Knuu About Teachng, 198qYearbook of the Association
for Supervision and Curriculum De% elopment, ed Philip I Hosford ( Alexandria, Va ASCD, 1984 ),

P 2"
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abstract principles or 'book knowledge.' And, finally, there is an emphasis on
indeterminancy rather than a commitment to the idea of reguLrity of behav-
ior.'" These characteristics of the clinical mind, taken together with the reality
that patteins of practice are characterized by a great deal of uncertainty,
instability, and complexity, and the reality that value conflicts and uniqueness
are accepted aspects of educational settings suggest that theoretical mind-
scapes of of supervision and teaching do not adequately reflect the condition
of practice. They do not yield enough useful knowledge to professionals, and,
when conceived as the basis for an applied science of supervision and teaching,
they are weak constructs for the improvement of practice.

SUPERVISION AS REFLECTION-IN-ACTION

Practical mindscapes have the potential for yielding professional knowl-
edge, which promotes under3tanding, is useful in solving problems, and
guides professional action. Unlike theoretical knowledge, which emerges
from a downward flow, professional knowledge is created in use as profes-
sionals, faced with ill-defined, unique, and constantly changing problems,
decide courses of action.

Ralph Tyler maintains that researcLers don't have a full understanding of
the nature of professional knowledge in education. He states:

Researchers and many acaderri.o also misunderstand educational practices. The pra,--

lice of every profession evolves informally, and professional procedures are not
generally derived form a systPrnatic design based on ,esearch finding. Professional
practice has largely dev-loped through trial and error and intuitive efforts Practition-
ers, ovel the years, discover procedures :hat )ear to work and others that fail The
professional practice of teaching, as well as mat of law, medicine, and theology, is
largely a product of the experience of practitioners, particularly those who are more
creative, inve11tive, and observant thal) the average '

Scientific studies in the vanous professions are important. But science,

according to Tyler, "explains phenomenon, it does not produce practices
Professionals rely heavily on informed intuition as they create knowledge in

use. Intuition is informed by theoretical knowledge on the one hand and by
interacting with the context of practice on the other. When teachers use
informed intuition, they are engaging in reflective practice. When supervisors

use informed intuition, they too are engaging in reflective practice. Knowing

is in the action itself, and reflective professionals (teachers and supervisors)
become students of their practice. They research the context and experiment

with different courses of action. As Schon suggests:

"Donald Hoghen, "The Clinical Mind Some Implications ior Educ.tiomil Research and

Teacher Training (Urbana.Champaign Center for Instructional Research and Curriculum Eval-

uation. Univcrsity of Illinois. undatta p 11
'Quoted by Philip L flosford. "Introduction The Prubkm k Danculues and Ou- Arproaches."

rsmg What We Know About Teachng. 1984 Yearbook of the 'ssociation for Supervision and
Cumculum Development. ed Philip I. Hosford (Alexandria, Va ASCD, 1984 p 9

1
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They may ask themselves, for example, "What features do I notice when I recognize
this thing? What are the criteria by which I make this judgment? What procedures am
I enacting when I perform this skill? How am I framing the problem that I'm trying to
solve?" Usually, reflection on knowing-in-action goes together with reflection on the
stuff at hand, There is some puzzling, or troubling, or interesting phenomenon with
which the individual is trying to deal. As he tries to make sense of it, he also reflects
on the understandings which have been implicit in his action, understandings which
he surface:, critidzes, re-structures, and embodies in further action.
It is this entire process of reflection-inaction which is central to the "art" by which
practitioners sometimes deal well with situations of uncertaintynstability, uniqueness,
and value conflict "

To Schon, reflection-in-action involves -oh-the-spot surfacing, criticizing,
re-structuring, and testing of intuitive understandings of experienced phe-
nomena, often, it takes the form of a reflective conversation with the situa-
tion,"" Reilection-in-act;on captures the clinical mind at work as teachers plan
lessons, analrze problems, and decide on courses of action in teaching. Reflec-
tion-in-action captures, as well, the supervisor at work as she or he makes
judgments in an attempt to manage a very messy work context. What is missing
in both cases is reflection on the process of reflection-in-action.

Theoretical mindscapes reflect the concept of applied science, and this
c(:ncept in practice requires far less reflection-in-action than first seems appar-
ent. In applied science, problems are diagnosed for fit with standard practice
treatments, and the "'correct.' one is selected for application. In reflective
practice, knowledge is created in use as professionals explore and experiment.
They rely less on standard treatments and more on informed intuition to
create tailored "treatments,-

With respect to supervisory practice as an applied science, teachers are
expected to place themselves in the hands of a supervisor and rely on this
person's wisdom in properly analyzing teaching problems and prescribing
tr eatments for improvement. Supervision as reflective ,sractice, however, requires
that teachers join supervisors in trying to make sense of complex situations,
in sharing perceptions, and in arriving at "treatments" and other courses of
action together The teacher is not dependent upon the supervisor. Instead,
the supervisor needs the teacher's involvement in order to fully understand
what is going on.

Applied science in supervision seeks to establish a body of artificial
professional intelligence Theoretical knowledge would be the key aspect of
such Mtelligence Supervisors would merely have to "diagoo ,e" problems
they face and draw from this intelligence standard treatments to apply. BY
contrast, reflective practice seeks to establish augmented professional intel-

-11)()nald Sikk»). 'Me &Aunt, Practi(ioner My Professional, Mink an Action (New York
Basic 1983), p SO

."Donald `+(lion, Leader,.hip as Rt)Ilethon in Amon, in Leadership and :-irgatnzahonal
udtures, cds Thomas I s,..Ignwanni and .1( )hin E Corbalk (1 rban4-01,1111w) Unnersity of
Illiiiüis 1)ress, 1981), p 12
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hgence. Supervisors themselves would be ke% aspects of this intelligence, for
it would riot stand apart as an abstract body of theoretical knowledge. Aug-
mented professional intelligence serves to inform the intuitions of supervisors

as they practice. As this process unfolds, practical knowledge is created in use

as unique "treatments" are developed, applied, refined, and shared with other

supervisors
The concept of reflective practice in supervision poses many other issues

not examined in this article. The mindscape issue, however, is fundamental
Theoretical mmdscapes of .t.ipervision favor abstract views and detei ministic

prescriptions that do not reflect the actual world of supervision and :herefore
are not very 9seful in and of themselves The quesuon is, do we persist in
pursuing and refining theoretical mindscapes, or do we abandon them in
favor of more practical and useful ones? Choosing the latter course has its
challenges and will require us to "shake loose- from a comfortable presen'.

But if we want to develop a useful practice of supervision, then this is the

course we must follow I choose 'the spring of hope" over "the winter of

despair

IONINS I SERGIOVANN I is Pr( dew tr ( 4 Wet, ailon.1 rum% I ni% sit% , san Ant( w-
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Sergio%anni. Thomas 11 , and CI 41)AI%, Illohn E. eds Leadership and Mantz.-a-
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